Background {#Sec1}
==========

Telocytes (TCs) have been found widely spreaded in a large number of organs and tissues of mammals, including atrial and ventricular myocardium, bladder, lung skeletal muscle, gastrointestinal tract, eyes, and others. TCs communicate with neighboring cells by homo- and heterocellular contacts and transfer genetic information and signaling molecules to influence other cells \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Shoshkes-Carme et al. \[[@CR3]\] recently demonstrated that TCs can be the major source of Wnt signaling, and play dependent roles in proliferation of intestinal stem cells and epithelial renewal. This particular study provides solid evidence that forkhead box L1-positive TCs contribute to the formation of the subepithelial plexus of the intestine, support the entire epithelium, and provide niche signals to intestinal stem cells, by producing Wnt ligands and maintaining Wnt signal pathway. Although TCs are often allocated within the stem cell niche, pulmonary TCs have different genetic profiles and biological functions from stem cells, fibroblasts, alveolar type II cells, airway basal cells, proximal airway cells, and T cells from bronchial lymph nodes or from lungs, respectively \[[@CR4]--[@CR7]\]. TCs functionally and constructively support and connect tissue cells, function as signal massage carriers, and benefit gene and cell therapies \[[@CR8]--[@CR12]\].

Gene modification is considered as a potential therapy to genetically prevent and treat diseases, even though a large number of factors still need to furthermore clarified, e.g. safety, efficacy, and complexity. With rapid development of gene editing technology, the precision and efficacy of gene modification are improved significantly \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\]. Safety profiles of gene modification as part of limitations require more preclinical and clinical evidence. The present study investigates potential effects of gene modification on morphological phenomes, biological behaviors and functions, as well as responses to inflammation in lung TCs. An anti-aging gene from Simian vacuolating virus 40 was transferred as the target gene into primary TCs isolated from mouse lungs to improve the longevity of cells, since primary TCs hardly survive in the in vitro system for a few weeks or months \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\].

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

TCs isolation and primary cell culture {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------

Mice were provided by Animal Facility in Biomedical Research Center of Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University. This study was approved by the Fudan University Ethical Committee for animal experiments.

Mouse lung TCs were isolated and prepared as escribed previously \[[@CR4]\]. In brief, female BABL/c mice aged 6--8 weeks were used and anaesthetized. The trachea and lung tissues were isolated and collected into sterile tubes, containing Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium plus F12 (DMEM/F12) integration (Gibco, NY, USA), supplemented with 100 UI/ml penicillin, 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich Shanghai Trading Co Ltd., Shanghai, China). Samples were placed on ice and transported to the cell culture laboratory within 30 min. The tissues were cut into about 1 × mm^3^ in sterile DMEM/F12 and incubated in 10 mg/ml collagenase type II (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and 2000 U/ml deoxyribonuclease I (Sigma-Aldrich) on an orbital shaker for 4 h, at 37 °C. Cell suspension was separated by 40-m-diameter cell strainer (BD Falcon, NJ, USA), and dispersed cells were collected by centrifugation. Cells were resuspended in DMEM/F12, supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 100 UI/ml penicillin, 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich), and cultured in a incubator, with 5% CO~2~ in air, at 37 °C, for 30 min, to wipe off most fibroblasts. Cell suspension was transferred to other flakes and cultured for another 12 h before changing culture medium. Culture medium was changed every 48 h. Cells were examined by phase contrast microscope, under an inverted Olympus phase contrast microscope (1 × 51; Tokyo, Japan).

Lentivirus construction and infection {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------

Lentivirus particles containing the small and large T antigen of anti-aging gene from Simian vacuolating virus 40 (SV40) gene were constructed (HanyinCo., Shanghai, China) according to the former articles \[[@CR15]\]. The oligo (listed 5′--3′) SV40-F: CCG GAATTCATGGATAAAGTTTTAAACAGAGAGGAATC and SV40-R: GCTCTAGATTACAAGTCCTCTTCAGAAATGAG. TCs were infected on 6-well plates for 12 h at 37 °C, replaced fresh medium, and harvested for qPCR analysis to determine the SV40 mRNA expression level after being cultured for 96 h at 37 °C.

RNA extraction and PCR {#Sec5}
----------------------

Primary TCs and TCs transformed with SV40 (TCs^SV40^) were seeded in 24-well plates with a density of 10^4^ cells/well and cultured for 24 h at 37 °C. Cells were washed thrice with PBS, and total RNA was isolated and transcribed into single-stranded cDNA using the 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit for RT-PCR (AMV, Roche) following the recommendations of the manufacturer.

cDNA was synthesized from 1 µg of total RNA using PrimeScript^®^ RT reagent Kit (Takara Bio Inc., Shiga, Japan). PCR was performed with 1 µl of cDNA using GoTaq polymerase (Promega) for 25 cycles with specific primers for SV40. PCR reaction products were resolved and stained with Gelred (Biotium Inc., Newark, USA).

Detection of cell bio-behaviors {#Sec6}
-------------------------------

The bio-behaviors of TCs and TCs^SV40^ were recorded and analyzed using a Cell-IQ cell culturing platform (Chip-Man Technologies, Tampere, Finland), equipped with a phase-contrast microscope (Nikon CFI Achromat phase contrast objective with 10 magnification) and a camera20. The bio-behaviors, including cell proliferation, division, death, cell morphology, and cell movement, can be monitored and recorded as time-lapse data by this Cell-IQ system uses machine vision technology. Images were captured at about 30 min intervals for 48 h. Analysis was carried out with a freely distributed Image software (McMaster Biophotonics Facility, Hamilton, ON), using the Manual Tracking plugin created by Fabrice Cordelie´res (Institute Curie, Orsay, France).

RNA microarrays and long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) classification pipeline {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

RNA microarrays and lncRNA classification pipeline were tested in primary TCs or TCs^SV40^. Briefly, total RNA was collected using NucleoSpin^®^ RNA Plus according the manufacturer's protocol (Macherey--Nagel, Inc., Düren, Germany). Microarray and quality controls of gene expression profiling were performed after RNA and cDNA amplifications, using the GeneChip^®^ Human Transcriptome Array 2.0 gene chip (Affymetrix, Inc., UK) with 67,528 genes. Gene expression data from each group were analyzed using Expression Console and Transcriptome Analysis Console 3.0.0.466 (Affymetrix). The differentially expressed mRNA and lncRNAs were used for a hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) in Cluster and TreeView (<https://sourceforge.net/projects/jtreeview/files/>).

Immunofluorescent staining {#Sec8}
--------------------------

Double immunofluorescent staining for CD34 and vimentin was performed as previously reported \[[@CR21]\]. In brief, primary TCs or TCs^SV40^ in 1, 5, 10, 30, or 50 generations were load and cultured on glass bottom cell culture dishes with 20 mm diameter glass (NEST, Nanjing, China) and were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde containing 0.05% Triton-X-100 for 20 min. The cells were washed thrice with PBS and blocked in 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 1 h and incubated overnight at 4 °C with mouse anti-CD34 antibody and goat anti-vimentin antibody or rabbit anti-ckit antibody (1:200 dilution; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) diluted in 1% BSA in PBS. Cells were washed in PBS thrice and incubated with PE conjugated anti-goat secondary antibodies and FITC conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibodies and/or FITC conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibodies (1:200 dilution; Jackson ImmunoResearch, USA). The nuclear were marked by DAPI staining, according to the manufacture's instruction (KeyGEN BioTECH, Nanjing, China).

Transmission electron microscopy {#Sec9}
--------------------------------

The ultrastructure of cells were observed under transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as previously reported (14). In brief, primary TCs or TCs^SV40^ in 1, 5, 10, 30, and 50 generations were cultured, collected, and fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde (pH 7.3, 4 °C) for 4 h. Cells were then washed with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer and post-fixed with 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.3, 4 °C). After fixing, cells were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol, impregnated in propylene oxide (immersed overnight in a mixture of propylene oxide and Epon 812 resin), and embedded in Epon 812. Ultrathin sections at 70 nm were cut on a Leica LKB-II (Nußloch, Germany), collected on Formvar-coated copper grids, stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and observed at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV electron microscope (JEOL JEM-1230, Tokyo, Japan).

Immunoelectron microscopy {#Sec10}
-------------------------

Ultrathin sections were prepared and collected on nickel grids. Immunolabeling staining for CD34/Vimentin and ckit/platelet-derived growth factor receptor α (PDGFR-α) was used as previously reported \[[@CR22]\]. In brief, sections were incubated in 50 mM Glycine for 30 min and washed in Ultra-pure Water thrice for 5 min. Sections were etched in 1% sodium periodate for 10 min following washing in Ultra-pure water. Sections were incubated in the blocking buffer for 20 min and labeled with rabbit anti-ckit antibody, mouse anti-CD34 antibody, goat anti-vimentin antibody and/or rat anti PDGFR-α antibody (1:200 dilution; Abcam) at 4 °C for 24 h. The nickel grids were washed in PBS for 5 min 12 times, blocked within 1% BSA for 20 min, and incubated with 10 nm gold conjugated anti-goat secondary antibodies, 18 nm gold conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibodies, 25 nm gold conjugated anti-rat secondary antibodies, and/or 40 nm gold conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (1:200 dilution; Abcam) for 2 h. Nickel grids were dried on filter paper and observed with transmission electronic microscopy (TEM). The staining controls included cells stained only with the second antibodies with gold labelling or the first antibodies.

Cell cycle assay {#Sec11}
----------------

Propidium iodide (PI) staining was used for cell cycle analysis of primary TCs and TCs^SV40^ as described in manufacturer. In brief, cells were collected and fixed in 75% ethanol at 4 °C for overnight. After centrifuging and washing, staining buffer (BD Pharmingen, NJ, USA) with 0.5 ml PI/RNase was added to each tube for 15 min at room temperature. Samples were examined with a fluorescence-activated cell sorting flow cytometer (FACS Aria II, Becton, Dickinson and Company, NJ, USA) and DNA histograms were analyzed with Flowjo 7.6.1 software. Each test was repeated thrice.

Statistics {#Sec12}
----------

Data were expressed as mean ± SEM analyzed using SPSS Statistics 20 (IBM, Chicago, USA). Statistical differences between two groups were compared by t-test. Statistical differences among more than two groups were determined using ANOVA. p value less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Results {#Sec13}
=======

Telopodes (Tps) as one of characteristic structures of TCs were demonstrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b. The c-kit/CD117, CD34 and vimentin in primary lung TCs were detected and shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, d, f--h. TEM tomography also showed that TCs have narrow and flat cellular prolongations surrounding other TCs in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}i, j. Mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulums in cytoplasm and nuclear of TCs were shown (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}k). Cytomembrane were also shown clearly under TEM (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}l).Fig. 1Characteristics of primary lung telocytes (TCs). **a**, **b** Telocytes with telopodes (black arrow heads), **c** positive staining of c-kit (green), and telopodes (white arrow heads), **d** positive staining CD34 (green), and telopodes (white arrow heads), **e** nuclear staining with DAPI, **f** positive staining of vimentin (red), **g** positive staining of CD34 (green), **h** merge of DAPI, vimentin, and CD34, **i** telopode ultrastructure (Tp), **j** organelle and cell membrane, **k** mitochondrial (black arrows), mitochondrial vacuoles (white arrow head) and endoplasmic reticulum (black arrow head) in the cytoplasm, and **l** microvilli under TEM

The quality of SV40 gene insert in TCs^SV40^ were defined with SV40 mRNA expression and shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. Characteristics of telocytes in TCs^SV40^ were identified and telopodes of TCs^SV40^ were observed and recorded in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b. The positive staining of vimentin and CD34 was detected in primary lung TCs and TCs^SV40^, as presented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, d.Fig. 2TCs characteristics of lung TCs transferred with SV40 (TCs^SV40^). **a** SV40 mRNA expression of TCs^SV40^ cells, as compared with primary lung TCs or SV40-negative cells, **b** telopodes of TCs^SV40^ at 2 (**b1**), 5 (**b2**), 10 (**b3**), or 20 generations (b4), **c** positive staining of c-kit (green) in TCs^SV40^ at 2 (**c1**), 5 (**c2**), 10 (**c3**), or 20 generations (**c4**), **d** positive staining of CD34 (green) in TCs^SV40^ at 2 (**d1**), 5 (**d2**), 10 (**d3**), or 20 generations (**d4**), and **e** positive staining of CD34 (green) and vimentin (red) in TCs^SV40^ at 2 (**e1**), 5 (**e2**), 10 (**e3**), 20 (**e4**), 30 (**e5**), 40 (**e6**), 50 (**e7**), or 60 generations (**e8**), where cell nuclei were stained with DAPI

In order to demonstrated the immortalization and stability of TCs^SV40^, telopodes were observed in TCs^SV40^ cultured for 1, 5, 10 and 20 generations SV40 mRNA positively expressed in TCs^SV40^ cells through generations, as compared with primary lung TCs or SV40-negative cells (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). Characteristics of TCs^SV40^ were furthermore evaluated at 2, 5, 10, or 20 generations, respectively, including telopodes (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b1--b4), positive staining of c-kit (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c1--c4), positive staining of CD34 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d1--d4), or positive staining of both CD34 and vimentin at 2 (e1), 5 (e2), 10 (e3), 20 (e4), 30 (e5), 40 (e6), 50 (e7), or 60 generations (e8), where cell nuclei were stained with DAPI. Dynamic alterations of TCs^SV40^ at 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, or 60 generations were recorded automatically each 30 min for 48 h and cell morphological phenomes were presented each 12 h, respectively, in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrated that immuno-positive staining of the vimentin labeled with particle diameter at 10 nm, CD34 at18 nm, platelet-derived growth factor receptor α (PDGFRα) at 25 nm, or ckit at 40 nm in lung TCs^SV40^ under transmission electronic microscopy. Tomography of TCs was taken immediately after transfer with SV40 tomography, to show mitochondria-rich cytoplasm and surrounded nucleus as well as telopodes with mitochondria (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). PDGFRα, ckit, or vimentin and CD34 were easily detected in TCs^SV40^ at 2 (b, c, d), 5 (e, f), 10 (g, h), 30 (i, j), or 50 generations (k, l), respectively. Those findings of transmission electronic microscopy tomography expression demonstrated that the characteristic structures and expressions of specific markers could be stable and consistent until generation 60.Fig. 3Immuno-staining transmission electronic microscopy tomography of vimentin, CD34, platelet-derived growth factor receptor α (PDGF), or ckit of lung TCs transferred with SV40 (TCs^SV40^). **a** TCsSV40 tomography, and positive staining of vimentin ( ![](12967_2019_1870_Figa_HTML.gif){#d29e799} , 10 nm), CD34 ( ![](12967_2019_1870_Figb_HTML.gif){#d29e802} , 18 nm), PDGF ( ![](12967_2019_1870_Figc_HTML.gif){#d29e805} , 25 nm), or ckit ( ![](12967_2019_1870_Figd_HTML.gif){#d29e809} , 40 nm) in TCs^SV40^ at 2 (**b**--**d**), 5 (**e**, **f**), 10 (**g**, **h**), 30 (**i**, **j**), or 50 generations (**k**, **l**)

The profiles of transcriptional factor and lncRNA genes between primary lung TCs and TCs^SV40^ were compared and listed in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, and the hotmap was shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. As compared with purified primary lung TCs, 367 or 621 genes were up- or down-regulated in purified TCs^SV40^, 668 or 890 genes in non-purified lung TCs^SV40^, or 36 genes up-regulated in non-purified primary lung TCs. As compared with non-purified TCs^SV40^, 71 or 116 genes were up- or down-regulated in purified TCs^SV40^. Details of transcriptional factor and lncRNA gene profiles were listed in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S1. COL3A1 and SFRP2, which code alpha 1 type III collagen and secreted frizzled-related protein 2, respectively, significantly up-regulated in purified TCs^SV40^, as compared with purified primary lung TCs. The patterns of transcriptional factor and lncRNA gene profiles were shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, b, respectively). The top 5 transcriptional factor genes are COL3A1, SLIT3, FST, NNAT and PCDH17, respectively. The top 5 lncRNA genes are TC17000728.hg.1, TC06001978.hg.1, TC08000302.hg.1, TC07001784.hg.1 and TC03003114.hg.1, respectively.Table 1Summary of mRNA expressed preferentially in primary TCs, SV40-transformed TCs, primary lung cells, and SV40-transformed primary lung cellsCompared pairsUp \> 0Up \> 2Down \> 0Down \> 2Purified TCs^SV40^ vs. non-purified primary lung TCs15801240Non-purified lung TCs^SV40^ vs. purified primary lung TCs34311190Non-purified lung TCs^SV40^ vs. non-purified primary lung TCs27411510Purified TCs^SV40^ vs. non-purified lung TCs^SV40^640750Purified TCs^SV40^ vs. purified primary lung TCs25521220Purified primary lung TCs vs. non-purified primary lung TCs00230Gene symbol or probe set IDFold changep-valueGene feature(A) *Genes up/down-regulated in purified TCs*^*SV40*^ *compared with non-purified primary lung TCs*COL3A11.7369725.20E−05UpSLIT31.4288325.70E−05UpFST1.7576186.20E−05UpNNAT1.4280186.60E−05UpPCDH17−  1.827687.10E−05DownKIAA11991.4509527.60E−05UpBHLHE221.4314898.10E−05UpKLHDC10− 1.3426758.60E−05DownCAPN6− 1.5027869.10E−05DownDBC11.426479.60E−05UpANGPTL71.4902750.000101UpFBN11.5551730.000106UpIGFBP71.4911860.000111UpCOL5A21.5217950.000116UpSPRR1B− 1.6533230.000121DownPCDH71.6456970.000126UpMBD6− 1.3545230.000131DownPPARGC1A− 1.462840.000135DownSFRP21.9532080.00014UpUPRT− 1.3916180.000145DownBNC11.3090240.00015UpTNC1.3964860.000155UpEGR1− 1.5625170.00016DownCOL12A11.2535250.000165UpZFP36L11.4131530.00017UpNFAT5− 1.6580720.000175DownGFPT21.2610570.00018UpFOXP21.2090350.000185UpTCF20− 1.3340350.00019DownSTAT31.3884620.000195UpGATA61.4459550.000199UpCYP51A11.2246990.000204UpIGF11.3206640.000209UpCOL1A11.4679330.000214UpPCDH19− 1.5366470.000219DownVLDLR− 1.2639780.000224DownHOXA21.6934580.000229UpOGT− 1.6209880.000234DownANKH− 1.2526730.000239DownZNF5031.3238180.000244UpPCDH101.553520.000249UpHIF1A1.4399870.000254UpTGFB1I11.2289780.000259UpMED12− 1.3029940.000264DownFBLN21.278150.000268UpHMGCS11.2678520.000273UpCPXM11.3437960.000278UpILDR21.3987580.000283UpMID2− 1.2975590.000288DownSEMA3A− 1.3398240.000293DownPTGS2− 1.2515080.000298DownBICC11.4164470.000303UpKMT2D− 1.2223780.000318DownNFIA1.445730.000323UpSMO− 1.2621050.000328DownTMEM2381.237930.000332UpDNAJC11.2416130.000337UpH2AFY21.2005480.000342UpARF61.2677060.000347UpACLY1.320490.000352UpSPRR2F− 1.3831830.000357DownSCD1.2642240.000362UpGPC4− 1.2110230.000367DownKLF91.3516260.000372UpITPR3− 1.2275640.000377DownCDH111.2853890.000382UpNXN1.2918560.000392UpMMP21.2610640.000397UpGPM6B1.2988640.000401UpGRIA31.4438820.000406UpCCND2− 1.2431420.000411DownLOX1.2447630.000416UpMSI2− 1.2540730.000421DownFAM126A− 1.2965420.000426DownTC11000974.hg.1− 1.3488450.000431DownDOCK9− 1.2134450.000446DownTRBV21OR9-2− 1.3812680.000451DownTHBS11.3768670.000456UpPLK11.2511230.000461UpDDX26B− 1.3395680.000465DownFRMD51.2705010.00047UpADAMTS151.3478940.000475UpMBNL1− 1.4065030.00048DownAZIN1− 1.310310.000485DownWT11.2031060.00049UpCOL1A21.3334565.00E−04UpISM11.3727880.000505UpPRRX11.3963490.00051UpIGIP− 1.269220.000515DownTSHZ11.312180.00052UpTNPO3− 1.266360.000525DownFAM98A1.2402760.00053UpHSPA51.5059160.000534UpPRG41.2797940.000539UpUGCG1.2059080.000554UpCDKL5− 1.2824480.000559DownHOXB81.2144830.000564UpRDH101.2304790.000569UpARL6IP11.2673880.000574UpRNF1501.2968040.000594UpTBPL1− 1.3454510.000598DownKLF71.2402030.000603UpID41.2275020.000608UpMBTPS2− 1.3724870.000618DownAHCYL2− 1.23620.000623DownC9orf1721.2320290.000628UpTHBS21.2340810.000633UpIER5L1.317560.000638UpFZD81.4785650.000643UpREXO21.2877230.000658UpMAN1A11.2144210.000663UpPLXDC21.3151370.000677UpDPYSL21.201110.000682UpINTS51.3206360.000687UpABCB7− 1.2884230.000692DownC3orf581.213070.000712UpFAM218A1.359270.000717UpFMR11.4010710.000722UpPCDHGC51.3280060.000731UpTRPS1− 1.2752630.000736DownGPC61.244210.000741UpTC07000141.hg.1− 1.4469890.000771DownSEC23A1.2952620.000776UpZDHHC15− 1.2404780.000786DownSMAD71.2614080.000791UpGPC31.2184350.000796UpTUBB4B1.2453390.00081UpTXNIP1.2020090.00082UpFIGN1.3858270.000825UpTC02002617.hg.1− 1.7750020.00084DownDTNA− 1.2172150.00085DownMEIS11.3696420.000855UpPLK2− 1.2024250.00086DownRBPJ− 1.2183050.000864DownNPR2− 1.3097170.000869DownNID11.2288050.000874UpAKT3− 1.2015070.000879DownSAT1− 1.2196090.000884DownSURF41.2013250.000889UpCELF21.3845120.000914UpZBTB18− 1.4261690.000933DownTOX1.3819940.000938UpDACT11.2055430.000943UpCASK− 1.4723380.000958DownKITLG1.2671560.000963UpKMT2A− 1.289310.000968DownTRBV6-8− 1.4024320.000973DownPARP6− 1.2287030.000983DownCLMP1.2526550.001007UpEGR3− 1.3480870.001017DownPCDHB1− 1.3052330.001022DownTC10000913.hg.1− 1.4416360.001037DownTC01001567.hg.1− 1.2971730.001066DownSLC16A21.2404640.001081UpCOLEC121.2039560.001096UpPAPD5− 1.2517640.001101DownGABRA31.3555140.001116UpLPCAT31.3345720.001126UpFAM102B− 1.2494640.00113DownCALR1.2109710.00115UpCNTFR1.2074850.00116UpHUWE1− 1.2863720.001165DownLOXL11.30660.00117UpJHDM1D− 1.2232130.00119DownHPRT1− 1.3953970.001209DownHOXC81.249550.001214UpDOCK11− 1.2665130.001234DownR3HDM2− 1.2266050.001278DownTRAM1L11.2370320.001283UpPOLA1− 1.3169490.001288DownVPS35− 1.2178610.001298DownCALU− 1.2893730.001323DownCD2481.3278270.001347UpTHOC2− 1.3884340.001377DownUCP21.2140250.001387UpETV61.2754350.001396UpAP2S11.2186480.001411UpPIAS1− 1.2660450.001475DownTFAP2A− 1.2073260.00149DownIGFBP41.2086440.0015UpDDIT3− 1.3004640.001515DownPRR9− 1.3067570.001529DownLRP11.2624180.001539UpEPHA71.2224920.001549UpGATM1.2330040.001594UpMSN− 1.2605310.001598DownP4HA31.2530250.001623UpTAF101.231320.001628UpPDE7B1.2657240.001643UpKLHL131.213320.001658UpATP11C− 1.2367820.001746DownHIST1H4L1.2257460.001761UpJMJD1C− 1.2231530.001766DownWNK1− 1.3474290.001791DownATP6AP2− 1.2657690.001815DownTRBV10-1− 1.2039620.001855DownSRPX1.2259770.001864UpFGF71.2173040.001909UpTMTC21.2287120.001914UpMYO1D1.227930.001948UpSARS− 1.3299970.001968DownSTRBP− 1.2096030.002002DownSOX41.2015640.002017UpEGR2− 1.2032870.002022DownLCE1D− 1.2166760.002047DownMED14− 1.2194390.002076DownOR10P1− 1.2368030.002086DownEXT11.2443590.002091UpSOCS31.342950.002101UpCPSF6− 1.2149960.00216DownPKM1.2086860.00218UpFOSB− 1.2036280.002293DownTRAPPC11.3010190.002318UpSPRR2B− 1.2749550.002323DownEMX21.2781870.002396UpTOP11.2254490.002401UpTBC1D19− 1.2242480.002406DownPTCHD1− 1.2065540.002431DownCDH21.2210890.002441UpSPTLC21.2545540.00252UpPCBP2− 1.2897380.002534DownIGKV1D-8− 1.2276430.002549DownTC03000927.hg.1− 1.2740580.002569DownTC13000014.hg.1− 1.2059370.002633DownBRAF− 1.2341260.002648DownCNOT6L− 1.2726150.002658DownPAN3− 1.2952520.002707DownSETBP11.2245470.002712UpSPRR1A− 1.2367360.002717DownTXLNG− 1.2052450.002726DownTSC22D2− 1.3071140.002761DownATF3− 1.2052870.002776DownFUBP1− 1.2248050.002781DownDNAJC301.223570.002825UpRCN31.2189670.002879UpAGFG11.2461980.002884UpHNRNPA31.231590.002919UpSRPK2− 1.2002870.002943DownATRX− 1.2268120.002978DownADAMTS6− 1.2480560.002983DownRAB1A1.347310.003022UpIGKV3− 11− 1.2387460.003121DownOR4C61.2279410.003145UpXBP11.2026970.00316UpMURC− 1.3500990.003189DownSNX12− 1.223670.003209DownTC11000975.hg.1− 1.3321790.003239DownHOXA51.3029850.003268UpRBP11.2164220.003396UpTC19000375.hg.1− 1.2164190.003406DownKDM6A− 1.3271350.003505DownTC06001136.hg.1− 1.4382720.003628DownCAV1− 1.2061560.003643DownACSL41.2576270.003682UpLRP61.2117570.00379UpHIST1H1B1.2456330.004096UpDEFB136− 1.2445580.00415DownFBXO331.2397680.004229UpTANC2− 1.2333660.004303DownUSP121.3343720.004475UpOR5A2− 1.2873420.004539DownTC18000270.hg.11.232550.004657UpOR51L1− 1.2244460.004948DownOR51B6− 1.2560070.004992DownPTEN1.2494420.005116UpTMSB101.2514210.005327UpVEZF1− 1.295910.005436DownNFIB1.2205990.0055UpCCDC1661.2173360.005529UpSTAG2− 1.2246840.005933DownPIAS2− 1.2002560.00648DownZSWIM61.2225420.00651UpZNF2811.2093660.006697UpSYT111.2012810.00682UpSCXA− 1.2227530.007815DownALX1− 1.2303420.007992DownEFNA51.2022250.008702UpMGC157051.2343920.009229UpGPR1741.2469260.009317UpTC09000877.hg.1− 1.3251270.010825DownKRTAP19-41.2621390.010972UpOR52N21.2013640.011977UpGene symbolFold changep-valueGene feature(B) *Genes up/down-regulated in non-purified lung TCs*^*SV40*^ *compared with purified primary lung TCs*COL1A12.0307895.20E−05UpCOL1A21.6473265.70E−05UpSYVN11.5201126.20E−05UpCOL12A11.3903036.60E−05UpMYH101.5179227.10E−05UpACTA11.4536977.60E−05UpSLIT31.5018188.10E−05UpCOL3A11.7561698.60E−05UpFBN11.6415219.10E−05UpCOL5A21.7376949.60E−05UpGATA61.7968260.000101UpIGFBP71.6418170.000106UpSEMA3D1.4375370.000111UpANGPTL71.8116250.000116UpMEIS21.532550.000121UpTHBS11.6789250.000125UpHS6ST21.2207790.00013UpBICC11.500680.000135UpMED12− 1.4285420.00014DownHSPA51.8879270.000145UpPFN11.5586530.00015UpPPARGC1A− 1.4320590.000155DownNFIB1.5357130.00016UpRBPJ− 1.3769130.000165DownACTN11.376720.00017UpEXT11.572850.000175UpTNC1.2937690.00018UpPCDH71.7626440.000185UpTXNIP1.2993380.000189UpLPCAT31.436290.000194UpCOL4A51.3126810.000199UpNUAK11.4123870.000204UpATP1A11.3035580.000209UpWT11.3638490.000214UpMASP1− 1.2065010.000219DownVCL1.6173210.000224UpIER5L1.2625490.000229UpMYO1D1.4631610.000234UpPLOD21.2696970.000239UpFOXP21.2906620.000244UpATP1B11.3443350.000248UpKRTAP29-1− 1.3324190.000253DownITGAV1.2941320.000258UpCPXM11.3430080.000263UpFST1.558450.000268UpCTGF1.5781830.000273UpHMGCS11.2282930.000278UpPLXDC21.2955720.000288UpLOXL11.3320930.000293UpTM9SF41.3519280.000298UpGGCX1.2653830.000303UpINPPL11.321310.000308UpDUSP61.2754740.000312UpNFIA1.6757590.000317UpGRIA31.5922210.000322UpLTBP1− 1.2753860.000332DownBNC11.3912680.000337UpFEZ1− 1.2752030.000342DownOGT− 1.5993690.000347DownNXN1.2031780.000352UpHIST1H2BM1.3093860.000357UpAPH1A1.2735370.000362UpTMEM2591.2307150.000371UpTHBS21.2329060.000376UpANXA61.2560280.000381UpCDH21.25850.000391UpSEC23A1.3434920.000401UpNNAT1.4338480.000406UpEMX21.2957390.000411UpVCAM11.2152580.000416UpDNAJC11.4134510.000421UpPCDH19− 1.4904930.000426DownILDR21.4125920.000431UpDOCK3− 1.2188110.000445DownDEFB128− 1.2536470.00045DownERO1L1.2013230.00046UpCRYBA1− 1.2092590.000465DownCELF21.3991930.000475UpZNF5031.3168260.00048UpTM9SF31.3374470.000485UpPTPRD1.3377770.000494UpIGHV3-43− 1.3524190.000499DownKIAA11991.3588080.000509UpNPR2− 1.2337490.000514DownSLC7A21.2191520.000519UpTRBV21OR9-2− 1.268850.000524DownTCF7L21.3443210.000534UpSRPX1.2750480.000549UpTUBG11.2405090.000554UpTNFAIP11.2077210.000558UpKCNAB11.215420.000563UpARF61.2240980.000568UpFBXO331.2187040.000573UpPRPF191.259470.000578UpRAPH11.3500710.000583UpPDIA31.5271680.000593UpPBX31.3283630.000598UpSEC23B1.2648460.000603UpGABRA31.4050010.000608UpARHGAP11.5484950.000617UpAP3S11.2937160.000622UpNFIX1.3003170.000627UpSPTLC21.340660.000632UpHOXC61.2805150.000637UpRAB11B1.3184140.000642UpFHL11.2065810.000652UpLMO41.2224580.000672UpGBF11.2919750.000677UpMBD6− 1.2749470.000681DownSTAT31.3463450.000686UpTLN11.3180050.000691UpKIDINS2201.201640.000696UpETV61.3000920.000701UpATP2A21.2458390.000706UpPARVA1.3407020.000711UpOR10D3− 1.3799740.000716DownILK1.4117940.000721UpPLCE11.2078150.000731UpSERPINH11.3079290.000741UpHIF1A1.3772180.000745UpPDIA41.2353380.000755UpMAP4K41.2810430.00076UpREXO21.3830880.000765UpSLC6A17− 1.2178380.00077DownPCDH17− 1.6323530.000775DownEFNA51.5434910.00078UpLCE3E− 1.3182450.000785DownLOX1.2637930.00079UpFERMT21.2355640.000795UpNEO11.3793598.00E-04UpTENM31.2362280.000819UpCDH111.2947550.000824UpKLHDC31.2757260.000829UpHMGA1−  1.216770.000834DownSCD1.2778950.000839UpCCND2− 1.2229910.000844DownHES11.3085380.000849UpPDE7B1.380730.000854UpSPARC1.3494980.000864UpSMAD61.2808170.000878UpSARS− 1.2600780.000883DownOSBP1.3454130.000903UpACTR1A1.2566850.000913UpRUNX1T1− 1.2523390.000918DownTFAP2A− 1.2557150.000927DownNRG11.2005570.000937UpHOXB5− 1.2951090.000942DownHECTD11.3519270.000947UpLCE1C− 1.2705030.000952DownSPRED11.2411910.000957UpPLAG1− 1.2680080.000967DownEFNB21.5255760.000972UpHIPK31.371770.000977UpID11.3497520.000982UpGRIA41.3214720.000991UpFAM168A1.3396260.001001UpFAM98A1.3317440.001006UpDERL21.3753250.001026UpHSPA41.2799040.001031UpABCA11.2130150.001036UpGATM1.4185970.001041UpSLC7A111.2188490.001046UpRAB6A1.2542620.00105UpIGF11.3692490.00107UpCCDC801.2198780.00108UpKMT2D− 1.2067010.001085DownHOXC41.4456920.00109UpPPP3CA1.370540.001095UpHSPA1A1.2129780.0011UpBMPR21.2176880.001105UpACTG11.2292170.00111UpZDHHC51.2885050.001114UpCNIH1.2850390.001124UpUNC5B1.2049840.001139UpCAPN6− 1.4185050.001149DownZFP36L11.2844050.001154UpFGF181.2381660.001159UpRAB1A1.5412580.001164UpFMR11.3337740.001208UpFAM188A1.4052630.001213UpFAM168B1.2755220.001228UpITGB51.2042940.001242UpKRTAP5-2− 1.2192520.001252DownFBLN51.2874070.001262UpACVR2A1.4036890.001277UpADAMTS91.2265530.001292UpNETO11.2193650.001301UpABI11.2320610.001306UpINSL61.2410280.001321UpTJP11.2295870.001326UpHNRNPUL21.2820310.001331UpCOPG11.2289870.001346UpCOPB11.2590330.001351UpDIO31.282990.001356UpDYNLL21.3114920.00136UpDDX26B− 1.2576240.001365DownSLIT21.2369760.00138UpGPC31.2427660.001385UpPYGB1.2104050.001395UpMSANTD2− 1.2477870.001405DownCYGB1.3211690.00141UpGPC61.2542780.001415UpTC08000204.hg.1− 1.4438580.001424DownSTK391.371390.001429UpRAB1B1.2428410.001439UpELAVL2− 1.2239280.001449DownHSP90B11.3757080.001474UpACTN41.3140840.001483UpHSPA1A1.2157460.001503UpAMMECR1L1.2457850.001508UpRND31.2393370.001518UpSPRY21.2334830.001523UpDPYSL21.2360030.001528UpDDB11.275750.001552UpSMARCA21.2627410.001567UpHDGFRP31.3306390.001572UpSULF11.2211980.001577UpSTK19− 1.2108250.001594DownSTK19− 1.2108250.001594DownUPF21.2673510.001606UpTRBV4-1− 1.2378520.001621DownAPP1.2067380.001636UpAFF41.2097780.001641UpMEF2A1.2138450.001651UpEDEM31.2616320.001661UpHSPA1A1.2146170.001666UpGABRA41.246020.001675UpSPTAN11.2603950.001685UpTEAD11.3556210.001695UpWNK1− 1.5399040.001705DownLRP61.2905180.00171UpPRRX11.2338270.001749UpHSPA1A1.2130760.001759UpRAB8A1.2007120.001769UpSTIM11.324610.001779UpERLEC11.2160940.001793UpADRB11.248430.001803UpTMSB101.4750640.001808UpALCAM1.2078470.001857UpCYP51A11.2208030.001862UpEGR3− 1.3577050.001877DownCDC271.3181430.001887UpPANK31.232650.001921UpHOXA21.4885360.001951UpTRBV6-8− 1.3405110.001971DownCRIM11.2078090.001975UpLMAN11.2059150.00198UpDEFB113− 1.2499040.001985DownFN11.2842840.00199UpPRKG11.2390480.00202UpTC15001075.hg.1− 1.2448050.002025DownHIST1H2BJ1.3366590.002074UpTMEM571.2691640.002094UpUSP121.3145480.002118UpCAMK2N21.204060.002143UpTMTC21.2008760.002162UpANAPC11.2576360.002167UpC1QL31.2245470.002236UpKPRP− 1.2846990.002246DownPAPOLA1.3132580.002295UpACTC11.23960.002305UpLCE2A− 1.3082290.00232DownCHD41.2550550.002349UpEIF51.2345330.002354UpPCDH101.3288260.002379UpMYL91.2776760.002404UpMUT− 1.2479250.002413DownMEIS11.2236280.002423UpP2RX3− 1.2251470.002438DownUBE2M1.3451250.002458UpBMPR1A1.3840320.002482UpRAB39B− 1.280090.002507DownMBNL21.2672380.002556UpPLK11.2223370.002561UpTRGV8− 1.2797730.002586DownCNN11.2081970.00261UpZSWIM61.2913550.00265UpEFNB11.2352290.002679UpMAN1A11.2332480.002694UpHOXC81.2647160.002714UpSMAD71.2751960.002763UpTRIP121.3221010.002778UpATP2B11.2124020.002812UpMEX3C1.2465070.002822UpSEC24A1.2255160.002827UpPSMC41.2386730.002837UpKRTAP22-2− 1.2531940.002846DownLOC100509638− 1.3317090.002861DownKDM2A1.217360.00292UpEIF4G21.3465280.002945UpNOXRED1− 1.2472810.002964DownTC02002617.hg.1− 1.3848330.002989DownSTT3A1.2698750.003009UpTC11000975.hg.1− 1.2735580.003058DownAPOBEC1− 1.2473860.003063DownPPP2R5E1.2796950.003078UpFZD81.3478380.003147UpHIST1H2BH1.3996430.003176UpAP1G11.2518320.003191UpC11orf731.2107190.003215UpRTN31.218980.00323UpLCE1E− 1.2220950.003255DownADAM91.2104980.00326UpCLINT11.2947370.003294UpTRGV3− 1.2086450.003329DownP4HA31.2271860.003388UpCELF11.2156760.003417UpMAP4K51.2582410.003422UpTARDBP− 1.2291460.003486DownBMP41.2392710.003511UpACTA21.2556060.003525UpSF3B31.209720.003614UpDCUN1D51.2482670.003634UpOLFML2B1.2209260.003643UpTOP11.2541340.003663UpBTG1− 1.3480610.003673DownCALR1.3008210.003703UpH3F3A1.2280030.003742UpPUM11.2328720.00383UpPSMA31.2273340.003845UpOR2H2− 1.2610570.003865DownFAR11.2848890.003875UpRC3H21.2096650.003894UpIGKV1D-371.2905330.003899UpEIF4B− 1.2535180.003949DownROMO11.2129860.004017UpNCKAP11.2797970.004067UpHSPA21.2410270.004086UpCPD1.2547260.004091UpNPR31.2051070.004131UpRAP1B1.3001050.004165UpSEC621.3227240.00419UpIGLJ41.465990.004263UpOR5A2− 1.6129690.004332DownIGLV6-571.2027270.004342UpRAB211.2243550.004367UpMMP141.2593910.004465UpLELP1− 1.2809490.004475DownZNF2811.3415120.004495UpKRTAP12-3− 1.2225580.004657DownMMD1.364240.004691UpTIMP31.2199960.004711UpACTL8− 1.2480520.004746DownHIST1H2BE1.3839380.004829UpPOLA1− 1.2265760.004839DownAIDA1.2218320.004854UpOR2H2− 1.2512880.004859DownPMP221.2012010.004923UpKRTAP12-3− 1.2155370.004938DownSLC36A41.2069650.004962UpSHOC21.2241070.004972UpSOX41.2000560.004977UpISM11.2536510.005031UpCSRP21.2107350.005041UpOR4D11− 1.3079210.005046DownCAPRIN11.2036860.005095UpPPP3R11.2373170.005208UpPPIC1.2240480.005238UpPRAMEF10− 1.2477630.005257DownMBTPS2− 1.2100530.00542DownUBTD21.2032690.00543UpSEC11A1.2083710.005449UpUSP251.2136030.005498UpPTMA1.2177970.005513UpFKBP1C1.2090980.005523UpANKIB11.236140.005651UpGSPT11.2333470.005715UpUCP21.2095260.005735UpTGFB31.2205730.005769UpHIST1H4G1.2215590.005803UpIGLJ5− 1.2265090.005818DownKIF5B1.3063360.005897UpTC10000913.hg.1− 1.2330650.006202DownTC03000927.hg.1− 1.2853090.006207DownPGRMC11.2304180.006286UpHOXC51.2361940.006291UpKRTAP13-41.2027920.006315UpOR3A2− 1.2509130.006384DownSRSF61.2404480.006389UpGTSF1L− 1.2049760.006532DownSYNCRIP1.2299370.006571UpHIST1H2BO1.3470180.006699UpEPC21.2125580.006748UpCTDSPL21.2294950.006768UpOR10A3− 1.2061310.006817DownKRTAP7-1− 1.2972870.006896DownTHOC2− 1.2207890.006979DownETF11.2250520.006984UpTC11000974.hg.1− 1.2731310.006994DownPRELID11.2104110.007014UpIGHV3-38− 1.2676730.007029DownOR1L3− 1.2757220.007034DownSRP541.2945750.007117UpEXOC51.2178320.007122UpOR2H2− 1.2632430.007292DownOR2H2− 1.2632430.007292DownRNF1221.274360.007373UpPTBP2− 1.2499360.007644DownERP441.2085210.007683UpCCR7− 1.2175680.007747DownQKI1.2090510.008013UpZFP42− 1.2151710.008141DownIGLV3-22− 1.2155480.008195DownDEFB103A− 1.2131040.008451DownOR3A3− 1.2582260.008495DownTOP2B1.2066590.008697UpPTEN1.2211970.008785UpIGHV3-66− 1.2261360.008839DownPPP6C1.2101880.008908UpPRAMEF8− 1.2389280.008923DownSTRN31.2912970.008948UpTC01003841.hg.1− 1.3541020.008997DownTC05001047.hg.1− 1.2084670.009046DownMAGT11.219420.00909UpOR2H2− 1.2526990.009179DownOR2H2− 1.2526990.009179DownOR2H2− 1.2526990.009179DownRPL4− 1.2015990.009336DownOSTC1.2039470.009622UpIKZF51.2166960.009868UpKRTAP10-11− 1.2057710.009912DownNLK1.2094050.009932UpOR2W11.2743040.009978UpOR2W11.2743040.009978UpOR2W11.2743040.009978UpOR2W11.2743040.009978UpOR2W11.2743040.009978UpOR2W11.2743040.009978UpOR2W11.2743040.009978UpOR2W11.2743040.009978UpCD2481.2394360.010758UpHIST1H4F1.2041540.010876UpOR6C1− 1.2169930.010911DownTMEM202− 1.2137050.011093DownTP53INP1− 1.2052950.011329DownKPNA31.215410.011511UpC7orf66− 1.2265570.011919DownTMSB4XP41.2604840.011964UpTRAV24− 1.2290970.012215DownWDR261.2011420.012239UpKRTAP9-3− 1.2292160.012293DownCSNK1A1L1.2125130.012716UpTC08001202.hg.1− 1.3278720.013076DownTAS2R16− 1.2128340.013287DownIGHV1-81.2293390.013312UpRAB2A1.2488610.013563UpGPRIN2− 1.2349090.014257DownDEFB118− 1.2700790.014778DownTC07000141.hg.1− 1.339340.015DownTC02000056.hg.1− 1.2363530.015231DownLCE1D− 1.2349520.015432DownFAM218A1.2654330.015487UpLCE2B− 1.2087880.015511DownCRABP1− 1.2717060.015536DownOR1F1− 1.2314140.015841DownLOC100144595− 1.2071950.016023DownGALNT11.2479450.016274UpLEP− 1.2367160.016746DownDEFB136− 1.2032940.017223DownTC07000218.hg.1− 1.2569740.017302DownPPIAL4E1.2638030.02144UpUSP171.215940.026188UpGene symbolFold changep-valueGene feature(C) *Genes up/down-regulated in non-purified lung TCs*^*SV40*^ *compared with non-purified primary lung TCs*HSPA52.287355.20E−05UpBNC11.4646735.70E−05UpCAPN6− 1.7116076.20E−05DownHOXC61.3342356.60E−05UpCOL12A11.3495997.10E−05UpIGFBP71.602877.60E−05UpGATA61.8129578.10E−05UpSLIT31.4535968.60E−05UpANGPTL71.7802099.10E−05UpCOL5A21.7237199.60E−05UpCOL1A11.6993690.000101UpPPARGC1A− 1.4617470.000106DownMEIS21.4823640.000111UpSYVN11.4261470.000116UpMYH101.4577960.000121UpMED12− 1.4233270.000126DownSMO− 1.3062380.00013DownDNM1− 1.2631740.000135DownERO1L1.2709220.00014UpPBX1− 1.3072520.000145DownTHBS11.4695910.00015UpFBN11.5357120.000155UpTRBV21OR9-2− 1.3737950.00016DownPTPRD1.2959810.000165UpBICC11.4670910.00017UpDUSP61.2456290.000175UpTXNIP1.3144540.00018UpFOXP21.2941220.000185UpCOL1A21.448370.00019UpACTA11.2876270.000195UpSEMA3A− 1.3105320.000199DownDES1.3351590.000204UpREXO21.3803660.000209UpACTN11.3522970.000214UpVCL1.663240.000219UpPCDH19− 1.6172750.000224DownSLC6A8− 1.2396170.000229DownPCDH17− 1.9328810.000239DownOGT− 1.6572670.000244DownHOXB5− 1.4429750.000249DownSEMA3D1.3833640.000254UpMECOM− 1.3278610.000259DownWT11.3495750.000263UpKCNAB11.2100260.000268UpRUNX1T1− 1.3602140.000273DownPLCE11.2091560.000278UpCOL3A11.4997920.000283UpFAM102B− 1.3534590.000288DownMBD6− 1.3519380.000293DownCRYBA1− 1.2691110.000298DownANXA61.2248810.000303UpPCDH71.6506180.000308UpPLXDC21.30890.000313UpFST1.5536080.000318UpNUAK11.275490.000323UpCOL4A51.2767060.000327UpIGF11.2541370.000332UpSEC23A1.3893570.000337UpATP1B11.2762240.000342UpHS6ST21.2305490.000347UpZNF4621.2184910.000352UpFAM218A1.4485950.000357UpSEC23B1.2582660.000362UpPLOD21.254620.000367UpDNAJC11.4137190.000372UpRAPH11.3695760.000377UpGRIA31.6914910.000382UpPSMC41.3412780.000387UpSEC24A1.3171020.000391UpTGFB1I11.2146490.000396UpELAVL2− 1.2631370.000401DownNRP2− 1.3071280.000406DownKIAA11991.3710750.000411UpLPHN3− 1.2127890.000421DownARRDC3− 1.3506860.000426DownKLHL131.2127480.000431UpMYO1D1.3858370.000436UpTM9SF31.3072620.000441UpTFAP2A− 1.2743320.000446DownARL6IP11.2447810.000451UpCPXM11.3003380.000455UpCCND2− 1.2417030.00046DownSPTLC21.3541940.000465UpNNAT1.3928950.00047UpSTK391.5404970.000475UpITGAV1.2675510.00048UpLTBP1− 1.2801120.000485DownCELF41.2326250.00049UpOSBP1.4249250.000495UpMASP1− 1.2194145.00E−04DownFRMD5− 1.366970.000505DownAP3S11.2580650.00051UpBNC2− 1.2945190.000515DownTRPS1− 1.348030.000519DownTUBG21.2237670.000529UpCNN11.2103950.000544UpTNC1.2811250.000549UpGBF11.3143280.000554UpNFAT5− 1.5197760.000559DownNFIA1.4987160.000564UpADAM221.2024250.000584UpRBPJ− 1.2464660.000588DownEGR1− 1.3566330.000593DownILDR21.4585610.000603UpFSCN11.2139510.000608UpVGLL31.2011560.000623UpHIF1A1.3770110.000633UpATP2A21.256530.000638UpARF61.2567060.000648UpNETO11.2060840.000662UpPLK11.2392070.000667UpCAV1− 1.2271220.000682DownATF61.2787980.000697UpATP1A11.2602990.000702UpGPC31.2523970.000707UpHSPA41.3109190.000716UpMAP4K41.2939540.000721UpHOXC41.5288220.000736UpJAG11.2039310.000746UpINPPL11.2484650.000756UpFOSB− 1.2047230.000766DownKMT2D− 1.2285570.000771DownPRPF191.2278420.000776UpCCDC801.2258890.00079UpTM9SF41.2567190.000805UpNXN1.2199990.00081UpCOPB11.278830.00082UpSRPX1.3376220.000825UpSMAD71.3905060.00083UpVPS251.2674520.000835UpTC18000270.hg.11.2415060.000844UpDDX26B− 1.3868320.000854DownSCD1.2226750.000859UpKMT2A− 1.2330770.000869DownJUNB− 1.2891740.000874DownOR10P1− 1.2226780.000884DownLPCAT31.337010.000894UpARHGAP11.3900920.000909UpGRIA41.3132690.000928UpGGCX1.2105240.000948UpCNIH1.3266250.000958UpSPARC1.313560.000963UpS100A2− 1.2063930.000968DownTHBS21.2010970.000973UpMEF2A1.2317510.000977UpHOXC81.401580.000987UpSARS− 1.2169590.001002DownHOXC41.2052140.001017UpFEZ1− 1.2100570.001022DownHDGFRP31.3609530.001027UpSMAD61.2481020.001032UpEGR3− 1.4132180.001037DownLPL1.2418890.001046UpCREB3L11.2083520.001051UpEXT11.3527890.001066UpSERPINH11.2675780.001071UpCDH111.2565320.001076UpFAM126A− 1.2313490.001086DownZNF521− 1.2986920.00111DownPCDH18− 1.2848270.00113DownACTN41.3485640.00114UpC10orf53− 1.2404950.00115DownEMX21.4284670.001155UpTUBG11.2403670.001169UpPLAG1− 1.2537870.001194DownNEO11.3117030.001209UpNR2F2− 1.3274180.001214DownRAB39B− 1.2083640.001229DownLCE1C− 1.2270940.001234DownNPR2− 1.2779070.001243DownAPH1A1.2022750.001248UpPRR9− 1.4736680.001263DownFAM168A1.3160930.001273UpLOX1.2331410.001278UpETV61.2253930.001283UpMBNL1− 1.3483940.001312DownZSWIM61.3607470.001327UpGPM6B− 1.2091860.001342DownFERMT21.2047610.001347UpISM11.2223670.001357UpHECTD11.3259010.001366UpGPC61.2498320.001371UpSPRR1A− 1.3048550.001376DownC17orf47− 1.2107080.001381DownPOLA1− 1.2787840.001396DownRNF1141.2154850.001406UpPHLDB21.220640.001421UpBTG1− 1.4194630.001435DownOR2H2− 1.3861410.00146DownRAB6A1.2189890.00147UpSTK19− 1.2262690.001482DownSTK19− 1.2262690.001482DownEFNB11.2142430.00149UpHIPK31.2723790.001514UpOR2H2− 1.3362720.001524DownOR4X2− 1.2311920.001539DownZNF5031.2034370.001554UpABI11.2071010.001568UpFAM188A1.3543320.001578UpMBNL21.3155750.001593UpCDH21.2636050.001618UpFAM98A1.2720830.001652UpDDB11.2332390.001691UpTC11000975.hg.1− 1.3706410.001696DownDEFB128− 1.2291630.001701DownCYP51A11.2158730.001706UpEFNA51.5252550.001711UpCLINT11.3529710.001721UpTCF4− 1.3503340.001736DownINTS51.2723270.001741UpGATM1.3545060.00177UpGABRA31.326310.001775UpRAB1A1.4722370.001785UpTC02001150.hg.11.2025590.001795UpCAMK2N21.2055490.0018UpHNRNPUL21.261080.001815UpFGF181.2540640.001829UpLCE3B− 1.205590.001849DownSRPR1.2825110.001859UpRNF1381.2002160.001864UpGABRB11.203110.001869UpZDHHC21.2318480.001879UpPTGS2− 1.2359440.001888DownANGPT1− 1.2393670.001923DownCDC271.3018460.001933UpZFP36L2− 1.3091840.001957DownTHOC2− 1.2983450.001972DownAMMECR1L1.2049130.001982UpTAGLN1.218110.001997UpSPRR1B− 1.3863980.002007DownADAMTS6− 1.2511920.002021DownLCE3E− 1.2384250.002036DownTEAD11.3164710.00209UpOR4D11− 1.3977580.002115DownPSMD141.2694570.002164UpINSL61.2419620.002169UpFBXO331.2409470.002174UpOR2H2− 1.3359220.002211DownOR2H2− 1.3359220.002211DownLCE1D− 1.244850.002233DownSTIM11.2919740.002253UpTRBV6-8− 1.3830880.002297DownPARVA1.2125070.002307UpTC11000974.hg.1− 1.3553310.002322DownCTGF1.2782510.002327UpPRKG11.2456610.002341UpTLN11.2094260.002356UpOR3A2− 1.2586350.002361DownNPR31.2529070.002366UpCYGB1.2865960.002376UpID11.3022570.002396UpHSPA21.2917440.002401UpDERL21.3387070.002415UpOR2H2− 1.3311980.002469DownOR2H2− 1.3311980.002469DownOR2H2− 1.3311980.002469DownEIF4G21.3511510.002548UpPAPOLA1.3115350.002578UpPPP3R11.2598410.002588UpPDIA31.3211770.002597UpHSP90B11.2976740.002627UpEIF4A11.2483010.002642UpTNPO3− 1.202470.002676DownUCP21.2456120.002686UpEEF1G1.2282550.00274UpTC13000014.hg.1− 1.2378880.002745DownTC02002617.hg.1− 1.5197340.00275DownPFN11.2488180.00276UpERLEC11.2198540.00277UpGSPT11.2967260.002878UpTC15001723.hg.1− 1.2446280.002883DownC8orf49− 1.2255710.002888DownSTAT31.2049040.002957UpMAN1A11.221090.002982UpACTR1A1.2105770.003046UpTAF101.2340090.003075UpONECUT2− 1.2034250.0031DownPPP2R5E1.3034970.003105UpSTT3A1.2681520.003115UpTC03001641.hg.1− 1.2431940.003134DownTGFB31.2417560.003159UpDICER11.2081350.003164UpLCE2A− 1.3561880.003213DownHIST1H4J1.2036340.003257UpP4HA11.2685430.003277UpTCF20− 1.2002250.003287DownHOXC51.250770.003302UpMTX21.2037090.003316UpMUT− 1.2069510.003376DownCPD1.2171650.003405UpPRELP− 1.2168050.00343DownOR10D3− 1.2895540.003558DownEFNB21.3226030.003563UpMBTPS2− 1.2194060.003577DownACVR2A1.2774350.003632UpPCDH101.2891490.003641UpOR3A3− 1.2940840.003676DownVAT1L1.2240170.003681UpANKIB11.2504050.003705UpATP6AP2− 1.2030660.003829DownTMSB101.331150.003893UpMYL91.2385220.003976UpP4HA31.2237490.004006UpLOC100144595− 1.2107710.004045DownCCDC471.2546260.004085UpPTP4A11.2073930.004104UpSNX12− 1.2316530.004163DownTC03000927.hg.1− 1.344410.004173DownPRAMEF10− 1.2263580.004218DownHIST1H2BF1.2012420.004331UpHIST1H4F1.2783070.004355UpLSM2− 1.231260.00436DownPSMC61.284390.00437UpTMEM571.2146750.00438UpTRGV8− 1.243050.004449DownSEC11A1.2128580.004508UpOR51B6− 1.252190.004528DownZNF8301.2237380.004552UpTMEM2381.2590860.004582UpTOP11.2078320.004685UpLELP1− 1.2546850.004764DownMMD1.3420770.004774UpLCE1A− 1.2074110.004804DownIGKV1D-13− 1.2532430.004808DownFZD81.208330.004853UpOR5A2− 1.5832330.004887DownC1QL31.2020820.005015UpPANK31.2091230.00506UpKIF5B1.3063570.005094UpSRP541.3352050.005153UpETF11.2470560.005385UpHIST1H4G1.2215590.005399UpTRIP121.2503660.005463UpTRAJ591.2803470.005591UpDEFB133− 1.2175440.00568DownHIST1H2BH1.3248120.005739UpACTL8− 1.345240.005828DownHIST1H2BO1.3310090.005867UpC16orf871.2270190.005877UpHIST1H1B1.2364880.005971UpPPP3CA1.20930.006UpDAZAP2− 1.2469360.006069DownC7orf66− 1.2573010.006168DownIRF2BPL1.2227370.006197UpUSP121.2452540.006202UpPGAP2− 1.2361210.006217DownWNK1− 1.3179090.006315DownFAR11.2399030.006424UpHOXA21.3214850.006497UpIGHV3-48− 1.2008010.006537DownLCE2C− 1.2071710.006714DownPPIC1.2089750.006822UpCOPA1.2136520.006847UpSPANXN31.2763980.006916UpDCUN1D51.2042990.006931UpRAP1B1.2384180.006946UpCMAS1.3126950.007064UpNLK1.2321880.007211UpHIST1H2BE1.3357350.007216UpHRNR− 1.315440.007221DownOR4A161.2086650.007285UpC8orf481.2525950.007477UpCSNK1A11.2143530.007497UpUBE2M1.2192560.00761UpZNF2811.2507940.007817UpIGHD2-21− 1.3321380.007837DownE2F31.2068290.008019UpTC10000913.hg.1− 1.2265110.008108DownNCKAP11.226080.008285UpPPP6C1.2153570.008364UpSEC621.259650.008536UpEXOC51.2078990.00862UpFKBP1C1.201890.008787UpZBTB61.2238950.008964UpTRBV6-7− 1.2612910.009048DownDEFB136− 1.2973420.009122DownFGF10− 1.2479860.009186DownOR4C61.2934320.00927UpGFPT11.206050.009309UpPSMA61.2162180.009353UpTC01002282.hg.1− 1.2021540.009477DownKRTAP9-8− 1.2223930.009486DownLCE2B− 1.2512250.009595DownTC17000686.hg.1− 1.2245990.009846DownTMSB4XP41.2763050.009935UpLOC100509638− 1.2288630.010215DownOR51L1− 1.2099190.010486DownTC07000141.hg.1− 1.3893860.011299DownUSP171.2311610.011338UpBMPR1A1.2259570.011535UpIGHV1OR21-1− 1.2072550.011811DownLOC7288191.2091990.011968UpWDR261.213910.012145UpTC15001075.hg.1− 1.2061250.012165DownTRAPPC11.2078420.012264UpSTRN31.2519230.012589UpIGKV1D-371.2908040.012667UpTC05000944.hg.1− 1.2090120.012855DownKRTAP6-3− 1.2094660.013017DownTC01001567.hg.1− 1.2209190.013106DownTC08000204.hg.1− 1.2575860.013199DownTRAV24− 1.2241770.013224DownKPNA31.2080420.013244UpCALHM1− 1.2810850.01346DownKRTAP5-6− 1.2133960.013514DownOR5W2− 1.2271390.013682DownHIST2H2BE1.2036130.013928UpTAOK11.2031310.014223UpRBMXL21.2426930.014371UpMGC157051.2484940.014499UpNOP581.2103440.014898UpTC01003841.hg.1− 1.2726090.014947DownCASK− 1.2026630.015371DownGPX5− 1.2315070.015435DownIGLJ6− 1.2093840.015651DownOR6C1− 1.2208350.015715DownOR1L3− 1.268040.015981DownIGKV1-9− 1.2057380.016425DownCSNK1A1L1.2367260.016981UpOR51A4− 1.2518990.017158DownTC07000847.hg.11.2008660.017404UpTAS2R16− 1.2208590.017424DownEIF2S21.2025910.018104UpRAB2A1.2185670.018571UpOR56A51.2040740.022471UpGene symbolFold changep-valueGene feature(D) *Genes up/down-regulated in purified TCs*^*SV40*^ *compared with non-purified lung TCs*^*SV40*^ZBTB18− 1.5549720.000298DownMID2− 1.5414940.000126DownHSPA5− 1.5189090.000465DownTSC22D2− 1.50170.00048DownVCL− 1.4953580.000204DownMEIS2− 1.4606388.60E−05DownSTK39− 1.4236810.000313DownCTGF− 1.4212990.000268DownDOCK11− 1.4151180.000426DownATF6− 1.4095880.000199DownSLC7A11− 1.4040480.000101DownBRAF− 1.3968990.000755DownNLK− 1.3847610.00076DownERO1L− 1.3661725.20E−05DownHIST1H2BE− 1.3600480.003083DownMEF2A− 1.3540490.000135DownCELF1− 1.348690.000706DownHPRT1− 1.3484860.001415DownTBPL1− 1.3446010.000573DownFAM188A− 1.3440270.000652DownAZIN1− 1.3224030.000288DownSYVN1− 1.3090110.000145DownHIST1H2BO− 1.3083990.002104DownSTRBP− 1.3070680.000362DownABCB7− 1.3023270.00239DownEFNB2− 1.2981570.002606DownANKRD1− 1.2939840.000455DownSLC6A9− 1.2920110.000244DownRND1− 1.2885090.000258DownHOXC4− 1.2869610.001459DownPGRMC1− 1.2850240.000775DownIGHV1-8− 1.2832440.003162DownGSPT1− 1.2774470.002286DownFN1− 1.2727480.001287DownAKT3− 1.2698440.000436DownSTIM1− 1.2692550.00139DownEFNA5− 1.2686940.002818DownCCDC47− 1.2655880.001528DownDES− 1.2651530.00013DownPDZD8− 1.2589820.000696DownGATA6− 1.2538130.000637DownSEL1L− 1.251190.000603DownHDGFRP3− 1.2495450.000947DownZNF827− 1.2491690.000175DownNEO1− 1.248140.001996DownMYH10− 1.2474440.00049DownC16orf87− 1.2470990.002311DownHES1− 1.2441240.000308DownHERPUD1− 1.2393480.000229DownDUSP6− 1.2371860.002138DownRAPH1− 1.2350050.000992DownCDC42BPA− 1.2333640.00203DownACTN4− 1.2326840.00174DownZNF462− 1.2320130.000111DownVPRBP− 1.2302870.00078DownRALGAPA1− 1.2290690.001804DownUPRT− 1.2290570.002852DownUBE2W− 1.2283480.000785DownSAMD4B− 1.2278860.000667DownMTRNR2L4− 1.2247250.00172DownSEC24A− 1.2245060.000421DownAMMECR1L− 1.2224280.00047DownPRKAA2− 1.2218140.003029DownACTN1− 1.2185580.000623DownOSBP− 1.2173150.001464DownVLDLR− 1.2169130.000239DownMSI2− 1.2116760.000731DownMSN− 1.2099730.002842DownLRRC58− 1.2099270.000273DownCOL4A5− 1.2095390.000317DownSLAIN2− 1.2079640.002094DownNDFIP1− 1.2067180.001932DownPPP2R5B− 1.204420.001134DownVPS25− 1.202540.00079DownCPD− 1.2012930.002626DownCOLEC121.2008940.00173UpTHBS31.2018950.000726UpKITLG1.2021630.000337UpSETBP11.2021820.000765UpLOXL11.2028790.001203UpPRKD11.203619.10E−05UpZFP36L11.2039090.001755UpEDDM3B1.2052440.001159UpANGPT11.2074840.001346UpMMP21.2085150.000165UpFAM170B1.2100290.000923UpLELP11.2132620.002473UpIGFBP41.2155970.002011UpSTC11.2171330.000928UpEPHA71.2181880.000568UpPRDM61.2192620.000618UpACTRT11.2196850.001509UpXDH1.2220670.000209UpOR4D111.2242060.000874UpHOXA111.226530.002001UpPAK31.2288950.000381UpBNC21.2428350.000303UpSLC16A21.2486370.000593UpNRN11.2514960.000564UpGDPD21.2517040.000189UpRUNX1T11.2519640.000352UpPCDH181.2521010.000263UpPCDH91.2554580.001848UpMMP161.258420.000155UpPRRX11.2594530.001144UpLRP11.2637990.000997UpSEMA5A1.2675487.10E−05UpPBX11.2703480.000185UpRDH101.2711636.60E−05UpVCAN1.2771580.000121UpHOXB81.2846190.00016UpFOXG11.2878720.001824UpMT1G1.2899540.000485UpSOCS31.2914720.002252UpTBX41.3092690.00017UpADAMTS151.3135570.000278UpFGF71.3202840.000805UpHOXA51.3229820.00144UpMME1.3318440.00015UpDBC11.3328648.10E−05UpZEB21.3331520.000249UpLTBP11.3352970.00018UpBTG11.3384160.00112UpMT1H1.3466730.000327UpUGCG1.3476089.60E−05UpTCF41.3502090.000559UpMEIS11.3581880.000445UpBHLHE221.3586010.00014UpMT1B1.3678490.000539UpTSHZ11.3964990.000106UpFGF101.4348995.00E−04UpARRDC31.4380340.000194UpFIGN1.4585160.000253UpNR2F21.4649690.000549UpZNF5211.4870480.000283UpGPM6B1.5705687.60E−05UpHOXB51.7272735.70E−05UpFRMD51.7367386.20E−05UpSFRP21.8949660.000116UpGene symbolFold changep-valueGene feature(E) *Genes up/down-regulated in purified TCs*^*SV40*^ *compared with purified primary lung TCs*COL3A12.0338935.20E−05UpFST1.7630965.70E−05UpSLIT31.4762336.20E−05UpCOL1A11.7542166.60E−05UpFRMD51.5298297.10E−05UpFBN11.6623237.60E−05UpZFP36L11.5463078.10E−05UpTNC1.4102688.60E−05UpPCDH71.757399.10E−05UpDBC11.5508329.60E-05UpMMP21.3659240.000101UpNNAT1.4700030.000106UpSTAT31.551450.000111UpKLHDC10− 1.2992990.000116DownKIAA11991.4379710.000121UpBHLHE221.5417510.000126UpSPRY21.4517410.00013UpLOXL11.6023460.000135UpTSHZ11.6352980.00014UpCOL5A21.5341330.000145UpHOXA21.9075310.00015UpFGF101.3842770.000155UpCOL12A11.2913310.00016UpZNF5031.4485490.000165UpNID11.2541120.00017UpNFIX1.502040.000175UpANGPTL71.5165740.00018UpCOL1A21.5166270.000185UpIGFBP71.5274190.000189UpMEIS11.6619170.000194UpILDR21.3546740.000199UpIER5L1.4075780.000204UpHMGCS11.3250930.000209UpCALM31.2569770.000214UpCELF21.6611740.000219UpPCDH101.6013340.000224UpNDST11.2002030.000229UpCPXM11.3878930.000234UpPPARGC1A− 1.433130.000239DownZEB21.3897450.000244UpSPRR1B− 1.4171330.000249DownMMP161.3514960.000253UpRNF1501.3019290.000258UpLOX1.2757040.000263UpCBX61.2912170.000273UpZNF5211.6429220.000278UpMME1.323680.000283UpGDPD21.2479250.000288UpFMR11.6277650.000293UpPDGFRA1.212960.000298UpC3orf581.2271270.000303UpSFRP22.0268770.000308UpFBLN21.2874350.000313UpCYP51A11.2296650.000317UpARF61.2348120.000322UpRBPJ− 1.3458050.000327DownGPM6B1.4205120.000332UpNFIA1.6165140.000337UpMBD6− 1.2773850.000342DownEXT11.4467810.000347UpMID2− 1.3665760.000352DownLRP61.53910.000357UpBICC11.4488770.000362UpWT11.2158310.000367UpCHD31.2268740.000372UpTHBS11.5729930.000377UpUPRT− 1.4138120.000381DownNLGN21.2245430.000386UpNXN1.2740440.000391UpMED12− 1.3077680.000396DownLRP11.462190.000401UpHOXB51.3336890.000406UpKLF71.2641610.000411UpACLY1.3615810.000416UpRDH101.3555960.000421UpDPYSL21.3152510.000431UpPRRX11.5539470.000436UpLPHN21.2586860.00044UpGATA61.433090.000445UpCDH111.324490.00045UpPRG41.2430680.000455UpPCDH17− 1.5435090.00046DownNFIB1.6007640.000465UpVCAN1.219440.00047UpFAM98A1.2984440.000475UpEFEMP11.2261580.00048UpFOXP21.2058030.000485UpPCDHGC51.3317995.00E−04UpTHBS21.2667640.000504UpHIF1A1.4402040.000509UpIGFBP41.302410.000514UpMARK11.2335970.000519UpKMT2D− 1.2006320.000524DownSCD1.321320.000534UpLPCAT31.433670.000539UpTBPL1− 1.3939240.000544DownPDE1A1.2305590.000554UpGRIA31.3591440.000564UpEFEMP21.2223850.000568UpTCF20− 1.3185070.000573DownPDE7B1.5569070.000578UpHTRA1− 1.2706420.000583DownHOXA51.580660.000593UpCYB5R1− 1.2580220.000603DownSETBP11.3186920.000608UpCACNA1C1.2650930.000613UpADAMTS21.2246270.000618UpDOCK9− 1.2155880.000623DownOGT− 1.5643570.000632DownCOLEC121.3764940.000637UpZBTB18− 1.7781860.000642DownKITLG1.259330.000647UpGFPT21.2761060.000652UpGABRA31.4359380.000657UpSLC16A21.3208330.000662UpPCDHB1− 1.2426270.000667DownEPHA71.3152880.000677UpSLCO3A11.2204030.000682UpDDX26B− 1.2147630.000687DownSEMA3D1.2354610.000692UpADAMTS151.3892050.000696UpMAN1A11.2265130.000701UpTCF7L21.3197810.000706UpPBX31.275270.000711UpSLIT21.3560850.000721UpTENM4− 1.2479450.000731DownPARP6− 1.2525610.000736DownKLF91.3200730.000755UpIGF11.4418830.00076UpHOXB81.2730050.00077UpARID5B1.284960.000775UpPKM1.3222780.00078UpBMP11.2159320.000785UpPCDH19− 1.4161860.000795DownFEZ1− 1.2576868.00E−04DownNPR2− 1.264460.00081DownSTRBP− 1.3524710.000819DownDNAJC11.2413780.000824UpWNK1− 1.5743970.000829DownDHCR241.2362320.000844UpEGR1− 1.3253780.000849DownMT1M1.256610.000864UpAKAP8L− 1.200150.000874DownATP1B11.2118970.000879UpGATM1.2913470.000883UpTRBV6-8− 1.359260.000893DownFZD81.6492740.000903UpAHCYL2− 1.2069070.000913DownPPP3CA1.3447310.000918UpSURF41.2117970.000923UpCCND2− 1.2244080.000938DownRAB11B1.269970.000943UpFHL11.2023050.000952UpTOX1.3974820.000957UpFOXC11.2424090.000967UpAIDA1.2744150.000977UpTNFAIP11.2029410.000982UpTHBS31.2146690.000987UpCLMP1.2940550.000992UpDOCK3− 1.2318710.001002DownDDIT3− 1.406350.001006DownGPC61.2486370.001011UpABCB7− 1.3079510.001016DownETV61.3531850.001026UpCHKA− 1.2403020.001051DownR3HDM2− 1.2523540.001061DownTLN11.2261840.001085UpPFN11.3941610.00109UpADAMTS41.2183430.001095UpCLIP31.2133720.0011UpILK1.3045370.00111UpPLXDC21.3017450.00113UpPABPC4− 1.2183940.001134DownNR2F21.4857320.001174UpPPAP2B1.2787730.001189UpFIGN1.3990020.001198UpSPARC1.2285540.001223UpAKT3− 1.2153060.001233DownTC10000913.hg.1− 1.449340.001238DownRHOT1− 1.3116670.001243DownNUAK11.2457250.001253UpSOCS31.4186890.001287UpTC02002617.hg.1− 1.6174420.001292DownTC07000141.hg.1− 1.3948690.001302DownMYO1D1.2964440.001307UpCDH21.2161560.001317UpTCF41.2602140.001321UpFUBP1− 1.415990.001326DownARRDC31.3096160.001341UpCYGB1.2291950.001351UpTBX41.2385480.001356UpMUT− 1.2084930.001361DownMT1H1.4233870.001371UpMBTPS2− 1.361960.001381DownRAB1B1.2218670.00143UpAZIN1− 1.2892170.001435DownCNTFR1.2248930.001445UpNRN11.2470280.001449UpPRPF191.2211760.001469UpHPRT1− 1.4328680.001484DownPARVA1.2485150.001494UpMSN− 1.3072250.001499DownSPRR2F− 1.2048920.001509DownDOCK11− 1.2491590.001513DownH3F3A1.2889910.001518UpMAP4K31.2154210.001528UpRGL11.238980.001543UpPSAT1− 1.2794060.001572DownBNC11.243420.001617UpHNRNPUL21.2060990.001622UpMSI2− 1.2357990.001627DownFAM71B1.2441380.001656UpSEC23A1.2525030.001661UpCNOT6L− 1.3448620.001666DownCTDSP21.3106330.001676UpFGF71.2828480.001691UpMYH101.2168260.001696UpEMP31.282520.00171UpSOX41.3046360.00172UpNR4A31.230270.00175UpUSP171.2249510.00176UpLDB11.2254760.001764UpATF6− 1.2841470.001789DownABI11.2240350.001804UpP4HA31.2565450.001814UpPTEN1.4271110.001838UpCCT2− 1.250440.001843DownKMT2A− 1.2541420.001848DownISM11.4079210.001873UpDEFB113− 1.3069010.001878DownEFNA51.2165990.001942UpRBP11.2235320.002006UpHSPA9− 1.226580.002015DownTRBV21OR9-2− 1.2757520.002035DownJHDM1D− 1.225990.002089DownPRKAA2− 1.2880770.002109DownGPC31.2090650.002129UpINTS51.2184410.002158UpEPT1− 1.2157370.002163DownPAK31.2093580.002178UpSARS− 1.3771210.002183DownMYL91.2158610.002202UpCALR1.3281440.002217UpPLK11.2340920.002222UpPDIA31.3207960.002247UpC14orf11.2342540.002266UpPRELID11.3006320.002281UpTC01001567.hg.1− 1.2306590.002301DownSULF11.2117910.002326UpCPSF6− 1.2569730.00234DownNR4A21.2134430.002345UpNR1D1− 1.2196220.00235DownRAB5C1.2221350.002375UpREXO21.2902630.002399UpLMO41.2001120.002409UpGPR1741.2166420.002414UpAP2S11.2172610.002419UpDYNLL21.2517350.002449UpHUWE1− 1.2606410.002468DownVPRBP− 1.266990.002473DownBMPR1A1.331890.002478UpDIO31.2030310.002493UpTM9SF41.2160290.002547UpRAB1A1.4104740.002572UpCEBPB1.2146920.002577UpACTR1A1.2161250.002606UpLOC100509638− 1.2090830.002611DownCHMP4B1.2248580.002636UpARHGAP11.3250990.00265UpHMGA1− 1.2407810.002655DownTOP11.2724270.00267UpEGR3− 1.2951320.002675DownC9orf1721.2286140.002685UpID31.2458580.002695UpCD2481.3888510.0027UpFAM168B1.2344370.002768UpRCN31.2261940.002783UpMT1A1.2883990.002798UpEIF4B− 1.2077140.002803DownGTPBP2− 1.2088470.002813DownTMSB101.3867140.002847UpGABARAP1.2843430.002852UpIGHV3-38− 1.2365660.002916DownTC11000974.hg.1− 1.2670390.002931DownRAB39B− 1.2580830.002985DownMMP141.2578540.003034UpNFAT5− 1.2702630.003069DownLCE3D− 1.2089220.003093DownTMTC21.2489580.003108UpUSP121.4086250.003133UpANKRD1− 1.2193650.003152DownRBBP5− 1.2104530.003172DownPTMA1.2515840.003197UpACTA11.2253950.003246UpRNF141− 1.2053590.00333DownFGFBP1− 1.2004830.003364DownRPL4− 1.2172940.003408DownCASK− 1.3545020.003413DownLCE3E− 1.2131580.003453DownEPC21.2610660.003467UpNOXRED1− 1.2348050.003507DownMT1B1.2637750.003517UpCCR7− 1.2609320.003561DownBRAF− 1.2784280.003595DownRPS27− 1.2461490.0036DownHNRNPH21.3283160.00361UpIGHV2-26− 1.2038190.00364DownDEFB115− 1.2264130.003679DownPTBP2− 1.3314890.003763DownRPS6KB11.2163470.003896UpMT2A1.2902120.003935UpTARDBP− 1.2051930.003969DownSYT111.248110.004014UpMT1F1.2637030.004024UpSFRP11.2456840.004053UpSEMA3A− 1.2021690.004073DownTC14000204.hg.11.205080.004122UpTSC22D2− 1.3023170.004127DownKCNJ21.2825040.004176UpSPTLC21.2420160.004309UpPOLA1− 1.2631830.004373DownHIPK31.2075850.004398UpHIST2H2AA41.2422610.004407UpTEAD11.2010580.004432UpFBXO331.2175460.004471UpENOX2− 1.2279830.00453DownOR5A2− 1.311520.00455DownTHOC2− 1.3054970.004555DownCAPN6− 1.2454430.004614DownZNF2811.2970790.004624UpNFKBIA1.216470.004649UpTBC1D19− 1.2089490.004683DownTC03000927.hg.1− 1.218050.004688DownEDDM3B1.2062520.004693UpTC19000375.hg.1− 1.2336150.004703DownOR5AU1− 1.2259070.004752DownPSMA31.2107880.004781UpPABPC1− 1.244240.004796DownOR2AJ1− 1.2096420.004988DownPPIAL4A1.3039740.004993UpFIGF1.2222960.005082UpTP53INP1− 1.2270220.00519DownDNAJA21.201710.005215UpSAP301.2231760.005254UpOR4F21− 1.2062840.005461DownOR1L3− 1.2118270.005485DownTBX151.2098740.005638UpIPO7− 1.2871690.005751DownACVR2A1.2271660.005889UpFOXG11.3005710.005918UpAGFG11.2055540.006032UpMURC− 1.2045660.006169DownOR10D3− 1.3040060.006337DownADAMTS51.2129320.006342UpEID31.2073920.007065UpMT1G1.2096780.007784UpMSANTD2− 1.2001570.007966DownKDM6A− 1.2460530.007971DownDERL21.2248130.008443UpHSPA51.2429490.008561UpPOM121L2− 1.2021410.009423DownCCIN1.4109940.009492UpTC11000975.hg.1− 1.237820.009501DownSYNCRIP1.2024860.009526UpOR1F1− 1.2001020.009708DownTRAM1L11.2279330.009723UpPPIAL4C1.2921980.009954UpTC11000959.hg.1− 1.2064820.010584DownKRTAP29-1− 1.3324070.010889DownTC07000218.hg.1− 1.2369630.011884DownALX1− 1.2160590.012036DownHEXIM11.2135590.012292UpOR10J5− 1.312150.012991DownIGLJ41.3399190.014029UpC10orf851.2593140.014064UpRNF1221.2131180.014384UpPPIAL4C1.2174530.015481UpGene symbolp-valueq-valueGene feature(F) *Genes up/down-regulated in purified primary lung TCs compared with non-purified primary lung TCs*ZNF5215.20E−050DownNFIX6.20E−050DownZFP36L20.0002630.038653DownNR2F20.000130DownSLIT27.60E−050DownNFIB0.0001550DownNFAT50.0002880.038653DownLRP65.70E−050DownFAM102B0.000190DownTCF40.0003720.045591DownHES10.0004060.045591DownPFN10.0003870.045591DownTSHZ15.00E−040.04939DownSPRY20.0002680.038653DownCTGF9.10E−050DownARRDC30.0002440.038653DownLOXL10.0006820.04939DownNLGN20.0001160DownZEB20.000170DownCTDSP20.000510.04939DownFBLN50.0002930.038653DownFRMD50.0003420.045591DownRGL10.0004160.045591Down Table 2Summary of LncRNA expressed preferentially in primary TCs, SV40-transformed TCs, primary lung cells, and SV40-transformed primary lung cellsCompared pairsUp \> 0Up \> 2Up \> 4Down \> 0Down \> 2Down \> 4Purified TCs^SV40^ vs. non-purified primary lung TCs7730579162Non-purified lung TCs^SV40^ vs. purified primary lung TCs306154756150Non-purified lung TCs^SV40^ vs. non-purified primary lung TCs11472607200Purified TCs^SV40^ vs. non-purified lung TCs^SV40^7004141Purified TCs^SV40^ vs. purified primary lung TCs112110499121Purified primary lung TCs vs. non-purified primary lung TCs0001321Probe set IDFold changep-valueGene feature(A) *Genes up/down-regulated in SV40-transformed TCs compared with non-purified primary lung TCs*TC17000728.hg.1− 3.5684962.70E−05DownTC06001978.hg.1− 2.0843973.00E−05DownTC08000302.hg.1− 1.9093853.30E−05DownTC07001784.hg.1− 1.9416643.50E−05DownTC03003114.hg.12.9572713.80E−05UpTC11002382.hg.1− 5.5216384.00E−05DownTC09000963.hg.1− 2.0063164.30E−05DownTC15000452.hg.1− 2.0083754.60E−05DownTC16001289.hg.1− 1.754854.80E−05DownTC02000396.hg.1− 1.8173375.10E−05DownTC06000639.hg.1− 2.19725.40E−05DownTC12000927.hg.1− 2.0980635.60E−05DownTC08002253.hg.1− 3.1024575.90E−05DownTC11001010.hg.1− 1.6600716.10E−05DownTC17001801.hg.1− 2.4299716.40E−05DownTC02001602.hg.1− 1.5757536.70E−05DownTC02001940.hg.1− 1.9652586.90E−05DownTC07000780.hg.1− 2.0544827.20E−05DownTC19000767.hg.1− 1.7959687.40E−05DownTC09001648.hg.1− 2.058857.70E−05DownTC05001593.hg.1− 1.7862348.00E−05DownTC09000971.hg.1− 1.8643158.20E−05DownTC04000160.hg.1− 1.6531728.50E−05DownTC0X001624.hg.1− 1.9668028.70E−05DownTC10002919.hg.1− 1.5700899.00E−05DownTC03002042.hg.1− 1.6343259.30E−05DownTC08001415.hg.1− 1.7090119.50E−05DownTC02000336.hg.1− 1.65979.80E−05DownTC01006068.hg.1− 1.7735820.000101DownTC11000967.hg.1− 2.6008960.000103DownTC20001277.hg.11.5670660.000106UpTC19000951.hg.1− 1.6431020.000108DownTC05000152.hg.1− 1.6980790.000111DownTC12000188.hg.1− 1.7050760.000114DownTC02000205.hg.1− 1.8403910.000116DownTC02002456.hg.1− 1.8031820.000119DownTC06002006.hg.1− 1.6425110.000121DownTC01003510.hg.1− 1.594820.000124DownTC08001864.hg.11.8220.000127UpTC20000952.hg.1− 1.8137440.000129DownTC04002890.hg.11.5843750.000132UpTC11002894.hg.11.6420960.000135UpTC03001841.hg.1− 1.6940230.000137DownTC04001635.hg.1− 2.0858120.00014DownTC04002560.hg.12.115560.000142UpTC16001498.hg.11.5228530.000145UpTC15001604.hg.1− 1.5231670.000148DownTC20000373.hg.1− 1.6415140.00015DownTC12000633.hg.1− 1.6908760.000153DownTC13000783.hg.1− 2.4600550.000155DownTC15001326.hg.1− 1.5128930.000158DownTC12001286.hg.1− 1.7944250.000161DownTC01005824.hg.1− 1.6237280.000163DownTC19001567.hg.11.5749230.000166UpTC17001773.hg.1− 1.521850.000168DownTC02004814.hg.1− 1.6102120.000171DownTC19000785.hg.1− 1.6879450.000174DownTC12000558.hg.1− 1.4623840.000176DownTC02003744.hg.11.6091640.000179UpTC10000962.hg.1− 1.4972910.000182DownTC12000231.hg.1− 1.458320.000184DownTC11003109.hg.12.1942650.000187UpTC09001602.hg.1− 1.5327160.000189DownTC20000650.hg.1− 1.7094350.000192DownTC0X001292.hg.1− 2.2231190.000195DownTC17000491.hg.1− 1.5710490.000197DownTC02001836.hg.1− 1.4607272.00E−04DownTC02001799.hg.1− 1.8847720.000202DownTC11002486.hg.1− 1.6176060.000205DownTC05001562.hg.1− 1.5063180.000208DownTC19000163.hg.1− 1.589830.00021DownTC03001571.hg.1− 1.5514070.000213DownTC01002801.hg.11.3872050.000215UpTC10000791.hg.1− 1.5673480.000218DownTC05002279.hg.1− 1.4046350.000221DownTC14000620.hg.1− 1.4920160.000223DownTC21000698.hg.1− 1.4329590.000226DownTC0X001976.hg.11.5110030.000229UpTC05003313.hg.11.5203860.000231UpTC22000098.hg.1− 1.5971710.000234DownTC08000801.hg.1− 1.5297420.000236DownTC22000156.hg.11.6918770.000239UpTC16002030.hg.1− 1.3997940.000242DownTC0X001158.hg.1− 1.9255430.000244DownTC06000041.hg.1− 1.38170.000247DownTC10000866.hg.1− 1.4997860.000249DownTC03000195.hg.1− 1.5694940.000252DownTC01003308.hg.1− 1.7601660.000255DownTC01004112.hg.1− 1.649110.000257DownTC0X001770.hg.1− 1.8182820.00026DownTC04000508.hg.1− 1.5145320.000262DownTC06000705.hg.1− 1.5360160.000265DownTC02003743.hg.11.5263810.000268UpTC05002800.hg.1− 1.5613180.00027DownTC01005268.hg.11.825330.000273UpTC08000450.hg.1− 1.6261930.000276DownTC10000439.hg.1− 1.4475090.000278DownTC06004042.hg.1− 1.432280.000281DownTC09002851.hg.1− 1.3674140.000283DownTC06001651.hg.1− 1.4341510.000286DownTC07003059.hg.11.7315420.000289UpTC10000686.hg.1− 1.3708930.000291DownTC08000385.hg.1− 1.5376910.000294DownTC02001432.hg.1− 1.5131170.000296DownTC01002746.hg.1− 1.6104940.000299DownTC03002116.hg.1− 1.3537330.000302DownTC01005428.hg.11.5608650.000304UpTC11003210.hg.11.4432410.000307UpTC21000149.hg.1− 1.3977280.00031DownTC09001534.hg.1− 1.5795980.000312DownTC0X000450.hg.1− 1.385530.000315DownTC0X001136.hg.1− 1.3865820.000317DownTC06002801.hg.1− 1.5046010.00032DownTC12002688.hg.1− 1.6098110.000323DownTC04002443.hg.1− 1.5201250.000325DownTC16001253.hg.1− 1.4369570.000328DownTC06002402.hg.11.5937180.00033UpTC04001524.hg.1− 1.4975630.000333DownTC22001417.hg.1− 1.5261960.000336DownTC10001922.hg.11.2566320.000338UpTC02003914.hg.1− 1.4454880.000341DownTC16000510.hg.1− 1.5764760.000343DownTC01002976.hg.1− 1.4939340.000346DownTC0M000020.hg.1− 5.956410.000349DownTC01002798.hg.1− 1.771440.000351DownTC01006074.hg.1− 1.4172690.000354DownTC06000568.hg.1− 1.5582050.000357DownTC12000088.hg.11.3696540.000359UpTC16001359.hg.11.376280.000362UpTC03001321.hg.1− 1.3008170.000364DownTC07002531.hg.11.4748710.000367UpTC0X000233.hg.1− 1.3870420.00037DownTC0X000985.hg.1− 1.9110840.000372DownTC0X001762.hg.1− 1.4952340.000375DownTC05000067.hg.11.6055570.000377UpTC09001461.hg.1− 1.5040510.00038DownTC15000651.hg.1− 1.5795940.000383DownTC0X001889.hg.11.3892170.000385UpTC15002609.hg.11.3879930.000388UpTC14000925.hg.1− 1.4878960.00039DownTC22001175.hg.1− 1.4888850.000393DownTC04001945.hg.1− 1.6691520.000396DownTC09000096.hg.1− 1.8611950.000398DownTC05002818.hg.1− 1.4724010.000401DownTC07002463.hg.11.4845790.000404UpTC01003990.hg.1− 1.5432330.000406DownTC06003126.hg.1− 1.3121050.000409DownTC12000805.hg.1− 1.5547050.000411DownTC17002196.hg.11.3456570.000414UpTC04000811.hg.1− 1.3211970.000422DownTC22000646.hg.11.2235460.000424UpTC11003382.hg.11.5565750.000427UpTC15001184.hg.1− 1.3061140.00043DownTC01000388.hg.11.3943640.000432UpTC03003257.hg.1− 1.3147490.000435DownTC08000285.hg.1− 1.5619960.000437DownTC0X001410.hg.1− 1.544770.00044DownTC07000478.hg.1− 1.5223360.000443DownTC12002858.hg.11.3597250.000448UpTC03001056.hg.1− 1.4239640.000451DownTC15001493.hg.1− 1.2640850.000456DownTC05001001.hg.1− 1.3667290.000458DownTC02001858.hg.1− 1.3361560.000461DownTC10002369.hg.11.4168240.000464UpTC01002620.hg.1− 1.3729480.000466DownTC12001449.hg.1− 1.5590390.000477DownTC15002177.hg.11.2047740.000479UpTC10001021.hg.1− 1.3513910.000482DownTC0X002006.hg.1− 1.2767020.000487DownTC0M000021.hg.1− 1.768360.000492DownTC02001302.hg.1− 1.5001580.000498DownTC07000690.hg.1− 1.4641230.000505DownTC05000861.hg.1− 1.436540.000508DownTC05003112.hg.1− 1.8837150.000511DownTC22000400.hg.1− 1.3975640.000513DownTC14001892.hg.1− 1.4093080.000516DownTC11002784.hg.11.4636890.000518UpTC0X001907.hg.11.6317430.000526UpTC0X001411.hg.1− 1.5750780.000529DownTC06000972.hg.1− 1.4126070.000532DownTC07000702.hg.1− 1.5740120.000534DownTC15001073.hg.1− 1.4877090.000537DownTC08002416.hg.1− 1.305620.000539DownTC05000611.hg.1− 1.3427550.000542DownTC09001256.hg.1− 1.2456740.000545DownTC0M000023.hg.1− 1.6653980.000552DownTC16001522.hg.1− 1.5505850.000555DownTC02001429.hg.1− 1.3845280.000558DownTC05000688.hg.1− 1.4650040.00056DownTC07001655.hg.1− 1.4835010.000563DownTC09002148.hg.1− 1.2942380.000565DownTC03002425.hg.1− 1.4145020.000568DownTC17002307.hg.11.5744930.000571UpTC11002476.hg.1− 1.4078780.000573DownTC07002321.hg.11.3404620.000576UpTC10001073.hg.11.4204790.000579UpTC13001025.hg.11.2818030.000581UpTC18000050.hg.1− 1.432780.000586DownTC08001833.hg.11.3010190.000589UpTC02001366.hg.1− 1.4117190.000594DownTC09002445.hg.1− 1.3658130.000597DownTC12000244.hg.1− 1.4567820.000599DownTC16000919.hg.1− 1.4124880.000602DownTC01001291.hg.11.300110.000605UpTC04002772.hg.1− 1.3185180.000607DownTC09001898.hg.1− 1.3553280.00061DownTC02000784.hg.11.2445170.000612UpTC0X001210.hg.1− 1.2974820.000615DownTC03001672.hg.1− 1.3008520.00062DownTC16001991.hg.1− 1.3128340.000623DownTC20001376.hg.11.2595210.000626UpTC12001995.hg.1− 1.5346370.000631DownTC20001199.hg.1− 1.4388950.000633DownTC07001788.hg.1− 1.6054060.000639DownTC08001734.hg.1− 1.3138190.000641DownTC07001706.hg.1− 1.6218140.000645DownTC07001709.hg.1− 1.6218140.000645DownTC03002939.hg.11.4650120.000649UpTC11000808.hg.1− 1.2550620.000652DownTC02002028.hg.1− 1.4084380.000654DownTC02002581.hg.1− 1.3456980.000657DownTC01005437.hg.1− 1.257840.000659DownTC18000864.hg.11.4208310.000662UpTC03003057.hg.11.2975770.000667UpTC11002077.hg.1− 1.5160750.00067DownTC0X001618.hg.1− 1.550170.000673DownTC16002013.hg.1− 1.4648250.000675DownTC02002957.hg.1− 1.215530.000678DownTC14001601.hg.1− 1.2668460.00068DownTC06003365.hg.11.2587090.000683UpTC02001623.hg.1− 1.3872940.000691DownTC0X001430.hg.1− 1.5176920.000693DownTC02001248.hg.1− 1.3430150.000701DownTC07000139.hg.1− 1.5480660.000704DownTC08001239.hg.1− 1.4115150.000709DownTC16001996.hg.1− 1.325310.000714DownTC07001848.hg.1− 1.2231160.000717DownTC17001317.hg.1− 1.2585210.00072DownTC06001365.hg.1− 1.5682920.000722DownTC09000783.hg.1− 1.2416940.000725DownTC03003056.hg.11.3097140.000727UpTC11001141.hg.1− 1.4744630.00073DownTC15000819.hg.1− 1.4667810.000733DownTC17000164.hg.1− 1.3817150.000743DownTC10002136.hg.1− 1.2226260.000748DownTC12000238.hg.1− 1.3982970.000751DownTC19002149.hg.11.2744340.000754UpTC10001432.hg.1− 1.3952710.000756DownTC12002396.hg.11.373320.000759UpTC06002303.hg.1− 1.4810660.000767DownTC02002233.hg.11.2813390.000769UpTC05002034.hg.1− 1.4501960.000772DownTC03002972.hg.1− 1.3722560.000777DownTC02001721.hg.1− 1.3673690.00078DownTC05001948.hg.1− 1.2296240.000782DownTC06003416.hg.1− 1.257840.000785DownTC05000214.hg.1− 1.3451820.000787DownTC0X002258.hg.1− 1.401340.000795DownTC13001479.hg.11.6127350.000798UpTC01004166.hg.1− 1.3505610.000803DownTC15000333.hg.11.3469130.000806UpTC18000381.hg.1− 1.4595110.000808DownTC0X001739.hg.1− 1.2219740.000821DownTC04000854.hg.1− 1.3425710.000824DownTC14001245.hg.1− 1.3636440.000827DownTC16000853.hg.1− 1.5260470.000829DownTC02004957.hg.1− 1.2566080.000832DownTC16000648.hg.1− 1.9673750.000834DownTC01002757.hg.1− 1.3159110.000837DownTC05000183.hg.1− 1.4666120.000842DownTC08000652.hg.1− 1.4445170.000845DownTC12003194.hg.1− 1.3961690.00085DownTC01002633.hg.1− 1.4594490.000853DownTC02004273.hg.1− 1.2399770.000855DownTC0X000473.hg.1− 1.2086470.000863DownTC01001013.hg.11.4024410.000866UpTC07003162.hg.1− 1.2863440.000871DownTC20000340.hg.1− 1.4678480.000874DownTC02000955.hg.1− 1.5165370.000876DownTC17001429.hg.1− 1.2880950.000884DownTC02002970.hg.1− 1.2620330.000887DownTC19000423.hg.1− 1.2700080.000892DownTC04002642.hg.1− 1.3798020.000895DownTC14000739.hg.11.3217680.000902UpTC09001812.hg.1− 1.2317650.000905DownTC15001577.hg.1− 1.4615040.000908DownTC12003053.hg.11.3198660.00091UpTC12002444.hg.11.3298220.000913UpTC07001462.hg.11.4641420.000915UpTC12001455.hg.1− 1.4430290.000918DownTC04000571.hg.1− 1.4891080.000921DownTC0X001193.hg.11.2821410.000923UpTC17002577.hg.1− 1.2224740.000929DownTC0X000986.hg.1− 1.5371720.000934DownTC18000372.hg.11.3066310.000936UpTC12003159.hg.1− 1.264190.000944DownTC12001777.hg.1− 1.3874820.000947DownTC17000629.hg.11.5062560.000952UpTC01002397.hg.1− 1.2981790.000955DownTC11000089.hg.1− 1.2930790.00096DownTC19001173.hg.1− 1.7887330.000962DownTC07002196.hg.1− 1.2378670.000965DownTC01004898.hg.11.211740.000968UpTC15002247.hg.11.2244930.000976UpTC05001142.hg.1− 1.3261140.000978DownTC05000621.hg.1− 1.4645080.000989DownTC09000642.hg.1− 1.5401510.000991DownTC09001936.hg.1− 1.3644790.000994DownTC17002761.hg.1− 1.2691070.000999DownTC04002187.hg.11.4087210.001002UpTC02003570.hg.1− 1.2806630.001004DownTC0X001616.hg.1− 1.3222080.001007DownTC09001972.hg.1− 1.2098480.001012DownTC06003710.hg.1− 1.4970290.001015DownTC03001944.hg.11.2146470.001017UpTC01004109.hg.1− 1.3210690.00102DownTC17002195.hg.11.213020.001023UpTC05002180.hg.1− 1.2218830.001036DownTC20001446.hg.11.2969410.001038UpTC09002470.hg.11.3520530.001041UpTC08001621.hg.1− 1.2467380.001043DownTC02004746.hg.11.2980330.001046UpTC10000082.hg.1− 1.2439310.001051DownTC08001847.hg.11.3624370.001056UpTC10002381.hg.1− 1.215490.001062DownTC14001177.hg.1− 1.2704480.001064DownTC10000872.hg.1− 1.2307210.00107DownTC06000025.hg.11.3284520.001075UpTC01005249.hg.1− 1.2130790.001083DownTC16001555.hg.1− 1.2089880.00109DownTC0Y000124.hg.11.2465490.001093UpTC11001732.hg.1− 1.3183770.001096DownTC03000629.hg.1− 1.4393420.001098DownTC09001843.hg.1− 1.2042120.001104DownTC09002783.hg.1− 1.2690060.001106DownTC01004933.hg.11.3423820.001109UpTC10000236.hg.1− 1.3195010.001114DownTC05001371.hg.1− 1.3141310.001122DownTC14000052.hg.1− 1.4095730.001124DownTC21000931.hg.1− 1.2648530.00113DownTC03002997.hg.11.2704050.001132UpTC05003198.hg.1− 1.2539820.001135DownTC02002711.hg.1− 1.2724320.001137DownTC02004784.hg.1− 1.2005460.001143DownTC05002575.hg.11.2193130.001145UpTC01002594.hg.1− 1.4214010.001148DownTC16001826.hg.1− 1.3539430.001169DownTC08001640.hg.1− 1.3760880.001171DownTC17002837.hg.1− 1.2620260.001174DownTC08001247.hg.1− 1.2331910.001177DownTC07000624.hg.1− 1.2638290.001179DownTC12001263.hg.1− 1.2163330.001184DownTC06000824.hg.1− 1.416430.00119DownTC12000184.hg.1− 1.2738530.001192DownTC12003089.hg.1− 1.2374440.001208DownTC10000369.hg.1− 1.2323030.001218DownTC03000823.hg.1− 1.3182960.001231DownTC0X000808.hg.1− 1.2948350.001237DownTC15001473.hg.1− 1.3901820.001239DownTC01006043.hg.1− 1.2793410.001242DownTC16001156.hg.1− 1.3470610.001245DownTC05000708.hg.1− 1.4573830.001247DownTC07002757.hg.1− 1.3420350.00125DownTC01003748.hg.1− 1.2472790.001252DownTC20000045.hg.1− 1.6113470.001255DownTC19000349.hg.1− 1.2948630.001258DownTC08002335.hg.1− 1.5759810.001273DownTC02003970.hg.1− 1.2617650.001276DownTC07002353.hg.1− 1.213860.001292DownTC03000155.hg.1− 1.3089380.001294DownTC0X002344.hg.1− 1.3363010.001299DownTC01004110.hg.1− 1.5497470.00131DownTC12000390.hg.1− 1.2513940.001318DownTC14000427.hg.1− 1.2490780.001323DownTC03000342.hg.1− 1.2932030.001326DownTC09001279.hg.1− 1.2914080.001331DownTC14000693.hg.1− 1.4977420.001344DownTC12003094.hg.1− 1.4177070.001349DownTC06002606.hg.1− 1.5373480.001352DownTC06001540.hg.1− 1.2421180.001354DownTC03001808.hg.1− 1.3271320.001359DownTC10000793.hg.1− 1.3841120.001362DownTC20001166.hg.1− 1.2163930.001383DownTC01005264.hg.1− 1.3169010.001388DownTC09000471.hg.1− 1.312620.001404DownTC19002342.hg.1− 1.3605270.00142DownTC0X001450.hg.1− 1.2264020.001433DownTC0X001094.hg.1− 1.2814210.001448DownTC0X000282.hg.1− 1.3972680.001451DownTC16001699.hg.1− 1.210530.001459DownTC08000411.hg.1− 1.2643250.001477DownTC01003906.hg.1− 1.2777460.001485DownTC02001952.hg.1− 1.2021240.001487DownTC03002704.hg.1− 1.20660.00149DownTC06002227.hg.1− 1.5369210.001493DownTC16000560.hg.1− 1.3197320.001501DownTC0X001939.hg.1− 1.2392630.001503DownTC11002900.hg.1− 1.4222630.001506DownTC09000516.hg.1− 1.37430.001521DownTC20000564.hg.1− 1.2594320.001529DownTC08000425.hg.1− 1.2227830.001532DownTC07000862.hg.1− 1.3188670.001534DownTC12001821.hg.1− 1.2671340.001545DownTC11000653.hg.1− 1.2569310.001548DownTC02004514.hg.1− 1.2783030.00155DownTC05002588.hg.1− 1.3619630.001553DownTC06002096.hg.1− 1.2343140.001561DownTC10001912.hg.1− 1.304310.001563DownTC02000188.hg.1− 1.3439340.001566DownTC03000381.hg.1− 1.2360270.0016DownTC20000763.hg.1− 1.2258560.001602DownTC19000786.hg.1− 1.2554890.001608DownTC08000224.hg.1− 1.2738890.00161DownTC12001052.hg.1− 1.4521740.001613DownTC07000779.hg.1− 1.3244420.001644DownTC12002368.hg.1− 1.2287850.001647DownTC02001190.hg.1− 1.3389480.001652DownTC05000526.hg.1− 1.2218160.001665DownTC04002294.hg.1− 1.3013270.001668DownTC21000706.hg.1− 1.2983160.001686DownTC02002768.hg.1− 1.3128010.001694DownTC17001656.hg.1− 1.2672110.001702DownTC03001494.hg.1− 1.3660980.00172DownTC13000481.hg.1− 1.285730.001723DownTC16000776.hg.1− 1.2732210.001725DownTC10002723.hg.1− 1.3765290.001728DownTC10002728.hg.1− 1.2442250.001733DownTC01006051.hg.1− 1.2508020.001736DownTC05001849.hg.1− 1.2178630.001743DownTC10000232.hg.1− 1.3106150.001751DownTC01003920.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003921.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003922.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003923.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003924.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003925.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003926.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003927.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003929.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003930.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003931.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003932.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003933.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003934.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003935.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC01003936.hg.1− 1.2234890.001779DownTC03003030.hg.1− 1.4788440.001803DownTC14000845.hg.1− 1.3122380.001806DownTC05002975.hg.1− 1.2850070.001809DownTC20000261.hg.1− 1.3297680.001817DownTC14001281.hg.1− 1.2728630.001819DownTC05000998.hg.1− 1.2758570.00183DownTC13001120.hg.1− 1.3452620.001832DownTC03000057.hg.1− 1.2261940.001853DownTC11000768.hg.1− 1.3475050.001856DownTC04001473.hg.1− 1.3850310.001861DownTC08001306.hg.1− 1.2378540.001864DownTC02004490.hg.1− 1.2288850.001866DownTC02004794.hg.1− 1.2445440.001877DownTC08001540.hg.1− 1.3127640.001884DownTC03000875.hg.1− 1.3636670.001898DownTC06001064.hg.1− 1.4112920.001903DownTC08000407.hg.1− 1.2914510.001905DownTC10002820.hg.1− 1.2339830.001908DownTC14000661.hg.1− 1.2260190.001937DownTC19000244.hg.1− 1.2227740.001939DownTC09000897.hg.1− 1.2411960.001952DownTC11002142.hg.1− 1.5309330.001978DownTC04000338.hg.1− 1.288480.001984DownTC12002736.hg.1− 1.3061430.001989DownTC09000458.hg.1− 1.2600670.002005DownTC19002478.hg.1− 1.2519090.002012DownTC17000607.hg.1− 1.3768050.00202DownTC08002174.hg.1− 1.2520710.002049DownTC15002522.hg.1− 1.3521340.002059DownTC07001721.hg.1− 1.270150.002099DownTC11000172.hg.1− 1.2972660.002101DownTC0M000022.hg.1− 1.7908830.002127DownTC01000642.hg.1− 1.2730870.002135DownTC04002779.hg.1− 1.2959190.002172DownTC17000230.hg.1− 1.288010.002177DownTC10002673.hg.1− 1.3417570.002185DownTC02000761.hg.1− 1.2006390.00219DownTC07001870.hg.1− 1.5039790.002198DownTC13001485.hg.1− 1.3225130.0022DownTC0X002104.hg.1− 1.2354610.002203DownTC01003794.hg.1− 1.2756710.002216DownTC14000809.hg.1− 1.2322240.002247DownTC08001563.hg.1− 1.2810140.002292DownTC02003041.hg.1− 1.4396960.002305DownTC01000878.hg.1− 1.2003470.002313DownTC16001204.hg.1− 1.2167150.002315DownTC10001355.hg.1− 1.2668250.002318DownTC10001940.hg.1− 1.3025010.002334DownTC04000456.hg.1− 1.2597620.002347DownTC19001288.hg.1− 1.2112890.002355DownTC21000403.hg.1− 1.2621580.002365DownTC15001614.hg.1− 1.2423480.00237DownTC01002339.hg.1− 1.2875480.002373DownTC21000126.hg.1− 1.2209640.002375DownTC04001229.hg.1− 1.2263880.002399DownTC10002579.hg.1− 1.2040950.002422DownTC01003671.hg.1− 1.2099950.00243DownTC01001982.hg.1− 1.2171440.002436DownTC15001480.hg.1− 1.2597550.002438DownTC22001201.hg.1− 1.5342170.002443DownTC10000404.hg.1− 1.3196970.002472DownTC01000565.hg.1− 1.2083330.002493DownTC11001288.hg.1− 1.3819120.002496DownTC08001096.hg.1− 1.3107370.002532DownTC17001148.hg.1− 1.2730320.002535DownTC22001301.hg.1− 1.3061730.002566DownTC04002309.hg.1− 1.2098130.002595DownTC21000144.hg.1− 1.2304990.0026DownTC20000800.hg.1− 1.2280740.002613DownTC10001508.hg.1− 1.2425780.002629DownTC11001429.hg.1− 1.214740.002699DownTC10001326.hg.1− 1.2601370.002712DownTC16001788.hg.1− 1.2663360.00272DownTC01000718.hg.1− 1.2469340.002731DownTC02004391.hg.1− 1.2485870.002752DownTC02004870.hg.1− 1.3939970.002775DownTC02004787.hg.1− 1.4174260.002791DownTC12000361.hg.1− 1.2511520.002793DownTC15000227.hg.1− 1.2566040.002806DownTC01001745.hg.1− 1.2853850.002814DownTC05002924.hg.1− 1.2522450.002817DownTC07002052.hg.1− 1.2372990.00283DownTC03002295.hg.1− 1.2736490.002848DownTC06001529.hg.1− 1.4856670.002863DownTC6_apd_hap1000080.hg.1− 1.4856670.002863DownTC6_cox_hap2000158.hg.1− 1.4856670.002863DownTC6_dbb_hap3000147.hg.1− 1.4856670.002863DownTC6_mann_hap4000135.hg.1− 1.4856670.002863DownTC6_mcf_hap5000135.hg.1− 1.4856670.002863DownTC6_qbl_hap6000150.hg.1− 1.4856670.002863DownTC6_ssto_hap7000130.hg.1− 1.4856670.002863DownTC07002428.hg.1− 1.3777670.002882DownTC08000954.hg.1− 1.3036470.002911DownTC06002505.hg.1− 1.2544880.002927DownTC21000447.hg.1− 1.2508150.002953DownTC17001238.hg.1− 1.2303330.002955DownTC15002586.hg.1− 1.3057850.002963DownTC12000249.hg.1− 1.2253310.002976DownTC11002394.hg.1− 1.2143270.002989DownTC01005988.hg.1− 1.332520.003005DownTC21000081.hg.1− 1.2276670.003015DownTC08000521.hg.1− 1.2041060.003023DownTC09000907.hg.1− 1.2446250.003026DownTC14000688.hg.1− 1.2237680.003062DownTC03000666.hg.1− 1.2981350.003065DownTC09000250.hg.1− 1.2062440.003078DownTC01004185.hg.1− 1.4018870.003086DownTC15002417.hg.1− 1.2117240.003089DownTC06003509.hg.1− 1.2270370.003094DownTC01004296.hg.1− 1.2182770.003143DownTC16000068.hg.1− 1.2544290.003169DownTC01002874.hg.1− 1.2821120.003198DownTC03000249.hg.1− 1.2875770.003209DownTC16001224.hg.1− 1.331790.003219DownTC21000483.hg.1− 1.4163890.003224DownTC14001345.hg.1− 1.2834920.003237DownTC16001268.hg.1− 1.226170.003256DownTC02004413.hg.1− 1.2153280.003269DownTC02001762.hg.1− 1.2631850.003271DownTC18000587.hg.1− 1.2306160.003274DownTC10001008.hg.1− 1.2418430.003295DownTC0Y000340.hg.1− 1.2503660.003297DownTC13000269.hg.1− 1.2602550.0033DownTC20000841.hg.1− 1.2322970.003318DownTC14001908.hg.1− 1.2158910.003324DownTC19000842.hg.1− 1.2587650.003358DownTC04000223.hg.1− 1.2411080.00336DownTC21000697.hg.1− 1.3035910.003394DownTC19000162.hg.1− 1.2001060.003397DownTC10000985.hg.1− 1.2155710.003402DownTC17001640.hg.1− 1.2121410.003405DownTC05000237.hg.1− 1.3730170.003431DownTC09000041.hg.1− 1.2140590.003441DownTC14002178.hg.1− 1.2307830.003446DownTC05002490.hg.1− 1.2325310.003465DownTC15002624.hg.1− 1.2727630.003483DownTC02002012.hg.1− 1.3167270.003499DownTC09000159.hg.1− 1.3901970.003533DownTC09001661.hg.1− 1.2278360.003577DownTC10001055.hg.1− 1.2280790.003624DownTC08001514.hg.1− 1.2775520.003629DownTC11000282.hg.1− 1.3294420.003642DownTC05000068.hg.1− 1.3507240.003645DownTC11001479.hg.1− 1.2795190.003647DownTC18000287.hg.1− 1.2006120.003655DownTC0X000232.hg.1− 1.2020260.003658DownTC01002467.hg.1− 1.3395890.003689DownTC01005508.hg.1− 1.2338880.003692DownTC02000635.hg.1− 1.2045590.003708DownTC05002063.hg.1− 1.2457330.003747DownTC0X002282.hg.1− 1.2166870.003788DownTC06001847.hg.1− 1.2020260.003791DownTC05003245.hg.1− 1.2455680.003825DownTC15002600.hg.1− 1.2020920.003846DownTC05001212.hg.1− 1.3566070.003867DownTC14001340.hg.1− 1.2461690.003903DownTC16002021.hg.1− 1.2436270.003914DownTC19000560.hg.1− 1.2159740.003922DownTC10000041.hg.1− 1.2532390.003961DownTC03002003.hg.1− 1.2933550.003977DownTC01003999.hg.1− 1.2133080.004016DownTC11003279.hg.1− 1.2392140.004073DownTC12000588.hg.1− 1.2557840.004105DownTC03001070.hg.1− 1.2368960.004107DownTC05000876.hg.1− 1.3440180.004112DownTC16001209.hg.1− 1.2063520.004131DownTC22000194.hg.1− 1.2018220.004141DownTC01000906.hg.1− 1.2372070.004146DownTC09001410.hg.1− 1.3285680.004149DownTC15002068.hg.1− 1.2614820.004152DownTC13000345.hg.1− 1.2115360.004193DownTC03002998.hg.1− 1.2711020.004199DownTC03002746.hg.1− 1.2179880.004201DownTC15000264.hg.1− 1.2531760.004219DownTC13000676.hg.1− 1.2594660.004222DownTC13001035.hg.1− 1.2990970.00423DownTC01000516.hg.1− 1.4158170.004238DownTC11002367.hg.1− 1.2035640.004256DownTC09001709.hg.1− 1.3652440.004261DownTC10001951.hg.1− 1.2541940.004269DownTC01005957.hg.1− 1.2763940.00429DownTC21000155.hg.1− 1.2532910.004303DownTC08001116.hg.1− 1.2617910.004358DownTC17002050.hg.1− 1.218770.004384DownTC11001973.hg.1− 1.2100020.004426DownTC10001296.hg.1− 1.2008710.004441DownTC14000289.hg.1− 1.3116160.004481DownTC12000607.hg.1− 1.305180.004488DownTC05002808.hg.1− 1.2199780.004507DownTC12001404.hg.1− 1.2561270.004509DownTC22001312.hg.1− 1.2044040.004515DownTC13000501.hg.1− 1.2139540.004517DownTC19001712.hg.1− 1.2121980.004546DownTC05001815.hg.1− 1.2397840.004569DownTC0X000283.hg.1− 1.2292910.004585DownTC08001986.hg.1− 1.2810490.004588DownTC14000798.hg.1− 1.4418110.004598DownTC16001481.hg.1− 1.2281680.004619DownTC0X002079.hg.1− 1.2467880.004622DownTC17000557.hg.1− 1.3020830.004624DownTC04002474.hg.1− 1.2743890.004635DownTC17001193.hg.1− 1.2334440.004648DownTC01000331.hg.1− 1.2484320.004663DownTC11002966.hg.1− 1.2593270.004695DownTC06002589.hg.1− 1.2169840.004713DownTC06002011.hg.1− 1.4347250.004731DownTC0X000412.hg.1− 1.2503370.004744DownTC14001352.hg.1− 1.2860120.004755DownTC18000425.hg.1− 1.2085370.004757DownTC16002106.hg.1− 1.2463450.004784DownProbe set IDFold changep-valueGene feature(B) *Genes up/down-regulated in non-purified lung TCs*^*SV40*^ *compared with purified primary lung TCs*TC07002463.hg.12.5128542.70E−05UpTC0M000020.hg.15.6890143.00E−05UpTC03003114.hg.14.7999323.20E−05UpTC16000648.hg.1− 2.1741933.50E−05DownTC17001801.hg.1− 2.4534813.80E−05DownTC02003744.hg.11.9942164.00E−05UpTC11002894.hg.14.1637334.30E−05UpTC11003109.hg.15.917454.50E−05UpTC20000952.hg.1− 2.0383224.80E−05DownTC12001286.hg.1− 1.754835.10E−05DownTC09000971.hg.1− 1.8731345.30E−05DownTC02002456.hg.1− 1.7791165.60E−05DownTC04002560.hg.12.7779155.80E−05UpTC05003313.hg.12.4804946.10E−05UpTC02000205.hg.1− 1.8221896.40E−05DownTC08002510.hg.12.455856.60E−05UpTC20000045.hg.1− 2.0118876.90E−05DownTC12000927.hg.1− 2.0972347.10E−05DownTC09001648.hg.1− 1.9624237.40E−05DownTC0X000985.hg.1− 2.1438187.70E−05DownTC01003308.hg.1− 1.9286767.90E−05DownTC22000156.hg.11.9586618.20E−05UpTC04001945.hg.1− 2.0628378.40E−05DownTC06000639.hg.1− 2.0855468.70E−05DownTC06001978.hg.1− 1.9154379.00E−05DownTC15000452.hg.1− 1.9360219.20E−05DownTC02001940.hg.1− 1.9512989.50E−05DownTC06000568.hg.1− 1.7140829.70E−05DownTC08000302.hg.1− 1.9600681.00E−04DownTC17002479.hg.11.7363940.000102UpTC04002890.hg.12.2115640.000105UpTC20000650.hg.1− 1.7621130.000108DownTC02004814.hg.1− 1.748630.00011DownTC17001773.hg.1− 1.574640.000113DownTC07001784.hg.1− 1.8150990.000115DownTC05001593.hg.1− 1.8902350.000118DownTC0X001889.hg.11.8079930.000121UpTC11002382.hg.1− 2.8865420.000123DownTC0M000022.hg.12.0479150.000126UpTC06004042.hg.1− 1.6061680.000128DownTC12001449.hg.1− 1.7707810.000131DownTC09000096.hg.1− 1.8824650.000134DownTC0X001824.hg.11.6687980.000136UpTC08000801.hg.1− 1.7420130.000139DownTC01005811.hg.11.596820.000141UpTC0X001410.hg.1− 1.5403030.000144DownTC13000783.hg.1− 2.0943610.000147DownTC0X001411.hg.1− 1.5892540.000149DownTC07000702.hg.1− 1.7885770.000152DownTC07002531.hg.11.7629670.000154UpTC20000373.hg.1− 1.5783840.000157DownTC06002402.hg.11.7784540.00016UpTC09001483.hg.11.3509970.000162UpTC07001655.hg.1− 1.5283880.000165DownTC01004012.hg.11.5039180.000167UpTC0X001136.hg.1− 1.5349910.00017DownTC01002339.hg.1− 1.5385020.000173DownTC12000633.hg.1− 1.8419170.000175DownTC02001602.hg.1− 1.6699960.000178DownTC16001991.hg.1− 1.3511130.00018DownTC03001841.hg.1− 1.6387820.000183DownTC22001175.hg.1− 1.5584470.000186DownTC14001892.hg.1− 1.6030150.000188DownTC08002500.hg.1− 1.4064780.000191DownTC02004615.hg.11.4983430.000193UpTC12000231.hg.1− 1.4764760.000196DownTC14000711.hg.1− 1.3579360.000198DownTC16001289.hg.1− 1.6831390.000201DownTC0X001822.hg.11.4667890.000204UpTC02000396.hg.1− 1.7825940.000206DownTC15002247.hg.11.4439160.000209UpTC10000686.hg.1− 1.5084860.000211DownTC22000400.hg.1− 1.5243430.000214DownTC06003416.hg.1− 1.4096840.000217DownTC16002030.hg.1− 1.4971750.000219DownTC01002976.hg.1− 1.5558490.000222DownTC15001326.hg.1− 1.5107610.000224DownTC07002052.hg.1− 1.5858550.000227DownTC12001995.hg.1− 1.4718390.00023DownTC19000163.hg.1− 1.5635190.000232DownTC21000931.hg.1− 1.5276890.000235DownTC02003743.hg.11.5190010.000237UpTC10000866.hg.1− 1.6061860.00024DownTC04002346.hg.11.486820.000243UpTC08001887.hg.11.3364530.000245UpTC06001651.hg.1− 1.4729240.000248DownTC04000811.hg.1− 1.4155310.00025DownTC0X000279.hg.1− 1.520730.000253DownTC04001635.hg.1− 2.1496620.000256DownTC19000767.hg.1− 1.7923840.000258DownTC04000160.hg.1− 1.4436670.000261DownTC16001498.hg.11.7164870.000263UpTC04001524.hg.1− 1.4975830.000266DownTC01002798.hg.1− 1.7286420.000269DownTC04002187.hg.11.5352460.000271UpTC05002063.hg.1− 1.3785120.000274DownTC09002847.hg.1− 1.5693960.000276DownTC05002818.hg.1− 1.5480050.000279DownTC0X001292.hg.1− 2.2499230.000282DownTC0X000450.hg.1− 1.5605740.000284DownTC03001056.hg.1− 1.5892720.000287DownTC09001898.hg.1− 1.4133690.000289DownTC02000955.hg.1− 1.5936320.000292DownTC02001432.hg.1− 1.6038410.000294DownTC03000195.hg.1− 1.566130.000297DownTC01002877.hg.11.3930113.00E−04UpTC02001366.hg.1− 1.503070.000302DownTC06001365.hg.1− 1.7989420.000305DownTC21000483.hg.1− 1.5265050.000307DownTC11002486.hg.1− 1.5710980.00031DownTC10002723.hg.1− 1.7370660.000313DownTC09002408.hg.12.4243840.000315UpTC02002994.hg.1− 1.6890710.000318DownTC01000642.hg.1− 1.535350.00032DownTC14000620.hg.1− 1.4637910.000323DownTC07003059.hg.11.5299880.000326UpTC21000650.hg.1− 1.4305250.000328DownTC11001010.hg.1− 1.5795710.000331DownTC05000526.hg.1− 1.3950940.000333DownTC09001461.hg.1− 1.6800360.000336DownTC09002258.hg.11.603110.000339UpTC07001656.hg.1− 1.5117840.000341DownTC10000439.hg.1− 1.4726410.000344DownTC05002279.hg.1− 1.5576360.000346DownTC14000775.hg.11.3561380.000349UpTC14002059.hg.11.5230570.000352UpTC15001184.hg.1− 1.3911940.000357DownTC11003147.hg.1− 1.4011120.000359DownTC07002742.hg.1− 1.3992460.000362DownTC08001864.hg.12.9506120.000365UpTC09001602.hg.1− 1.8801850.000367DownTC05002800.hg.1− 1.5633910.00037DownTC11002476.hg.1− 1.6903860.000372DownTC07002321.hg.11.271270.000375UpTC01002633.hg.1− 1.6869710.000378DownTC05002022.hg.11.4974790.00038UpTC17000728.hg.1− 1.9656860.000383DownTC10002300.hg.11.9949040.000385UpTC01002746.hg.1− 1.4308090.000388DownTC05000708.hg.1− 1.6173040.000391DownTC17000491.hg.1− 1.5153150.000396DownTC09001534.hg.1− 1.4592270.000398DownTC12003194.hg.1− 1.498030.000401DownTC12002688.hg.1− 1.6856570.000403DownTC04000508.hg.1− 1.508610.000406DownTC01002620.hg.1− 1.5000630.000409DownTC21000887.hg.11.3839730.000414UpTC18000603.hg.12.0954040.000416UpTC02002711.hg.1− 1.3742020.000419DownTC01004110.hg.11.3216870.000422UpTC06000824.hg.1− 1.535920.000427DownTC01004763.hg.11.5906690.000429UpTC12000558.hg.1− 1.4277520.000432DownTC20001202.hg.11.3081120.000435UpTC07001267.hg.1− 1.480230.000437DownTC06004031.hg.1− 1.4800030.00044DownTC22001053.hg.1− 1.5452860.000442DownTC0X001158.hg.1− 1.8907180.000445DownTC16002013.hg.1− 1.6312060.000448DownTC04002642.hg.1− 1.430660.000453DownTC21000042.hg.12.4534880.000455UpTC20001679.hg.11.7620170.000458UpTC14001143.hg.1− 1.262580.000461DownTC11002810.hg.11.3840150.000463UpTC11001848.hg.11.4620570.000466UpTC12003094.hg.1− 1.42370.000468DownTC11002492.hg.1− 1.3168010.000471DownTC04000429.hg.11.2899050.000474UpTC01005268.hg.12.0557990.000476UpTC01000487.hg.11.3542880.000479UpTC02001429.hg.1− 1.4555290.000487DownTC19001967.hg.11.5482210.000489UpTC12000813.hg.1− 1.3160620.000492DownTC22001417.hg.1− 1.5978440.000494DownTC08000652.hg.1− 1.5743490.000497DownTC18000408.hg.11.5726030.000499UpTC11003186.hg.11.330330.000502UpTC01004251.hg.11.324010.000505UpTC08002253.hg.1− 2.2793390.000507DownTC01002594.hg.1− 1.7795670.00051DownTC03003057.hg.11.4071680.000512UpTC0X002258.hg.1− 1.4480260.000515DownTC14001731.hg.11.3604590.000518UpTC11000031.hg.1− 1.4122040.00052DownTC08001833.hg.11.379550.000525UpTC03001342.hg.1− 1.2904380.000528DownTC17002307.hg.11.5694290.000531UpTC04002813.hg.11.24420.000533UpTC05000688.hg.1− 1.4751970.000536DownTC05002034.hg.1− 1.3897150.000538DownTC12000088.hg.11.4661290.000544UpTC05001142.hg.1− 1.3479080.000546DownTC06002303.hg.1− 1.4373740.000562DownTC09000586.hg.1− 1.4630220.000564DownTC15001796.hg.1− 1.331170.000567DownTC17001193.hg.1− 1.3553810.00057DownTC06002340.hg.1− 1.48490.000575DownTC05003112.hg.11.6380480.000577UpTC06000705.hg.1− 1.6078940.000583DownTC12000238.hg.1− 1.3354390.000585DownTC01000565.hg.1− 1.3376710.000588DownTC02000092.hg.1− 1.3308730.00059DownTC0X002282.hg.1− 1.3253660.000593DownTC09000383.hg.1− 1.2743160.000598DownTC11003210.hg.11.2313440.000601UpTC15001604.hg.1− 1.4878550.000603DownTC10002919.hg.1− 1.4808230.000606DownTC21000511.hg.11.3770460.000611UpTC02003970.hg.1− 1.3873450.000616DownTC07002506.hg.1− 1.3690260.000619DownTC01003622.hg.11.3567570.000621UpTC12001052.hg.1− 1.6769260.000624DownTC13000706.hg.1− 1.2547690.000627DownTC01004698.hg.11.4697430.000632UpTC07001706.hg.1− 1.4393660.000636DownTC07001709.hg.1− 1.4393660.000636DownTC05001595.hg.1− 1.4477380.00064DownTC02001302.hg.1− 1.5766930.000642DownTC05001591.hg.1− 1.2034180.000645DownTC08002317.hg.1− 1.3307180.000647DownTC09000516.hg.1− 1.6641980.00065DownTC12002858.hg.11.3508810.000655UpTC01005360.hg.11.2714830.000658UpTC19001567.hg.11.5050970.00066UpTC07000690.hg.1− 1.4117870.000663DownTC03001571.hg.1− 1.4776720.000666DownTC06002795.hg.11.4369370.000668UpTC06003874.hg.1− 1.292720.000671DownTC03002116.hg.1− 1.4126740.000673DownTC05000127.hg.11.5130780.000676UpTC17002638.hg.11.3489870.000679UpTC20000751.hg.1− 1.4028380.000681DownTC08002421.hg.1− 1.749140.000684DownTC01005354.hg.11.2297470.000686UpTC12003088.hg.1− 1.2814870.000689DownTC08001583.hg.1− 1.5373280.000691DownTC05000998.hg.1− 1.4833050.000694DownTC04001473.hg.1− 1.4320260.000697DownTC04002443.hg.1− 1.4871390.000702DownTC02000005.hg.1− 1.4724230.000704DownTC0X001624.hg.1− 1.5960580.000707DownTC04000461.hg.11.4128430.00071UpTC08000450.hg.1− 1.6157910.000712DownTC18000833.hg.11.2834710.000715UpTC01003671.hg.1− 1.4229380.00072DownTC01001291.hg.11.4096870.000723UpTC10001432.hg.1− 1.4323110.000725DownTC17001310.hg.1− 1.2834930.000728DownTC08002093.hg.1− 1.293010.00073DownTC20001234.hg.11.4319390.000733UpTC11000270.hg.11.3800220.000736UpTC06002451.hg.1− 1.3611160.000738DownTC02003138.hg.11.3494750.000741UpTC05000183.hg.1− 1.481380.000746DownTC01003990.hg.1− 1.3904260.000749DownTC02001762.hg.1− 1.3027590.000756DownTC0X001430.hg.1− 1.4706580.000762DownTC05001244.hg.11.284680.000764UpTC16001854.hg.1− 1.2748520.000767DownTC19000179.hg.1− 1.2209680.000769DownTC01005416.hg.11.3086450.000772UpTC21000041.hg.11.7205690.000777UpTC06002615.hg.11.6985670.000782UpTC0X001210.hg.1− 1.722840.000787DownTC08000385.hg.1− 1.307560.00079DownTC01001501.hg.1− 1.2610620.000793DownTC11000882.hg.11.3601650.000795UpTC17002123.hg.11.2523730.000798UpTC10001266.hg.1− 1.2709748.00E−04DownTC04000223.hg.1− 1.3993880.000803DownTC02004784.hg.1− 1.2701010.000806DownTC03003257.hg.1− 1.4735390.000811DownTC11002784.hg.11.5441730.000816UpTC17000637.hg.11.5496180.000821UpTC21000447.hg.1− 1.3570280.000824DownTC16001066.hg.1− 1.2504510.000826DownTC10001922.hg.11.3083920.000834UpTC11002991.hg.1− 1.2036280.000839DownTC03003014.hg.1− 1.2721820.000845DownTC05001291.hg.1− 1.223110.000847DownTC11002432.hg.1− 1.2947340.00085DownTC07000282.hg.1− 1.3860490.000852DownTC0X001907.hg.11.5144630.000855UpTC12000589.hg.1− 1.4373380.000858DownTC01001111.hg.11.5629310.00086UpTC08000734.hg.1− 1.24040.000863DownTC0X000649.hg.1− 1.2045470.000865DownTC12000005.hg.1− 1.2307210.000868DownTC06003061.hg.11.6818880.000871UpTC11000655.hg.1− 1.3437010.000873DownTC09000963.hg.1− 1.434990.000881DownTC15002417.hg.1− 1.2863190.000883DownTC07003181.hg.1− 1.3349310.000886DownTC10001115.hg.11.2837260.000889UpTC12000578.hg.11.2408810.000891UpTC01005437.hg.11.2486730.000894UpTC17002178.hg.1− 1.4024370.000896DownTC14001936.hg.11.2388150.000899UpTC14000725.hg.1− 1.304550.000904DownTC13000186.hg.1− 1.2645270.000907DownTC05002042.hg.1− 1.3486820.000909DownTC12001770.hg.11.7392660.000917UpTC17001656.hg.1− 1.4671950.000922DownTC01005905.hg.1− 1.2140450.000925DownTC0Y000302.hg.1− 1.2808380.000931DownTC0Y000304.hg.1− 1.2808380.000931DownTC02004706.hg.11.3675620.000935UpTC06003540.hg.11.2860070.000938UpTC12001099.hg.1− 1.2152860.000941DownTC10000843.hg.11.3131330.000943UpTC03001294.hg.11.4373710.000946UpTC15000406.hg.1− 1.2773220.000948DownTC05002576.hg.1− 1.394170.000951DownTC14000991.hg.11.2996530.000954UpTC02003574.hg.1− 1.2489120.000956DownTC15002494.hg.1− 1.3353580.000959DownTC10001764.hg.1− 1.2804230.000961DownTC02001836.hg.1− 1.4458790.000964DownTC06000102.hg.1− 1.4979390.000969DownTC03001531.hg.11.2526130.000972UpTC08001082.hg.1− 1.2776460.000977DownTC03000629.hg.1− 1.586540.00098DownTC04000854.hg.1− 1.3699760.000982DownTC0X000283.hg.1− 1.6060250.000987DownTC02003376.hg.11.2889820.00099UpTC16001973.hg.11.4169740.000995UpTC09001936.hg.1− 1.557430.000998DownTC14002181.hg.1− 1.2922720.001DownTC19002169.hg.11.2925530.001003UpTC22001135.hg.1− 1.2377440.001008DownTC14001911.hg.11.2264650.001013UpTC04001384.hg.11.3262260.001016UpTC09002810.hg.1− 1.2537620.001018DownTC01006061.hg.11.2399670.001024UpTC09002176.hg.1− 1.2526550.001026DownTC0X001762.hg.1− 1.3381760.001029DownTC07000339.hg.1− 1.4416230.001034DownTC18000715.hg.1− 1.3395350.001039DownTC20001391.hg.11.2798870.001042UpTC04001218.hg.11.4630610.001044UpTC01005893.hg.1− 1.2354440.001047DownTC03001845.hg.11.4684780.001052UpTC01006068.hg.1− 1.6841050.001055DownTC20000564.hg.1− 1.333010.001057DownTC20000106.hg.11.4458710.00106UpTC04000543.hg.11.6064320.001063UpTC12000805.hg.1− 1.3599180.001065DownTC04001743.hg.11.2175080.001068UpTC09000060.hg.1− 1.3023080.00107DownTC03001672.hg.1− 1.3404180.001073DownTC08002335.hg.1− 1.6756180.001076DownTC09001709.hg.1− 1.5508740.001078DownTC21000663.hg.11.3041230.001081UpTC08002008.hg.11.3681270.001083UpTC20000053.hg.1− 1.2305370.001088DownTC01003510.hg.1− 1.3538390.001091DownTC11002378.hg.11.4520020.001094UpTC03001943.hg.1− 1.3319550.001099DownTC05002812.hg.1− 1.251350.001101DownTC03001366.hg.1− 1.3839930.001104DownTC01002044.hg.11.3893550.001107UpTC03002276.hg.1− 1.3856470.001109DownTC12000315.hg.1− 1.3786940.001112DownTC02000413.hg.1− 1.311760.001114DownTC08002504.hg.1− 1.3864220.001117DownTC01001142.hg.11.5059910.001127UpTC07001801.hg.11.7539250.00113UpTC05002870.hg.11.3028680.001133UpTC02002904.hg.1− 1.3871380.001135DownTC11001108.hg.11.5301860.00114UpTC13001025.hg.11.2871990.001146UpTC09001939.hg.1− 1.3541810.001148DownTC19000963.hg.11.2814260.001156UpTC14000314.hg.11.3260060.001159UpTC06002689.hg.11.3390610.001161UpTC11000768.hg.1− 1.288680.001164DownTC12000107.hg.11.6746080.001166UpTC07002087.hg.1− 1.2917150.001172DownTC02003914.hg.1− 1.5063510.001174DownTC11002142.hg.1− 1.781590.001177DownTC01002397.hg.1− 1.2782460.001179DownTC19000409.hg.1− 1.3236540.001182DownTC02001844.hg.11.2977980.001187UpTC07001099.hg.1− 1.2981250.00119DownTC01004750.hg.1− 1.3933130.001192DownTC05001001.hg.1− 1.2895140.001195DownTC14001735.hg.11.2174840.0012UpTC02004275.hg.1− 1.2836110.001203DownTC08001850.hg.11.2937880.001205UpTC09000043.hg.11.3260230.001208UpTC02000138.hg.11.3781710.00121UpTC0X002006.hg.1− 1.2541250.001213DownTC05001174.hg.11.2481220.001216UpTC18000381.hg.1− 1.4390650.001218DownTC0X002099.hg.11.6975390.001221UpTC15001301.hg.11.381060.001223UpTC01000109.hg.11.3926540.001231UpTC0X001298.hg.11.4619860.001234UpTC0X001901.hg.1− 1.2336790.001239DownTC04002100.hg.1− 1.3596310.001244DownTC20000460.hg.1− 1.3187440.001247DownTC0X000064.hg.11.3910580.001252UpTC0X001094.hg.1− 1.4296170.001257DownTC11002051.hg.1− 1.4847360.00126DownTC12001929.hg.1− 1.3426510.001265DownTC11003367.hg.11.6566820.001268UpTC02003380.hg.11.3019340.001275UpTC21000762.hg.11.3619850.001278UpTC0M000023.hg.11.3828760.00128UpTC02004390.hg.11.4468270.001283UpTC10002633.hg.1− 1.3017060.001288DownTC01006076.hg.1− 1.2450120.001291DownTC12002203.hg.11.5263030.001296UpTC11002740.hg.1− 1.2833890.001299DownTC04002160.hg.1− 1.2627130.001301DownTC17002633.hg.11.3785910.001304UpTC12001768.hg.1− 1.3986010.001306DownTC04002095.hg.11.2412080.001312UpTC05001178.hg.11.3392610.001317UpTC04001688.hg.11.3627280.001319UpTC10002901.hg.1− 1.2783970.001322DownTC15001808.hg.11.4348520.00133UpTC04000710.hg.11.3559160.001332UpTC10002092.hg.11.2811930.001335UpTC09002305.hg.11.267240.001343UpTC12000651.hg.1− 1.3516270.001345DownTC10001511.hg.1− 1.3169490.001356DownTC01000472.hg.1− 1.2981790.001358DownTC11003246.hg.11.3355470.001366UpTC11000161.hg.1− 1.270890.001374DownTC12000359.hg.11.2372410.001379UpTC12001702.hg.1− 1.2758970.001382DownTC08001540.hg.1− 1.3465810.001384DownTC08001886.hg.11.2597310.001387UpTC13000269.hg.1− 1.4243010.001389DownTC01005067.hg.11.4870550.001392UpTC01003976.hg.11.2738390.001395UpTC10000265.hg.11.5473550.001402UpTC04001202.hg.1− 1.2655540.001405DownTC02001892.hg.1− 1.4793080.00141DownTC0X001653.hg.1− 1.203040.001413DownTC17001939.hg.1− 1.3057750.001415DownTC14001708.hg.11.423320.001423UpTC20001199.hg.1− 1.7943860.001426DownTC06004094.hg.1− 1.2130160.001434DownTC11003053.hg.11.4833750.001436UpTC01001470.hg.1− 1.2449990.001439DownTC04001675.hg.11.3673120.001441UpTC05001384.hg.1− 1.200320.001444DownTC22000509.hg.11.202760.001449UpTC10000687.hg.11.3018990.001454UpTC11000849.hg.11.4659890.001457UpTC15002506.hg.11.4329030.00146UpTC14001281.hg.1− 1.5157840.001462DownTC05002143.hg.1− 1.5072590.001465DownTC07001428.hg.1− 1.2818830.001467DownTC07002487.hg.1− 1.2200350.001472DownTC13000434.hg.1− 1.2695990.001475DownTC17000700.hg.11.5213970.001478UpTC06000356.hg.11.2342690.00148UpTC07000879.hg.11.4422720.001483UpTC16000168.hg.1− 1.3078920.001485DownTC07002026.hg.1− 1.2305630.001491DownTC15002522.hg.1− 1.2479480.001493DownTC03002349.hg.11.3081430.001496UpTC04001294.hg.1− 1.2555840.001498DownTC01005264.hg.1− 1.4381760.001501DownTC05002959.hg.1− 1.3016010.001504DownTC08001642.hg.11.3794210.001506UpTC12001758.hg.1− 1.2819040.001509DownTC11002955.hg.11.231460.001514UpTC01006001.hg.1− 1.2312380.001519DownTC11001275.hg.1− 1.3267310.001522DownTC09000835.hg.1− 1.2323790.001524DownTC10001178.hg.11.2595140.001527UpTC01004281.hg.1− 1.2817570.00153DownTC12002368.hg.1− 1.2142520.001532DownTC03002510.hg.1− 1.226810.001537DownTC18000199.hg.11.3594430.00154UpTC03000889.hg.1− 1.3787630.001548DownTC16001163.hg.11.5226910.001553UpTC16000573.hg.1− 1.3844280.001561DownTC22001327.hg.1− 1.2618840.001563DownTC19000423.hg.1− 1.3495950.001566DownTC19000016.hg.1− 1.2036880.001569DownTC12000395.hg.11.4834220.001571UpTC07002238.hg.11.2584050.001574UpTC0X000584.hg.11.5680760.001576UpTC15002609.hg.11.2307170.001584UpTC05002180.hg.1− 1.2892420.001587DownTC12001542.hg.11.2480480.001594UpTC09002127.hg.1− 1.2519340.001597DownTC01005541.hg.11.3496430.0016UpTC13000759.hg.11.3258380.001602UpTC03002654.hg.11.5731940.001605UpTC04000264.hg.1− 1.2421440.001607DownTC10001183.hg.11.2541690.00161UpTC02001767.hg.11.5012820.001613UpTC16001787.hg.1− 1.234580.001615DownTC16001996.hg.1− 1.4133370.00162DownTC16001381.hg.1− 1.2507380.001626DownTC20001170.hg.1− 1.2152930.001628DownTC0X001367.hg.11.3271880.001631UpTC05002924.hg.1− 1.388870.001639DownTC01005172.hg.1− 1.4134690.001646DownTC06000650.hg.1− 1.2072280.001649DownTC02004514.hg.1− 1.2518760.001652DownTC14000850.hg.1− 1.3587530.001654DownTC04001198.hg.11.272540.001657UpTC0X000282.hg.1− 1.3849960.001659DownTC08000176.hg.1− 1.2623820.001662DownTC19002431.hg.1− 1.2711440.001667DownTC07000154.hg.11.2140190.001672UpTC15001223.hg.11.417610.001677UpTC15000346.hg.11.6073140.001685UpTC02003220.hg.1− 1.2200850.001693DownTC02001567.hg.1− 1.5140960.001696DownTC07003062.hg.11.4739370.001701UpTC16001481.hg.1− 1.2565890.001703DownTC11002658.hg.1− 1.2430730.001706DownTC20000800.hg.1− 1.223350.001714DownTC01004190.hg.1− 1.2802670.001719DownTC10000755.hg.1− 1.5008320.001727DownTC07002475.hg.11.3354620.001748UpTC09000471.hg.1− 1.2583580.001758DownTC0X001618.hg.1− 1.2732330.001761DownTC01003152.hg.11.4412040.001768UpTC20000841.hg.1− 1.3137910.001771DownTC05002975.hg.1− 1.3096820.001779DownTC08001847.hg.11.4060370.001784UpTC02003913.hg.1− 1.3724220.001786DownTC10002891.hg.1− 1.2019150.001792DownTC19001852.hg.11.4915050.001794UpTC03002962.hg.1− 1.2489190.001805DownTC01005988.hg.1− 1.4157890.001812DownTC01006043.hg.1− 1.3597980.001818DownTC14000381.hg.11.2810790.00182UpTC12000580.hg.11.7355420.001825UpTC01002098.hg.1− 1.2533550.001831DownTC02001032.hg.1− 1.3035620.001833DownTC04001271.hg.11.3180740.001836UpTC11000769.hg.1− 1.2716840.001838DownTC03001559.hg.11.4166850.001844UpTC09001810.hg.1− 1.2709570.001846DownTC08001514.hg.1− 1.2045190.001851DownTC14001530.hg.1− 1.3234040.001854DownTC02003388.hg.1− 1.233580.001864DownTC0X000822.hg.1− 1.7188440.001867DownTC17002619.hg.1− 1.2111960.001877DownTC07000080.hg.1− 1.2694490.00188DownTC09002217.hg.1− 1.3199330.001882DownTC01003082.hg.11.6826590.001894UpTC01003146.hg.11.6826590.001894UpTC07001692.hg.11.3052750.001901UpTC04001091.hg.1− 1.2843320.001903DownTC15001480.hg.1− 1.382940.001911DownTC06002096.hg.1− 1.2963430.001914DownTC20001131.hg.11.2391920.001916UpTC10001843.hg.1− 1.2799660.001919DownTC06002013.hg.11.4682440.001924UpTC04001248.hg.11.4986090.001927UpTC11002681.hg.11.2841110.001929UpTC07003058.hg.1− 1.284520.00194DownTC19002000.hg.1− 1.2450350.001942DownTC22000340.hg.11.5896720.001945UpTC01002805.hg.11.2028820.00195UpTC04000366.hg.11.4096090.001953UpTC09000159.hg.1− 1.3123220.001958DownTC10001198.hg.1− 1.3572520.00196DownTC06000940.hg.11.2651770.001963UpTC17001752.hg.11.3348980.001965UpTC22001201.hg.1− 2.4393490.001973DownTC05003153.hg.1− 1.2407370.001976DownTC17002053.hg.1− 1.2440210.001978DownTC01003999.hg.1− 1.7004420.001986DownTC04002855.hg.1− 1.2686540.001989DownTC14000667.hg.11.3992130.001991UpTC04001141.hg.1− 1.5250180.001994DownTC01005544.hg.11.2377130.002002UpTC0X001406.hg.11.2300210.002007UpTC05001662.hg.11.4402580.00201UpTC11000282.hg.1− 1.3561680.002015DownTC21000954.hg.1− 1.2964430.002017DownTC08001129.hg.1− 1.4726140.002023DownTC06004012.hg.1− 1.2127540.002028DownTC17002825.hg.11.3497750.00203UpTC06004016.hg.1− 1.2394020.002038DownTC10002884.hg.11.4317630.002043UpTC05003136.hg.11.3538440.002049UpTC12001421.hg.11.3332510.002056UpTC15001280.hg.11.3437070.00206UpTC15001283.hg.11.3437070.00206UpTC14000739.hg.11.381660.002103UpTC10002474.hg.11.3313270.002111UpTC14000601.hg.1− 1.2885440.002113DownTC11002989.hg.1− 1.3216350.002116DownTC0X001753.hg.1− 1.2052320.002119DownTC17000925.hg.11.2722540.002121UpTC17000253.hg.11.3457840.002124UpTC21000698.hg.1− 1.3740310.002137DownTC02001905.hg.11.3288160.002147UpTC06002227.hg.1− 1.4985610.00215DownTC07000555.hg.1− 1.3371190.002152DownTC09002594.hg.11.3394280.002155UpTC12001568.hg.11.3416530.002157UpTC05001229.hg.11.3603260.002165UpTC04001597.hg.1− 1.3314860.00217DownTC07002682.hg.1− 1.2214620.002173DownTC08001671.hg.11.4882760.002176UpTC12002539.hg.1− 1.2753170.002178DownTC09002851.hg.1− 1.3337110.002181DownTC01000483.hg.11.5520370.002186UpTC06003970.hg.1− 1.3688560.002189DownTC15002586.hg.1− 1.3400350.002191DownTC12002612.hg.1− 1.2561370.002196DownTC09001443.hg.1− 1.2074180.002212DownTC03001682.hg.11.2601710.002215UpTC17000782.hg.1− 1.2041020.002217DownTC15000597.hg.11.2137180.00222UpTC06003660.hg.1− 1.2379730.002222DownTC17002039.hg.11.3409850.002225UpTC03002816.hg.1− 1.2471470.002228DownTC09000100.hg.1− 1.3771790.00223DownTC12002319.hg.1− 1.2116310.002235DownTC02002799.hg.1− 1.2646130.002241DownTC07000677.hg.1− 1.2155020.002246DownTC07000516.hg.11.2896440.002248UpTC0X000501.hg.1− 1.3241150.002254DownTC16001448.hg.11.2369040.002259UpTC07002912.hg.1− 1.3265230.002266DownTC10001062.hg.11.4122220.002269UpTC10000761.hg.11.5833030.002272UpTC05000214.hg.1− 1.3530260.002274DownTC09002468.hg.11.2092620.002282UpTC12001658.hg.11.4377810.002285UpTC03001924.hg.11.2719010.00229UpTC03003246.hg.11.2072690.002295UpTC14001678.hg.11.5301190.0023UpTC03002629.hg.1− 1.2258720.002313DownTC20001519.hg.1− 1.2209120.002321DownTC01006051.hg.1− 1.3365030.002324DownTC06002665.hg.11.4618450.002331UpTC02001522.hg.1− 1.2485880.002334DownTC12002293.hg.1− 1.2095150.002342DownTC21000628.hg.1− 1.2313070.002344DownTC12001919.hg.1− 1.3516430.002347DownTC02001799.hg.1− 2.4458310.00235DownTC17000742.hg.1− 1.3206320.002357DownTC04002002.hg.1− 1.3036650.00236DownTC0X001976.hg.11.2678610.00237UpTC11002465.hg.1− 1.2778750.002383DownTC09001504.hg.1− 1.3121410.002388DownTC05000162.hg.11.2940540.002391UpTC06003710.hg.1− 1.3441790.002399DownTC15002646.hg.11.24720.002401UpTC03002025.hg.1− 1.2175530.002417DownTC08000782.hg.11.3606340.002422UpTC12001854.hg.1− 1.2350640.002427DownTC15000426.hg.1− 1.2293150.002435DownTC15002177.hg.11.2791180.00244UpTC22001207.hg.1− 1.2034820.002451DownTC03002554.hg.1− 1.2208460.002458DownTC11000720.hg.11.4883370.002461UpTC12003053.hg.11.2612930.002471UpTC01003159.hg.11.4559320.002479UpTC03000673.hg.1− 1.3073680.002484DownTC12001455.hg.1− 1.3160090.002487DownTC05000503.hg.1− 1.2235160.002497DownTC01002453.hg.11.4613870.002508UpTC09002781.hg.11.4290140.002518UpTC02000495.hg.11.2916970.002529UpTC20001320.hg.11.2979540.002531UpTC01004677.hg.1− 1.2856660.002534DownTC03000004.hg.1− 1.2342760.002539DownTC07000031.hg.11.2238670.002557UpTC18000275.hg.1− 1.2773810.00256DownTC01003175.hg.11.438380.002565UpTC18000216.hg.1− 1.2861680.002567DownTC01006192.hg.11.2688510.002573UpTC08000259.hg.1− 1.3447030.002583DownTC04001562.hg.11.4502280.002593UpTC03003056.hg.11.2150570.002601UpTC12001883.hg.11.5692420.002609UpTC01003899.hg.1− 1.289470.002617DownTC0Y000064.hg.11.2004480.002628UpTC0Y000173.hg.11.2004480.002628UpTC09000674.hg.1− 1.21020.002635DownTC04000005.hg.1− 1.2958290.002638DownTC17002085.hg.1− 1.2811990.00264DownTC01001139.hg.11.5081660.00265UpTC20001755.hg.11.3526510.002656UpTC02002970.hg.1− 1.4291920.002658DownTC07002772.hg.11.3736470.002661UpTC11001556.hg.1− 1.2065290.002666DownTC04002294.hg.1− 1.4014520.002671DownTC01005305.hg.11.3569280.002676UpTC15001904.hg.1− 1.2727030.002682DownTC20000317.hg.11.4305960.002687UpTC08000740.hg.11.4025560.002692UpTC09001635.hg.1− 1.2760860.0027DownTC13001064.hg.1− 1.261740.002702DownTC02003591.hg.11.2991150.00271UpTC07002773.hg.11.3318450.002721UpTC05002891.hg.1− 1.2595690.002726DownTC09002429.hg.1− 1.2054870.002728DownTC06001125.hg.1− 1.2324630.002734DownTC03002933.hg.1− 1.2110470.002744DownTC09002223.hg.1− 1.2023650.002746DownTC01004768.hg.1− 1.2245280.002757DownTC08000722.hg.11.3656010.002762UpTC03001348.hg.1− 1.2399470.002767DownTC09002651.hg.1− 1.693140.002778DownTC07002574.hg.1− 1.241460.002788DownTC08000076.hg.11.4046430.002793UpTC05000182.hg.11.3014060.002804UpTC0X000127.hg.1− 1.205560.002809DownTC03000962.hg.1− 1.3825640.002819DownTC07000246.hg.1− 1.2676320.002827DownTC07000320.hg.11.3412760.002835UpTC11002734.hg.11.2978110.002843UpTC17001691.hg.1− 1.2716370.002848DownTC01001837.hg.11.5508320.00285UpTC20000915.hg.1− 1.2326580.002863DownTC02003364.hg.1− 1.2660530.002871DownTC0X001104.hg.11.3593940.002889UpTC01000711.hg.1− 1.2168280.002892DownTC17000989.hg.1− 1.212440.002894DownTC02002022.hg.11.2632060.002897UpTC07002067.hg.1− 1.313060.0029DownTC07001289.hg.1− 1.3516910.002902DownTC01000295.hg.11.3057820.002905UpTC06000662.hg.11.4809940.002907UpTC19002432.hg.1− 1.2864620.00291DownTC14002087.hg.1− 1.2708230.002918DownTC05002826.hg.11.2736540.00292UpTC04001876.hg.1− 1.3187270.002936DownTC07002081.hg.1− 1.3198640.002939DownTC20001277.hg.11.2786040.002946UpTC05000501.hg.11.2744010.002962UpTC10000590.hg.11.3705350.002977UpTC15001485.hg.1− 1.2910580.002993DownTC15002487.hg.1− 1.3672710.003006DownTC21000774.hg.1− 1.2899890.003009DownTC02002679.hg.1− 1.2930130.003011DownTC07001604.hg.11.3542630.003014UpTC12001252.hg.11.4474570.003016UpTC13001458.hg.1− 1.2071470.003019DownTC09002644.hg.1− 1.264810.003022DownTC0X001878.hg.1− 1.2090990.003024DownTC0X001302.hg.11.5692580.003027UpTC18000294.hg.11.2604610.003045UpTC08000507.hg.1− 1.3156410.003055DownTC08000970.hg.1− 1.2243920.003058DownTC05002688.hg.1− 1.23920.00306DownTC11003229.hg.1− 1.2512460.003063DownTC09002325.hg.1− 1.2705030.003076DownTC10002238.hg.1− 1.3298620.003081DownTC06001064.hg.1− 1.2740650.003092DownTC02003391.hg.1− 1.3624460.003099DownTC10000133.hg.1− 1.2382520.003103DownTC10000136.hg.1− 1.2382520.003103DownTC03002201.hg.1− 1.3310470.003112DownTC07001869.hg.1− 1.4888840.003118DownTC15001493.hg.1− 1.207540.003125DownTC15002311.hg.1− 1.2216150.003136DownTC07001788.hg.1− 1.3989370.003143DownTC06003354.hg.1− 1.2284780.003146DownTC07002240.hg.11.4607990.003151UpTC01000348.hg.1− 1.2801760.003162DownTC05000429.hg.1− 1.2048460.003172DownTC10002375.hg.1− 1.2142550.003175DownTC11001740.hg.11.3075810.003177UpTC11000061.hg.11.5019560.00318UpTC16000236.hg.11.3068240.003203UpTC07001599.hg.1− 1.3534080.003211DownTC08001580.hg.1− 1.292750.003219DownTC20000677.hg.1− 1.2097740.003221DownTC0X001145.hg.11.321820.003227UpTC19000162.hg.1− 1.2966020.003232DownTC0X001119.hg.11.236510.003258UpTC16001238.hg.11.5480630.00326UpTC04000904.hg.1− 1.3254030.003281DownTC01004933.hg.11.2960420.003284UpTC03002799.hg.11.2338290.003286UpTC17001438.hg.1− 1.2820820.003307DownTC12002384.hg.11.2296170.003315UpTC06003692.hg.1− 1.2568370.003323DownTC06001254.hg.1− 1.2292310.003328DownTC21000398.hg.1− 1.2799810.003333DownTC06000858.hg.11.6111320.003341UpTC15001164.hg.1− 1.2352070.003343DownTC01000551.hg.11.2495830.003348UpTC12003054.hg.11.2208650.003354UpTC18000207.hg.11.2075560.003359UpTC16001555.hg.1− 1.2358160.003369DownTC07000470.hg.11.2687770.003372UpTC06001808.hg.11.2481830.003385UpTC01000364.hg.1− 1.3302460.003387DownTC12000919.hg.11.5631720.00339UpTC05001064.hg.11.5654170.003393UpTC17002281.hg.1− 1.2005960.003411DownTC10000082.hg.1− 1.3750370.00346DownTC02003240.hg.1− 1.3075160.003481DownTC04001241.hg.1− 1.2907440.003491DownTC02004324.hg.1− 1.2327630.003494DownTC10002413.hg.1− 1.2455150.003515DownTC16001946.hg.1− 1.224120.003525DownTC02002923.hg.1− 1.2766680.003528DownTC09002766.hg.1− 1.2584910.003535DownTC09000642.hg.1− 1.3470360.003538DownTC02001155.hg.1− 1.2101610.003548DownTC17000690.hg.1− 1.2783290.003556DownTC22000690.hg.1− 1.2015810.003564DownTC03001758.hg.1− 1.2609340.003566DownTC10002858.hg.1− 1.2614720.0036DownTC01001573.hg.1− 1.316150.003608DownTC12000943.hg.1− 1.202090.003613DownTC07000478.hg.1− 1.2697490.003626DownTC22001006.hg.1− 1.207190.003636DownTC21000941.hg.1− 1.3640740.003655DownTC07002774.hg.1− 1.2247530.00366DownTC06003965.hg.1− 1.2388460.003665DownTC0Y000049.hg.1− 1.3630730.003675DownTC04000236.hg.1− 1.2127990.003681DownTC0X001770.hg.1− 1.337270.003691DownTC06003404.hg.1− 1.3271540.003694DownTC05001562.hg.1− 1.3800950.003699DownTC05001222.hg.1− 1.2674210.003725DownTC01005060.hg.1− 1.3144090.003727DownTC03000359.hg.1− 1.2028820.003751DownTC08001194.hg.1− 1.4244640.003753DownTC09001332.hg.1− 1.3711820.003782DownTC07001668.hg.1− 1.2211760.003816DownTC06000609.hg.1− 1.23650.003834DownTC14002171.hg.1− 1.3059330.003839DownTC05003054.hg.1− 1.2164610.003841DownTC12000990.hg.1− 1.457110.003854DownTC18000510.hg.1− 1.2608810.003862DownTC04000456.hg.1− 1.2637860.00388DownTC01000871.hg.1− 1.212740.003896DownTC16000865.hg.1− 1.2856480.003899DownTC06002606.hg.1− 1.490970.003927DownTC22000272.hg.1− 1.5541610.003932DownTC06002746.hg.1− 1.2029090.00394DownTC0Y000257.hg.1− 1.2810430.003945DownTC18000540.hg.1− 1.2518360.003948DownTC08002048.hg.1− 1.2070510.003966DownTC17002700.hg.1− 1.2356880.003974DownTC05001722.hg.1− 1.2730130.003982DownTC01005183.hg.1− 1.2279730.003987DownTC12002485.hg.1− 1.2603620.004DownTC10001548.hg.1− 1.3015540.004002DownTC13001206.hg.1− 1.4674060.004005DownTC11003065.hg.1− 1.2326060.004013DownTC10000091.hg.1− 1.4078660.004018DownTC06004002.hg.1− 1.3243210.00402DownTC02004420.hg.1− 1.2454130.004057DownTC02002409.hg.1− 1.2965580.004059DownTC05002084.hg.1− 1.4299910.004067DownTC03000687.hg.1− 1.3688970.004096DownTC05002736.hg.1− 1.2696860.004101DownTC11000172.hg.1− 1.3815130.004117DownTC04000860.hg.1− 1.206310.004197DownTC13001692.hg.1− 1.2044690.004202DownTC03002000.hg.1− 1.2451830.00421DownTC0X000016.hg.1− 1.2164180.00422DownTC01005274.hg.1− 1.2128080.004223DownTC17001702.hg.1− 1.2571210.004264DownTC07002787.hg.1− 1.27040.004275DownTC11001982.hg.1− 1.2156920.004283DownTC11002457.hg.1− 1.2240260.004285DownTC21000490.hg.1− 1.2223620.004298DownTC02001213.hg.1− 1.2750650.004309DownTC05002802.hg.1− 1.4542940.004316DownTC02002613.hg.1− 1.2025580.004342DownTC07002265.hg.1− 1.3036240.00435DownTC05002711.hg.1− 1.2787140.00436DownTC09000458.hg.1− 1.2955860.004368DownTC15001598.hg.1− 1.2739450.004373DownTC08000107.hg.1− 1.2849860.004389DownTC12002849.hg.1− 1.2586180.004394DownTC06002956.hg.1− 1.2089550.004397DownTC10000426.hg.1− 1.2575120.004417DownTC07000389.hg.1− 1.2574210.004438DownTC16001097.hg.1− 1.3009250.004443DownTC07002791.hg.1− 1.2060280.004459DownTC19001288.hg.1− 1.2379470.004464DownTC16000146.hg.1− 1.2336730.004467DownTC01002560.hg.1− 1.2074020.004482DownTC10002728.hg.1− 1.2722870.004506DownTC12000184.hg.1− 1.2079640.004508DownTC10001956.hg.1− 1.2016340.004513DownTC10001530.hg.1− 1.2124560.00456DownTC17002899.hg.1− 1.2085380.004573DownTC0X000632.hg.1− 1.31720.004581DownTC17001547.hg.1− 1.206390.004589DownTC04000311.hg.1− 1.2047920.004599DownTC20001506.hg.1− 1.269790.004609DownTC06004015.hg.1− 1.263210.004612DownTC01004440.hg.1− 1.2220550.004622DownTC01002542.hg.1− 1.3189070.004628DownTC18000718.hg.1− 1.2311720.004638DownTC04002390.hg.1− 1.2922940.004716DownTC04002908.hg.1− 1.221410.004724DownTC01001491.hg.1− 1.2551890.004731DownTC19000841.hg.1− 1.3009430.004755DownTC01002756.hg.1− 1.4263540.00476DownTC20000309.hg.1− 1.3045160.004765DownTC11002990.hg.1− 1.2356530.00477DownTC03001403.hg.1− 1.3148510.004799DownTC06003498.hg.1− 1.3551570.004802DownTC09002774.hg.1− 1.2241460.00482DownTC10000250.hg.1− 1.3309220.004846DownTC16000333.hg.1− 1.2011180.004848DownTC22001283.hg.1− 1.2807860.004859DownTC10001915.hg.1− 1.2285460.004864DownTC11000196.hg.1− 1.2656870.004869DownTC02004125.hg.1− 1.2316320.004898DownTC15002307.hg.1− 1.2556840.0049DownTC03003205.hg.1− 1.2495460.004913DownTC01002776.hg.1− 1.3160930.004939DownTC03001745.hg.1− 1.2994760.004944DownTC06003126.hg.1− 1.2862560.004952DownTC01002773.hg.1− 1.2185110.004965DownTC02002927.hg.1− 1.3116880.004983DownTC01004326.hg.1− 1.2048810.004986DownTC21000729.hg.1− 1.2009730.004988DownTC22000110.hg.1− 1.2050070.004999DownTC09001132.hg.1− 1.2713090.005012DownTC10000232.hg.1− 1.2484610.005017DownTC05003302.hg.1− 1.2553060.005019DownTC20001224.hg.1− 1.320630.005025DownTC01005383.hg.1− 1.2565890.005027DownTC0X001718.hg.1− 1.2264060.00504DownTC14000707.hg.1− 1.2042950.005058DownTC14001715.hg.1− 1.3465260.005061DownTC07002764.hg.1− 1.2004080.005079DownTC06003509.hg.1− 1.2306540.005084DownTC05002436.hg.1− 1.2731830.005118DownTC05000078.hg.1− 1.236260.005121DownTC01006128.hg.1− 1.3289350.005126DownTC06003211.hg.1− 1.2778030.005157DownTC10000904.hg.1− 1.2479170.00516DownTC01001668.hg.1− 1.2122460.005206DownTC21000493.hg.1− 1.2361620.005232DownTC09000456.hg.1− 1.2664480.00524DownTC09002485.hg.1− 1.2638390.005256DownTC20001556.hg.1− 1.2798380.005284DownTC02002768.hg.1− 1.2533530.005287DownTC10002113.hg.1− 1.2172680.005328DownTC12001434.hg.1− 1.2979370.005333DownTC05001581.hg.1− 1.2601770.005344DownTC15002099.hg.1− 1.2668360.005352DownTC10001912.hg.1− 1.3495010.005391DownTC11002900.hg.1− 1.2846790.005393DownTC01005460.hg.1− 1.2073680.005401DownTC02001846.hg.1− 1.4025280.005406DownTC09000907.hg.1− 1.242140.005409DownTC0X001572.hg.1− 1.335780.005411DownTC09001363.hg.1− 1.2403590.005414DownTC10001686.hg.1− 1.2953130.005458DownTC08000285.hg.1− 1.2880830.005468DownTC07000767.hg.1− 1.2908190.005474DownTC13000606.hg.1− 1.3307790.005479DownTC04001792.hg.1− 1.2427080.005481DownTC02003857.hg.1− 1.2685820.005492DownTC01003317.hg.1− 1.4402860.005531DownTC12000588.hg.1− 1.2138280.005541DownTC20001554.hg.1− 1.2071390.005544DownTC07001657.hg.1− 1.4192110.005577DownTC09002148.hg.1− 1.2798930.00559DownTC15001221.hg.1− 1.2107470.005658DownTC11001828.hg.1− 1.2005820.00566DownTC13000062.hg.1− 1.2834580.005697DownTC05001353.hg.1− 1.2168920.005699DownTC01004219.hg.1− 1.2054640.005702DownTC01005835.hg.1− 1.2693790.005725DownTC06000930.hg.1− 1.2625080.00573DownTC03002911.hg.1− 1.2337830.005749DownTC02000415.hg.1− 1.2198120.005759DownTC11003125.hg.1− 1.2210460.005764DownTC01000579.hg.1− 1.2030490.005803DownTC14001295.hg.1− 1.2143630.005808DownTC05002238.hg.1− 1.2084190.005837DownTC04000662.hg.1− 1.2706770.005852DownTC02002347.hg.1− 1.227430.005858DownTC17000164.hg.1− 1.2801950.005871DownTC08001315.hg.1− 1.4088840.005894DownTC03000982.hg.1− 1.2398780.005896DownTC11002959.hg.1− 1.2299040.005933DownTC14001177.hg.1− 1.2672890.005938DownTC11003265.hg.1− 1.2344780.005943DownTC01005831.hg.1− 1.3222340.005946DownTC09001793.hg.1− 1.2144750.005951DownTC01003533.hg.1− 1.457260.00598DownTC06002968.hg.1− 1.3570340.00599DownTC0X000285.hg.1− 1.2035340.006068DownTC03003239.hg.1− 1.2343830.006086DownTC01004831.hg.1− 1.2385290.006107DownTC22001104.hg.1− 1.2130740.00614DownTC20001570.hg.1− 1.208160.006172DownTC05000703.hg.1− 1.3112440.006174DownTC18000785.hg.1− 1.2248740.006179DownTC09002372.hg.1− 1.2578840.006182DownTC04000837.hg.1− 1.2301610.006195DownTC11000065.hg.1− 1.2178340.006275DownTC21000071.hg.1− 1.2063070.00628DownTC13001054.hg.1− 1.2739840.006291DownTC02003343.hg.1− 1.2140080.00634DownTC12002692.hg.1− 1.2896510.006353DownTC01005539.hg.1− 1.217910.006371DownTC07000299.hg.1− 1.2666780.006379DownTC12000625.hg.1− 1.2655150.006384DownTC09002445.hg.1− 1.3343890.006413DownTC05001346.hg.1− 1.2317960.006493DownTC12001821.hg.1− 1.2422710.006511DownTC08000954.hg.1− 1.263090.00655DownTC12000683.hg.1− 1.3110430.006566DownTC17002263.hg.1− 1.20660.006574DownTC01001760.hg.1− 1.2775580.006592DownTC17000557.hg.1− 1.3225980.006597DownTC20001196.hg.1− 1.311330.0066DownTC04001967.hg.1− 1.2901360.006618DownTC14000795.hg.1− 1.3005830.006633DownTC12000745.hg.1− 1.3361390.006672DownTC17001160.hg.1− 1.2320740.006688DownTC09002037.hg.1− 1.259140.006701DownTC07000189.hg.1− 1.2845540.006711DownTC10002162.hg.1− 1.3313410.006729DownTC10001758.hg.1− 1.335580.006732DownTC6_ssto_hap7000179.hg.1− 1.2667740.006776DownTC05001609.hg.1− 1.2199820.006802DownTC09000397.hg.1− 1.2081580.006825DownTC01000008.hg.1− 1.2604070.006838DownTC05002179.hg.1− 1.246810.006955DownTC06003468.hg.1− 1.2379690.007002DownTC07000766.hg.1− 1.2467810.007038DownTC03002074.hg.1− 1.2869130.007049DownTC06002573.hg.1− 1.2004920.007087DownTC17002315.hg.1− 1.2242840.007119DownTC17002681.hg.1− 1.2158640.007147DownTC08002507.hg.1− 1.2196740.007209DownTC07001642.hg.1− 1.2629190.007238DownTC04002802.hg.1− 1.2816580.007272DownTC07000507.hg.1− 1.3199830.007285DownTC03000233.hg.1− 1.2672840.0073DownTC17000344.hg.1− 1.2307960.007318DownTC10000974.hg.1− 1.2359070.007324DownTC01002173.hg.1− 1.2045520.007339DownTC03000641.hg.1− 1.2051380.007362DownTC01004748.hg.1− 1.2656770.007451DownTC11001732.hg.1− 1.3827370.007461DownTC07002298.hg.1− 1.2290530.007471DownTC02000198.hg.1− 1.2413030.007479DownTC19000822.hg.1− 1.2912230.007487DownTC05002943.hg.1− 1.2226830.00749DownTC05000859.hg.1− 1.3104380.007529DownTC01006140.hg.1− 1.2912110.00756DownTC02001517.hg.1− 1.2260010.007575DownTC02001732.hg.1− 1.2115150.007601DownTC17002605.hg.1− 1.2035150.007619DownTC02004353.hg.1− 1.4469960.007622DownProbe set IDFold changep-valueGene feature(C) *Genes up/down-regulated in non-purified lung TCs*^*SV40*^ *compared with non-purified primary lung TCs*TC03003114.hg.14.7341042.70E−05UpTC17001801.hg.1− 2.5815993.00E−05DownTC11002894.hg.13.7691873.20E−05UpTC04000160.hg.1− 2.0195093.50E−05DownTC20000952.hg.1− 2.0017253.80E−05DownTC04002890.hg.12.3181854.00E−05UpTC11003109.hg.15.9275674.30E−05UpTC02000205.hg.1− 1.8643654.50E−05DownTC12000558.hg.1− 1.777434.80E−05DownTC09000971.hg.1− 1.9245935.10E−05DownTC0X001292.hg.1− 3.1107765.30E−05DownTC08000385.hg.1− 1.7581475.60E−05DownTC02004814.hg.1− 1.7300045.80E−05DownTC06001978.hg.1− 2.0370576.10E−05DownTC12001286.hg.1− 1.8237036.40E−05DownTC08000302.hg.1− 2.0180386.60E−05DownTC07001784.hg.1− 1.9385066.90E−05DownTC12000927.hg.1− 2.1569977.10E−05DownTC15000452.hg.1− 2.0136547.40E−05DownTC11002382.hg.1− 3.8969277.70E−05DownTC02001940.hg.1− 1.9828757.90E−05DownTC09001648.hg.1− 2.0747888.20E−05DownTC02001602.hg.1− 1.6977848.40E−05DownTC06000639.hg.1− 2.0038588.70E−05DownTC04002560.hg.12.1667329.00E−05UpTC17001773.hg.1− 1.5821289.20E−05DownTC13000783.hg.1− 2.5277279.50E−05DownTC0X001624.hg.1− 1.9373619.70E−05DownTC05001593.hg.1− 1.9264761.00E−04DownTC19001567.hg.11.6926760.000103UpTC02002456.hg.1− 1.8069130.000105DownTC08002421.hg.1− 2.1631260.000108DownTC09001898.hg.1− 1.4360610.00011DownTC0X000450.hg.1− 1.4848010.000113DownTC02003744.hg.11.5854280.000116UpTC07002463.hg.11.7778110.000118UpTC07001655.hg.1− 1.5034670.000121DownTC22000156.hg.11.8982890.000123UpTC16000648.hg.1− 2.1648730.000126DownTC04002642.hg.1− 1.5875730.000129DownTC16001289.hg.1− 1.7666180.000131DownTC06000568.hg.1− 1.731170.000134DownTC20000650.hg.1− 1.8353210.000136DownTC0X001889.hg.11.5807450.000139UpTC04001945.hg.1− 1.6430530.000142DownTC11001010.hg.1− 1.6038660.000144DownTC03001841.hg.1− 1.7660030.000147DownTC05003313.hg.11.9205670.000149UpTC05001142.hg.1− 1.3717770.000152DownTC02000396.hg.1− 1.8299490.000155DownTC12000231.hg.1− 1.5508030.000157DownTC17000491.hg.1− 1.5925870.00016DownTC0X001430.hg.1− 1.8204150.000162DownTC16002030.hg.1− 1.5244150.000165DownTC02001836.hg.1− 1.490410.000168DownTC07002531.hg.11.7151190.00017UpTC17002479.hg.11.760470.000173UpTC04001635.hg.1− 2.3037850.000175DownTC01003308.hg.1− 1.9001280.000178DownTC08002253.hg.1− 2.8937560.000181DownTC06000705.hg.1− 1.7310760.000183DownTC08000801.hg.1− 1.7299420.000186DownTC15001184.hg.1− 1.4398150.000188DownTC0X001410.hg.1− 1.5813810.000191DownTC16001066.hg.1− 1.313850.000194DownTC0X001822.hg.11.4393980.000196UpTC22001175.hg.1− 1.5425130.000199DownTC05002512.hg.1− 1.484840.000201DownTC12001449.hg.1− 1.8637090.000204DownTC01001501.hg.1− 1.4662690.000207DownTC20000373.hg.1− 1.5969420.000209DownTC01003990.hg.1− 1.5148260.000212DownTC09000096.hg.1− 1.9377310.000214DownTC06000824.hg.1− 1.5861370.000217DownTC10002723.hg.1− 1.6937970.00022DownTC06004042.hg.1− 1.4630120.000222DownTC19000767.hg.1− 1.807460.000225DownTC15001604.hg.1− 1.5732920.000227DownTC0X000985.hg.1− 2.249060.00023DownTC0X001210.hg.1− 1.6489530.000233DownTC08002510.hg.12.2545530.000235UpTC12000633.hg.1− 1.7644140.000238DownTC06003416.hg.1− 1.3897580.00024DownTC09000963.hg.1− 1.47810.000243DownTC15001326.hg.1− 1.5374910.000246DownTC01004763.hg.11.4002320.000248UpTC12002858.hg.11.5346620.000251UpTC05002279.hg.1− 1.5094170.000253DownTC0X001136.hg.1− 1.4444870.000256DownTC08000652.hg.1− 1.5772320.000259DownTC11002486.hg.1− 1.6516390.000261DownTC07003059.hg.11.4177190.000264UpTC02000955.hg.1− 1.6661620.000266DownTC14001892.hg.1− 1.6066810.000269DownTC17001656.hg.1− 1.4726580.000272DownTC06002227.hg.1− 1.6271760.000274DownTC05000998.hg.1− 1.4087950.000277DownTC09001602.hg.1− 1.8870780.000279DownTC09001534.hg.1− 1.4675760.000282DownTC02004275.hg.1− 1.3207890.000285DownTC17000728.hg.1− 2.0654520.000287DownTC06000725.hg.11.4400250.00029UpTC10002919.hg.1− 1.6006140.000292DownTC12000805.hg.1− 1.566550.000295DownTC10000686.hg.1− 1.4693380.000298DownTC0X001158.hg.1− 1.9269683.00E−04DownTC09001936.hg.1− 1.4537240.000303DownTC16001498.hg.11.6660850.000305UpTC12002493.hg.11.3550380.000308UpTC10000439.hg.1− 1.5620030.000311DownTC0X001411.hg.1− 1.5877040.000313DownTC10000866.hg.1− 1.5755690.000318DownTC05002034.hg.1− 1.4830660.000321DownTC0Y000064.hg.11.4204540.000325UpTC0Y000173.hg.11.4204540.000325UpTC08001864.hg.12.8615620.000329UpTC19000163.hg.1− 1.6091540.000331DownTC09000516.hg.1− 1.5590530.000334DownTC14002059.hg.11.5516440.000337UpTC11002784.hg.11.8208960.000339UpTC07002052.hg.1− 1.5613940.000342DownTC03002116.hg.1− 1.4748930.000344DownTC11002476.hg.1− 1.573550.000347DownTC06002303.hg.1− 1.5185450.00035DownTC14001731.hg.11.4037510.000352UpTC04002294.hg.1− 1.4480620.000355DownTC01003510.hg.1− 1.4934690.000357DownTC05001562.hg.1− 1.5370850.00036DownTC01002976.hg.1− 1.5662650.000362DownTC02001432.hg.1− 1.553490.000365DownTC16001854.hg.1− 1.3508210.000368DownTC21000698.hg.1− 1.4011980.00037DownTC03000195.hg.1− 1.6168670.000373DownTC06001651.hg.1− 1.504430.000375DownTC06001365.hg.1− 1.8094450.000378DownTC07001706.hg.1− 1.6187340.000382DownTC07001709.hg.1− 1.6187340.000382DownTC15002247.hg.11.3545040.000386UpTC21000931.hg.1− 1.4204160.000391DownTC04002443.hg.1− 1.5511840.000394DownTC09000586.hg.1− 1.5546780.000396DownTC14000620.hg.1− 1.4947720.000399DownTC06002402.hg.11.6466440.000401UpTC12000088.hg.11.4441490.000404UpTC01002798.hg.1− 1.8956560.000407DownTC05002818.hg.1− 1.5135620.000409DownTC03001056.hg.1− 1.6069150.000412DownTC01002746.hg.1− 1.4536980.000414DownTC02003041.hg.1− 1.4217030.000417DownTC04000811.hg.1− 1.3915480.00042DownTC09002304.hg.1− 1.2752070.000422DownTC05002800.hg.1− 1.4432180.000425DownTC03003057.hg.11.4353680.000427UpTC11002810.hg.11.3388270.00043UpTC08002059.hg.11.6538740.000433UpTC0X002006.hg.1− 1.3472720.000435DownTC04001524.hg.1− 1.5599850.000438DownTC22001053.hg.1− 1.4651360.00044DownTC05000688.hg.1− 1.5576310.000443DownTC08002396.hg.1− 1.2662280.000446DownTC03001571.hg.1− 1.5757720.000448DownTC09002074.hg.11.6632480.000451UpTC18000864.hg.11.4910550.000453UpTC02001429.hg.1− 1.5126630.000456DownTC22000400.hg.1− 1.4740290.000459DownTC04001675.hg.11.5231030.000461UpTC05000183.hg.1− 1.5913510.000466DownTC08000450.hg.1− 1.7544440.000469DownTC22001417.hg.1− 1.5750650.000477DownTC16001991.hg.1− 1.308840.000479DownTC02004784.hg.1− 1.2914790.000482DownTC12003094.hg.1− 1.4500310.000487DownTC05002434.hg.11.2582420.00049UpTC06002096.hg.1− 1.4591760.000492DownTC09000471.hg.1− 1.3991730.000495DownTC08002500.hg.1− 1.2774750.000498DownTC21000887.hg.11.3405165.00E−04UpTC04001473.hg.1− 1.5271890.000503DownTC01000642.hg.1− 1.4924630.000505DownTC07001788.hg.1− 1.6861580.000508DownTC02003970.hg.1− 1.4403740.000511DownTC07000478.hg.1− 1.4767480.000513DownTC01005360.hg.11.3150260.000516UpTC08002335.hg.1− 1.7160350.000518DownTC14002181.hg.1− 1.2609150.000521DownTC01002620.hg.1− 1.4438380.000526DownTC16001156.hg.1− 1.4034740.000531DownTC11001288.hg.1− 1.3364980.000534DownTC12003194.hg.1− 1.561870.000537DownTC0X002258.hg.1− 1.475440.000539DownTC05001001.hg.1− 1.4035890.000542DownTC04002346.hg.11.3401390.000544UpTC06002606.hg.1− 1.8082180.000547DownTC14000667.hg.11.356030.00055UpTC03003257.hg.1− 1.5415470.000552DownTC13001029.hg.11.2664490.000555UpTC01006195.hg.1− 1.2667740.000557DownTC12001995.hg.1− 1.5302950.00056DownTC12001434.hg.1− 1.3265760.000563DownTC10000232.hg.1− 1.3085510.000565DownTC03003056.hg.11.3569810.000568UpTC01006074.hg.1− 1.3306580.00057DownTC11003147.hg.1− 1.2699070.000573DownTC03002679.hg.11.3533520.000576UpTC0X001094.hg.1− 1.3842230.000578DownTC09002823.hg.11.4900930.000581UpTC13001025.hg.11.3453030.000586UpTC09000043.hg.11.2951640.000589UpTC10001021.hg.1− 1.3396440.000591DownTC12001052.hg.1− 1.6391680.000594DownTC04000338.hg.1− 1.303480.000596DownTC02001799.hg.1− 2.287360.000602DownTC14000739.hg.11.5012840.000604UpTC04000508.hg.1− 1.4641860.000607DownTC09001812.hg.1− 1.2513760.000609DownTC08001514.hg.1− 1.4474930.000612DownTC02003364.hg.1− 1.3437830.000615DownTC0X001068.hg.1− 1.2745580.000617DownTC09001015.hg.1− 1.3539390.000622DownTC18000408.hg.11.5098750.000625UpTC10001530.hg.1− 1.2568770.00063DownTC06003710.hg.1− 1.4164030.000633DownTC12002688.hg.1− 1.6398520.000635DownTC20000045.hg.1− 1.4599840.000638DownTC03002103.hg.1− 1.4926070.000641DownTC0X001762.hg.1− 1.3843950.000646DownTC01001291.hg.11.3725020.000648UpTC09002148.hg.1− 1.3536510.000651DownTC05002688.hg.1− 1.3127140.000654DownTC19000423.hg.1− 1.3305480.000656DownTC10002884.hg.11.5090650.000659UpTC04002813.hg.11.2524440.000661UpTC18000381.hg.1− 1.5014440.000664DownTC01004281.hg.1− 1.3517760.000667DownTC11002492.hg.1− 1.2940080.000669DownTC21000149.hg.1− 1.3218760.000672DownTC04002187.hg.11.4963040.000677UpTC09002847.hg.1− 1.5776970.00068DownTC09000642.hg.1− 1.5289960.000682DownTC12001447.hg.1− 1.2189940.000685DownTC01004750.hg.1− 1.4054620.000687DownTC01006068.hg.1− 1.7642850.000693DownTC15001808.hg.11.400970.000698UpTC01002633.hg.1− 1.5624717.00E−04DownTC19002149.hg.11.3875910.000703UpTC02002581.hg.1− 1.3191710.000706DownTC15002417.hg.1− 1.3542060.000708DownTC18000603.hg.11.837880.000711UpTC02003574.hg.1− 1.2645490.000713DownTC09000458.hg.1− 1.4578160.000716DownTC02003914.hg.1− 1.5399120.000721DownTC08000285.hg.1− 1.5303410.000724DownTC01005268.hg.11.7918880.000726UpTC02001366.hg.1− 1.4013870.000729DownTC04001384.hg.11.3710850.000731UpTC15001301.hg.11.4102360.000734UpTC16002013.hg.1− 1.6075860.000739DownTC09000907.hg.1− 1.3049720.000742DownTC21000483.hg.1− 1.5269280.000744DownTC16001359.hg.11.2555410.00075UpTC02002970.hg.1− 1.4797390.000755DownTC07000690.hg.1− 1.4823830.000757DownTC12001768.hg.1− 1.5702230.00076DownTC01005811.hg.11.3261180.000763UpTC03001366.hg.1− 1.2729260.000765DownTC14000809.hg.1− 1.3043260.000768DownTC10001432.hg.1− 1.3999690.000773DownTC08000954.hg.1− 1.33470.000778DownTC07002238.hg.11.3381540.000781UpTC17001691.hg.1− 1.2852640.000783DownTC03000629.hg.1− 1.6610710.000786DownTC01003152.hg.11.4706290.000789UpTC05001849.hg.1− 1.238120.000791DownTC0X002282.hg.1− 1.3682060.000794DownTC07001801.hg.11.6453830.000796UpTC16000919.hg.1− 1.285320.000799DownTC16001996.hg.1− 1.424640.000802DownTC15000819.hg.1− 1.4925940.000804DownTC07001099.hg.1− 1.2827270.000807DownTC01005416.hg.11.3359330.000809UpTC08001082.hg.1− 1.3277110.000812DownTC09002810.hg.1− 1.3379170.000815DownTC15000346.hg.11.6164090.00082UpTC0X000483.hg.11.3118030.000822UpTC0X001733.hg.11.4533390.000825UpTC01001142.hg.11.5600060.000828UpTC12001702.hg.1− 1.3298410.00083DownTC01002339.hg.1− 1.4167640.000833DownTC12001455.hg.1− 1.477220.000835DownTC02004623.hg.1− 1.4595710.000841DownTC08002093.hg.1− 1.2814850.000843DownTC01003671.hg.1− 1.3888960.000846DownTC09002037.hg.1− 1.2751060.000848DownTC15002699.hg.11.237120.000851UpTC09000060.hg.1− 1.3271620.000854DownTC08000411.hg.1− 1.2202230.000859DownTC03002290.hg.1− 1.2553380.000861DownTC02001844.hg.11.3721990.000869UpTC15002646.hg.11.3134860.000874UpTC12000278.hg.1− 1.2264920.000877DownTC14001143.hg.1− 1.2987090.000882DownTC04000543.hg.11.5154910.000885UpTC04000223.hg.1− 1.4094220.000887DownTC20001277.hg.11.3021020.00089UpTC0X000283.hg.1− 1.4370520.000893DownTC17001310.hg.1− 1.2467770.000895DownTC05002436.hg.1− 1.4058079.00E−04DownTC21000762.hg.11.4189550.000906UpTC01002467.hg.1− 1.367550.000908DownTC19002431.hg.1− 1.2728040.000913DownTC08000259.hg.1− 1.3669570.000916DownTC04002100.hg.1− 1.3336220.000932DownTC08000621.hg.1− 1.3302540.000937DownTC07002774.hg.1− 1.2209570.000942DownTC11000031.hg.1− 1.3013940.000945DownTC05001757.hg.1− 1.618450.000947DownTC15002177.hg.11.2166480.00095UpTC01004614.hg.1− 1.2326460.000955DownTC11003389.hg.1− 1.2897420.000958DownTC02002711.hg.1− 1.3071760.00096DownTC02003138.hg.11.4062750.000963UpTC07000147.hg.1− 1.3603390.000965DownTC21000690.hg.1− 1.2631980.000968DownTC03003246.hg.11.2640190.000971UpTC06002340.hg.1− 1.4422590.000976DownTC07000879.hg.11.4599150.000978UpTC02002957.hg.1− 1.2359580.000991DownTC09002317.hg.1− 1.2491760.000994DownTC01004251.hg.11.2868170.000999UpTC10000250.hg.1− 1.2955650.001002DownTC12000578.hg.11.2294070.00101UpTC03003258.hg.11.2336270.001012UpTC06004031.hg.1− 1.4149670.001015DownTC06001862.hg.1− 1.337610.001017DownTC05001595.hg.1− 1.3715880.001023DownTC11000282.hg.1− 1.3828750.001028DownTC08001583.hg.1− 1.4786150.00103DownTC01004440.hg.1− 1.2973190.001033DownTC12000238.hg.1− 1.3995910.001036DownTC07000119.hg.1− 1.279440.001043DownTC01006051.hg.1− 1.2564340.001046DownTC02004706.hg.11.3100090.001056UpTC02001302.hg.1− 1.5054540.001059DownTC07000115.hg.1− 1.222250.001062DownTC03002003.hg.1− 1.3349840.001067DownTC17000637.hg.11.4655930.001072UpTC01002594.hg.1− 1.5104620.001075DownTC12000589.hg.1− 1.3659860.001077DownTC22001135.hg.1− 1.2348240.00108DownTC09002305.hg.11.2588870.001082UpTC17002700.hg.1− 1.3090710.001085DownTC10002643.hg.11.3287390.001095UpTC01000612.hg.1− 1.3168060.001098DownTC09002594.hg.11.3807110.0011UpTC0Y000302.hg.1− 1.2590310.001107DownTC0Y000304.hg.1− 1.2590310.001107DownTC04000571.hg.1− 1.4511250.001113DownTC02002390.hg.1− 1.3332760.001116DownTC18000785.hg.1− 1.2825740.001119DownTC07002321.hg.11.2558960.001121UpTC09001461.hg.1− 1.4503460.001126DownTC07002353.hg.1− 1.2897420.001129DownTC08000734.hg.1− 1.2257640.001132DownTC07001869.hg.1− 1.648310.001137DownTC03000531.hg.11.338120.001142UpTC01002397.hg.1− 1.2977050.001145DownTC0Y000124.hg.11.2351090.001147UpTC09001504.hg.1− 1.3277420.00115DownTC07000516.hg.11.317730.001152UpTC22001201.hg.1− 2.5321620.00116DownTC19000785.hg.1− 1.5972580.001163DownTC08001887.hg.11.2470890.001165UpTC10002136.hg.1− 1.21060.001171DownTC02001567.hg.1− 1.3841950.001176DownTC09002851.hg.1− 1.3403120.001178DownTC21000511.hg.11.2514390.001181UpTC20000751.hg.1− 1.3209380.001184DownTC21000719.hg.1− 1.2681480.001189DownTC04000456.hg.1− 1.3206030.001191DownTC15001493.hg.1− 1.2275030.001199DownTC12002442.hg.1− 1.3768170.001207DownTC03002939.hg.11.2517260.001212UpTC03001734.hg.11.3962130.001215UpTC12000588.hg.1− 1.3330070.001223DownTC21000447.hg.1− 1.3533970.001225DownTC07000702.hg.1− 1.473490.001228DownTC20000413.hg.1− 1.20250.001233DownTC18000406.hg.11.3101880.001236UpTC04000366.hg.11.4604370.001241UpTC03002319.hg.1− 1.2117980.001246DownTC07000882.hg.1− 1.4656650.001256DownTC11001732.hg.1− 1.4303540.001262DownTC11003052.hg.11.2162340.001264UpTC06000255.hg.11.2464130.001267UpTC02003743.hg.11.31160.001272UpTC0M000020.hg.1− 1.4629290.001275DownTC03002654.hg.11.4600580.001282UpTC20001679.hg.11.5838080.001285UpTC01001972.hg.11.3288210.001288UpTC02000005.hg.1− 1.2201330.00129DownTC17001438.hg.1− 1.379310.001298DownTC07001428.hg.1− 1.2771750.001301DownTC11000655.hg.1− 1.2926620.001308DownTC09002024.hg.11.3315970.001319UpTC01003906.hg.1− 1.2461810.001324DownTC03001758.hg.1− 1.3358160.001327DownTC11003065.hg.1− 1.284710.001329DownTC22001002.hg.1− 1.3007970.001337DownTC20000993.hg.11.4063970.001342UpTC02003376.hg.11.224240.001345UpTC17001702.hg.1− 1.3555390.001347DownTC0X001193.hg.11.4921780.001358UpTC02002904.hg.1− 1.3875120.00136DownTC02001431.hg.1− 1.2608970.001363DownTC05000214.hg.1− 1.3203260.001366DownTC11003186.hg.11.2393310.001371UpTC12003071.hg.1− 1.2733570.001379DownTC11002465.hg.1− 1.3015870.001381DownTC02001721.hg.1− 1.2438810.001384DownTC03001672.hg.1− 1.3121880.001386DownTC04001562.hg.11.4489780.001397UpTC11002930.hg.11.324390.001399UpTC01005621.hg.1− 1.3469250.001402DownTC14000912.hg.1− 1.2748250.001405DownTC12000990.hg.1− 1.3237860.001415DownTC01003976.hg.11.2564430.001418UpTC16001253.hg.1− 1.4039810.001425DownTC20001202.hg.11.2665150.001436UpTC16000168.hg.1− 1.270720.001438DownTC09002408.hg.11.5209220.001441UpTC16000573.hg.1− 1.2596280.001451DownTC15000227.hg.1− 1.2523190.001454DownTC10000082.hg.1− 1.3869380.001456DownTC04000854.hg.1− 1.366530.001459DownTC09002413.hg.1− 1.243350.001462DownTC17002577.hg.1− 1.2276510.001464DownTC0M000023.hg.1− 1.3256890.001467DownTC0X000584.hg.11.5247390.001482UpTC17000782.hg.1− 1.2481640.001485DownTC01000565.hg.1− 1.2527490.00149DownTC06002722.hg.1− 1.2385860.001495DownTC05001279.hg.1− 1.2281120.001498DownTC05002924.hg.1− 1.2523610.001501DownTC01000711.hg.1− 1.2846440.001516DownTC02000092.hg.1− 1.2396830.001534DownTC07000209.hg.1− 1.2342040.001537DownTC07001848.hg.1− 1.3422230.001547DownTC13001179.hg.1− 1.2917460.00155DownTC15002627.hg.1− 1.2413720.001553DownTC03000245.hg.1− 1.2516820.001555DownTC11002051.hg.1− 1.2981630.001558DownTC01005264.hg.1− 1.4320140.001568DownTC13000269.hg.1− 1.4052030.001571DownTC05001668.hg.1− 1.2647350.001573DownTC02000188.hg.1− 1.2781720.001592DownTC20000564.hg.1− 1.2885990.001594DownTC02002994.hg.1− 1.4876710.001597DownTC07002487.hg.1− 1.2757740.001607DownTC17001587.hg.1− 1.2279150.00161DownTC14000711.hg.1− 1.2728220.00162DownTC02003983.hg.1− 1.2420.001628DownTC05003265.hg.1− 1.2305540.001636DownTC14000850.hg.1− 1.2169540.001649DownTC08000062.hg.1− 1.2699820.001654DownTC02004175.hg.1− 1.2242190.001675DownTC06001872.hg.1− 1.2573360.00168DownTC08000176.hg.1− 1.2209940.001693DownTC15001480.hg.1− 1.3811330.001701DownTC03000233.hg.1− 1.2723240.001722DownTC09002445.hg.1− 1.3361460.001745DownTC08001621.hg.1− 1.2612650.001758DownTC09001799.hg.1− 1.2664960.001763DownTC12001128.hg.1− 1.304150.001766DownTC01001028.hg.1− 1.3451910.001787DownTC05000708.hg.1− 1.4767250.001797DownTC04000307.hg.1− 1.2015510.001802DownTC04001876.hg.1− 1.3129850.001833DownTC02004514.hg.1− 1.2979880.001838DownTC12003114.hg.1− 1.3248030.001846DownTC12000184.hg.1− 1.2318180.001849DownTC12002387.hg.1− 1.2586860.001859DownTC0X000282.hg.1− 1.458970.001862DownTC17001193.hg.1− 1.3162510.001867DownTC03001348.hg.1− 1.2558990.00187DownTC11002740.hg.1− 1.2573940.001872DownTC16000982.hg.1− 1.2347620.001875DownTC01004296.hg.1− 1.2870620.001877DownTC17002761.hg.1− 1.3204420.001883DownTC03000215.hg.1− 1.2092420.001885DownTC21000941.hg.1− 1.2855270.00189DownTC01005631.hg.1− 1.2307160.001903DownTC05002180.hg.1− 1.2624060.00194DownTC02001854.hg.1− 1.3971830.001945DownTC02001762.hg.1− 1.3065760.001953DownTC20001199.hg.1− 1.6472890.001963DownTC09001709.hg.1− 1.5540810.001968DownTC09001939.hg.1− 1.2949940.001987DownTC0X000279.hg.1− 1.3453560.001989DownTC0X000632.hg.1− 1.2667220.002023DownTC09000488.hg.1− 1.2356350.002028DownTC16001481.hg.1− 1.2806910.002031DownTC14000004.hg.1− 1.2977530.002036DownTC03000982.hg.1− 1.2960440.002044DownTC17001757.hg.1− 1.2189570.002049DownTC09002325.hg.1− 1.3262140.002062DownTC06000943.hg.1− 1.3054330.002067DownTC01003971.hg.1− 1.3486470.002091DownTC6_cox_hap2000100.hg.1− 1.5542970.002098DownTC15001904.hg.1− 1.2527850.002106DownTC01002757.hg.1− 1.3513230.002109DownTC09001332.hg.1− 1.4435250.002111DownTC10002850.hg.1− 1.2341430.002124DownTC04000005.hg.1− 1.3019430.002127DownTC01005454.hg.1− 1.2366560.00213DownTC06000102.hg.1− 1.2703270.002137DownTC10000369.hg.1− 1.2970640.00214DownTC05001222.hg.1− 1.3180720.002153DownTC14002139.hg.1− 1.3159650.002192DownTC12001777.hg.1− 1.3611630.002194DownTC0Y000257.hg.1− 1.3001590.0022DownTC14000798.hg.1− 1.510720.002202DownTC10001326.hg.1− 1.2354620.002213DownTC08001540.hg.1− 1.3133640.00222DownTC18000718.hg.1− 1.3131970.002226DownTC17002085.hg.1− 1.3031260.002249DownTC20001091.hg.1− 1.2148450.002262DownTC15001671.hg.1− 1.2224160.00227DownTC01003519.hg.1− 1.2274910.00228DownTC19001173.hg.1− 1.5049360.002293DownTC06003422.hg.1− 1.262180.002306DownTC14001264.hg.1− 1.2716090.002314DownTC0X000986.hg.1− 1.6150570.002324DownTC10002901.hg.1− 1.2375620.00233DownTC11001264.hg.1− 1.2884980.002337DownTC14000795.hg.1− 1.2948360.002356DownTC05002063.hg.1− 1.2911180.002374DownTC11002064.hg.1− 1.2531360.002382DownTC17001939.hg.1− 1.3112470.002384DownTC02000413.hg.1− 1.2210910.002395DownTC08000956.hg.1− 1.2946810.002423DownTC05000526.hg.1− 1.2028210.002426DownTC02004253.hg.1− 1.2362330.002428DownTC01004790.hg.1− 1.2135590.002431DownTC02003570.hg.1− 1.2666770.002439DownTC04000311.hg.1− 1.2318320.002444DownTC19001288.hg.1− 1.259990.002454DownTC14000697.hg.1− 1.4048570.002483DownTC09001077.hg.1− 1.2539240.002496DownTC21000650.hg.1− 1.2555340.002501DownTC07000862.hg.1− 1.261990.002504DownTC09001024.hg.1− 1.2344130.002509DownTC03000889.hg.1− 1.4553330.002517DownTC04002712.hg.1− 1.2051480.002522DownTC11000172.hg.1− 1.39940.00253DownTC22001095.hg.1− 1.2450680.002532DownTC17000164.hg.1− 1.3501110.002556DownTC02003220.hg.1− 1.275330.002561DownTC02003240.hg.1− 1.276170.002576DownTC01002756.hg.1− 1.4513370.002592DownTC04000671.hg.1− 1.2884840.002597DownTC11003125.hg.1− 1.2375440.002628DownTC08000224.hg.1− 1.2403880.002647DownTC15002487.hg.1− 1.3752210.002649DownTC02004203.hg.1− 1.3283960.00267DownTC07002457.hg.1− 1.26260.002699DownTC11000768.hg.1− 1.2786240.002704DownTC01001663.hg.1− 1.2406120.002719DownTC01000364.hg.1− 1.2957950.002722DownTC14001177.hg.1− 1.2153510.00273DownTC18000510.hg.1− 1.3397110.002743DownTC15001577.hg.1− 1.2967260.002748DownTC11002224.hg.1− 1.4185470.002761DownTC05002475.hg.1− 1.290940.002769DownTC04001202.hg.1− 1.2671330.002777DownTC15001164.hg.1− 1.2567070.002784DownTC06002310.hg.1− 1.2058670.00281DownTC12000236.hg.1− 1.2340450.002813DownTC14000661.hg.1− 1.2777260.002826DownTC15002579.hg.1− 1.2173180.002849DownTC09000592.hg.1− 1.2490780.002857DownTC19000842.hg.1− 1.2755120.002873DownTC01001511.hg.1− 1.2743280.002878DownTC11000297.hg.1− 1.3338310.002883DownTC01005988.hg.1− 1.3995660.002899DownTC06000972.hg.1− 1.3075520.002912DownTC12000683.hg.1− 1.316920.002919DownTC03000359.hg.1− 1.23050.002938DownTC01006043.hg.1− 1.2943540.002956DownTC06001203.hg.1− 1.2108350.002977DownTC09002250.hg.1− 1.307850.002979DownTC06003965.hg.1− 1.256920.002982DownTC06001689.hg.1− 1.2714070.002995DownTC19000016.hg.1− 1.2807630.003005DownTC02000420.hg.1− 1.2906830.003016DownTC12001821.hg.1− 1.2338690.003031DownTC0X001706.hg.1− 1.2011380.003044DownTC02000115.hg.1− 1.2103480.003057DownTC02001877.hg.1− 1.3348910.00306DownTC21000155.hg.1− 1.3191490.00307DownTC09002217.hg.1− 1.2022810.003075DownTC14000698.hg.1− 1.2718450.003078DownTC12002927.hg.1− 1.2413430.003083DownTC15002068.hg.1− 1.2954660.003091DownTC03000673.hg.1− 1.2197040.003117DownTC21000774.hg.1− 1.3042790.003122DownTC06002185.hg.1− 1.216370.003138DownTC09000159.hg.1− 1.4526670.003143DownTC08002174.hg.1− 1.2992860.003174DownTC13000052.hg.1− 1.2203490.003226DownTC03002972.hg.1− 1.3086760.003244DownTC06003115.hg.1− 1.2081360.003278DownTC20000973.hg.1− 1.2391610.003296DownTC02004167.hg.1− 1.203150.003299DownTC01005639.hg.1− 1.2394780.003304DownTC03003205.hg.1− 1.2639290.003317DownTC03002458.hg.1− 1.2871280.003325DownTC21000403.hg.1− 1.2229550.003335DownTC05002143.hg.1− 1.4360580.003346DownTC10000872.hg.1− 1.2107350.003348DownTC02003109.hg.1− 1.2284250.003361DownTC14000289.hg.1− 1.3076520.003374DownTC01002426.hg.1− 1.2140.003392DownTC11002900.hg.1− 1.3652450.0034DownTC04000600.hg.1− 1.2417260.003426DownTC02003391.hg.1− 1.291860.003429DownTC01003999.hg.1− 1.4898710.003439DownTC04001552.hg.1− 1.26390.003444DownTC12001091.hg.1− 1.2533060.003463DownTC06000930.hg.1− 1.3004050.003502DownTC08000464.hg.1− 1.2711560.003504DownTC05003306.hg.1− 1.2115660.003515DownTC16001224.hg.1− 1.3348270.003546DownTC11002505.hg.1− 1.3683150.003551DownTC03000929.hg.1− 1.210970.003567DownTC15001656.hg.1− 1.2563620.003592DownTC14000427.hg.1− 1.2524620.003605DownTC06003126.hg.1− 1.2826580.003613DownTC08001731.hg.1− 1.2105250.003616DownTC0X000016.hg.1− 1.2220380.003618DownTC10001940.hg.1− 1.2773880.003624DownTC11000653.hg.1− 1.2144340.003626DownTC01001760.hg.1− 1.3173570.003631DownTC0X000285.hg.1− 1.2377550.003634DownTC05002272.hg.1− 1.230280.003644DownTC13000706.hg.1− 1.2953250.003652DownTC07002574.hg.1− 1.2880740.003655DownTC05001287.hg.1− 1.2577830.003657DownTC02002347.hg.1− 1.2164680.003681DownTC19000786.hg.1− 1.2388990.00372DownTC22001164.hg.1− 1.2224750.003733DownTC03000249.hg.1− 1.3221440.003782DownTC02001846.hg.1− 1.2908440.003798DownTC13000062.hg.1− 1.2936840.003819DownTC11000065.hg.1− 1.203570.003855DownTC01005521.hg.1− 1.2909670.003878DownTC19002432.hg.1− 1.3000360.003881DownTC01005957.hg.1− 1.3200580.003894DownTC03000122.hg.1− 1.2369150.003915DownTC17001999.hg.1− 1.2141980.003925DownTC12002870.hg.1− 1.2338110.003928DownTC01002874.hg.1− 1.2820380.003933DownTC01005965.hg.1− 1.2054320.003951DownTC09002644.hg.1− 1.2428560.003954DownTC05000653.hg.1− 1.2369940.003956DownTC11003292.hg.1− 1.2143280.003964DownTC17002315.hg.1− 1.223010.00398DownTC17000557.hg.1− 1.3781150.00399DownTC11002959.hg.1− 1.2763540.003993DownTC19000244.hg.1− 1.2742880.003995DownTC20000441.hg.1− 1.20810.004026DownTC16001268.hg.1− 1.2469050.004029DownTC13000651.hg.1− 1.3046210.004042DownTC07003181.hg.1− 1.2362510.004045DownTC01004593.hg.1− 1.2000720.004047DownTC19002136.hg.1− 1.2029920.004058DownTC10000755.hg.1− 1.3208620.00406DownTC02001259.hg.1− 1.2695990.004097DownTC07002494.hg.1− 1.2218690.004115DownTC17001828.hg.1− 1.3552530.004128DownTC12002637.hg.1− 1.2681760.004133DownTC03002947.hg.1− 1.2350590.004146DownTC03003240.hg.1− 1.2431830.004149DownTC10001764.hg.1− 1.2628310.004211DownTC11001522.hg.1− 1.319390.004253DownTC05002576.hg.1− 1.2807220.004273DownTC11002966.hg.1− 1.2334630.004304DownTC0Y000049.hg.1− 1.3265770.004307DownTC14000660.hg.1− 1.2032460.00431DownTC07001989.hg.1− 1.2216070.004315DownTC08001194.hg.1− 1.3437920.004317DownTC18000216.hg.1− 1.2490150.004346DownTC14000282.hg.1− 1.2452470.004351DownTC07003162.hg.1− 1.2034760.004375DownTC08002317.hg.1− 1.2785310.004377DownTC09001614.hg.1− 1.3470770.00438DownTC10002616.hg.1− 1.3035180.004388DownTC11002989.hg.1− 1.2819970.00439DownTC03003014.hg.1− 1.2021680.004393DownTC06003938.hg.1− 1.2660690.004445DownTC03002962.hg.1− 1.2513790.004481DownTC12002295.hg.1− 1.2899580.004494DownTC6_cox_hap2000194.hg.1− 1.3065760.004499DownTC15002555.hg.1− 1.2046740.004502DownTC20000160.hg.1− 1.2314930.00452DownTC04002803.hg.1− 1.3186660.004546DownTC04000837.hg.1− 1.2197790.00459DownTC13001207.hg.1− 1.2126480.004609DownTC15000190.hg.1− 1.2096170.004611DownTC02001190.hg.1− 1.2604230.004629DownTC14000251.hg.1− 1.238460.004632DownTC01002804.hg.1− 1.2377830.004637DownTC16000469.hg.1− 1.2120530.004666DownTC09000173.hg.1− 1.2168220.004715DownTC07002912.hg.1− 1.2685870.004731DownTC19002439.hg.1− 1.2816730.004759DownTC15002362.hg.1− 1.2494020.004772DownTC07001701.hg.1− 1.2517250.00478DownTC06003627.hg.1− 1.2502470.004783DownTC07002791.hg.1− 1.2044930.004796DownTC17001730.hg.1− 1.2284440.004809DownTC03001001.hg.1− 1.2281180.004897DownProbe set IDFold changep-valueGene feature(D) *Genes up/down-regulated in purified TCs*^*SV40*^ *compared with non-purified lung TCs*^*SV40*^TC11000967.hg.1− 3.2813692.70E−05DownTC07000780.hg.1− 1.9702893.00E−05DownTC11002894.hg.1− 2.2953513.30E−05DownTC05000152.hg.1− 1.6200793.50E−05DownTC08002510.hg.1− 1.9334893.80E−05DownTC03002042.hg.1− 1.6196484.00E−05DownTC11001141.hg.1− 1.5378634.30E−05DownTC02000336.hg.1− 1.6250214.60E−05DownTC11003109.hg.1− 2.7013914.80E−05DownTC12000188.hg.1− 1.643745.10E−05DownTC06002006.hg.1− 1.5970635.30E− 05DownTC08001415.hg.1− 1.6424195.60E−05DownTC10000962.hg.1− 1.455325.90E−05DownTC10000791.hg.1− 1.6518556.10E−05DownTC01005437.hg.1− 1.4879896.40E−05DownTC19000951.hg.1− 1.5828826.60E−05DownTC17002196.hg.11.3617526.90E−05UpTC17002479.hg.1− 1.3731397.70E−05DownTC02004623.hg.11.7141677.90E−05UpTC16001576.hg.11.4248318.50E−05UpTC06000041.hg.1− 1.3933348.70E−05DownTC08002421.hg.11.9505519.00E−05UpTC08002059.hg.1− 1.7091359.20E−05DownTC05001595.hg.11.3236149.50E−05UpTC02004746.hg.11.3936061.00E−04UpTC15002609.hg.11.3124810.000108UpTC16000510.hg.1− 1.4983910.000111DownTC04002890.hg.1− 1.4631550.000113DownTC09002783.hg.1− 1.502210.000116DownTC14000925.hg.1− 1.4127390.000124DownTC15000651.hg.1− 1.5105360.000129DownTC0M000021.hg.1− 1.7038120.000131DownTC05000861.hg.1− 1.4687890.000134DownTC09000963.hg.1− 1.3573610.000152DownTC22000098.hg.1− 1.4319590.000163DownTC14000667.hg.1− 1.381920.000165DownTC03002349.hg.1− 1.4914390.00017DownTC03003114.hg.1− 1.6008350.000183DownTC09002305.hg.1− 1.2919810.000199DownTC17000728.hg.1− 1.7277070.000204DownTC04002772.hg.1− 1.3666810.000207DownTC05001371.hg.1− 1.3730920.000209DownTC0X001822.hg.1− 1.2646410.000212DownTC02001623.hg.1− 1.4164670.000215DownTC08001239.hg.1− 1.3650240.000222DownTC03003246.hg.1− 1.290060.000228DownTC20000203.hg.1− 1.3572780.000235DownTC0M000020.hg.1− 4.0715660.000259DownProbe set IDFold changep-valueGene feature(E) *Genes up/down-regulated in purified TCs*^*SV40*^ *compared with purified primary lung TCs*TC11002382.hg.1− 4.0900023.30E−05DownTC17000728.hg.1− 3.3961282.70E−05DownTC11000967.hg.1− 3.0042159.80E−05DownTC08002253.hg.1− 2.4437270.000155DownTC17001801.hg.1− 2.3093799.00E−05DownTC07000780.hg.1− 2.3048783.80E−05DownTC06000639.hg.1− 2.286774.60E−05DownTC20000045.hg.1− 2.2204670.00034DownTC04001945.hg.1− 2.0956040.000225DownTC12000927.hg.1− 2.0399334.80E−05DownTC13000783.hg.1− 2.0382910.000288DownTC02001799.hg.1− 2.0153510.002366DownTC11002142.hg.1− 1.9960310.00051DownTC16000648.hg.1− 1.9758450.000783DownTC06001978.hg.1− 1.9599513.00E−05DownTC09000963.hg.1− 1.94780.000152DownTC0X001770.hg.1− 1.9474990.000301DownTC09001648.hg.1− 1.9473496.60E−05DownTC04001635.hg.1− 1.9462720.000205DownTC02001940.hg.1− 1.9339619.50E−05DownTC15000452.hg.1− 1.9309454.00E−05DownTC07000702.hg.1− 1.9105958.20E−05DownTC0X001158.hg.1− 1.889320.000434DownTC08000302.hg.1− 1.8545365.10E−05DownTC20000952.hg.1− 1.8469040.00015DownTC0X000985.hg.1− 1.8216570.000168DownTC07001784.hg.1− 1.8180554.30E−05DownTC09000971.hg.1− 1.8144678.50E−05DownTC08001415.hg.1− 1.8131066.40E−05DownTC09000096.hg.1− 1.8081120.000392DownTC02000205.hg.1− 1.7987570.00016DownTC12000188.hg.1− 1.7982967.40E−05DownTC01003308.hg.1− 1.7866110.000171DownTC19000767.hg.1− 1.7809881.00E−04DownTC05000152.hg.1− 1.7807560.000121DownTC02000336.hg.1− 1.7772358.70E−05DownTC02002456.hg.1− 1.7754438.00E− 05DownTC02000396.hg.1− 1.7703085.30E−05DownTC12000633.hg.1− 1.7651487.70E−05DownTC05001593.hg.1− 1.7526317.20E−05DownTC19000951.hg.1− 1.7504030.000124DownTC09001461.hg.1− 1.7422470.000111DownTC03002042.hg.1− 1.7411470.000103DownTC12001286.hg.1− 1.7266580.000176DownTC06002006.hg.1− 1.7075440.000132DownTC01006068.hg.1− 1.6929790.000134DownTC05002800.hg.1− 1.6913250.000312DownTC16000510.hg.1− 1.6825890.00027DownTC01002594.hg.1− 1.6746380.000486DownTC16001289.hg.1− 1.6719285.90E−05DownTC10000791.hg.1− 1.6589640.000272DownTC01002663.hg.1− 1.65630.002108DownTC12002688.hg.1− 1.6547760.000166DownTC20000650.hg.1− 1.6412480.000126DownTC11001010.hg.1− 1.6349250.000192DownTC02004814.hg.1− 1.6275470.000257DownTC03000874.hg.1− 1.6243550.00168DownTC20000373.hg.1− 1.6224380.000106DownTC0X001624.hg.1− 1.6203120.000523DownTC22000098.hg.1− 1.6155750.000246DownTC01002798.hg.1− 1.615370.000262DownTC0X001292.hg.1− 1.6079090.001472DownTC09002651.hg.1− 1.6033880.003161DownTC05000708.hg.1− 1.596120.000254DownTC12000244.hg.1− 1.5897480.000817DownTC01002746.hg.1− 1.5851360.000377DownTC0X001411.hg.1− 1.5766170.000484DownTC01002633.hg.1− 1.575740.000447DownTC14000925.hg.1− 1.57460.000332DownTC06004042.hg.1− 1.5724290.000173DownTC03001841.hg.1− 1.5719870.000129DownTC02001302.hg.1− 1.5711470.000223DownTC09001534.hg.1− 1.5706120.000457DownTC20001199.hg.1− 1.5673840.000431DownTC02001432.hg.1− 1.562160.000306DownTC04000508.hg.1− 1.5604840.000202DownTC06001365.hg.1− 1.5591880.000689DownTC11002077.hg.1− 1.5585710.000489DownTC02002994.hg.1− 1.5547480.000744DownTC15001073.hg.1− 1.5533870.000645DownTC02001602.hg.1− 1.5499620.000218DownTC0X001618.hg.1− 1.5499450.000405DownTC15002586.hg.1− 1.548350.000593DownTC22001417.hg.1− 1.5482680.000382DownTC05000861.hg.1− 1.5453980.00045DownTC19000163.hg.1− 1.5447430.000145DownTC06000568.hg.1− 1.5428240.000343DownTC08000801.hg.1− 1.5404160.000137DownTC08002335.hg.1− 1.5388630.003182DownTC11002486.hg.1− 1.5387250.000293DownTC0X000279.hg.1− 1.5344680.002392DownTC10000866.hg.1− 1.5289310.000252DownTC10000962.hg.1− 1.5288530.000184DownTC15000651.hg.1− 1.5274450.0024DownTC09001602.hg.1− 1.5271170.000285DownTC14000052.hg.1− 1.5232680.000666DownTC05000621.hg.1− 1.5215810.000945DownTC03000195.hg.1− 1.5202430.000239DownTC17001773.hg.1− 1.5146470.000199DownTC02001366.hg.1− 1.5141520.00033DownTC08001315.hg.1− 1.5135870.000669DownTC11002476.hg.1− 1.5124130.000549DownTC15001473.hg.1− 1.5110230.000439DownTC07001655.hg.1− 1.5080920.000624DownTC09000100.hg.1− 1.5065520.001224DownTC05002818.hg.1− 1.5059080.000374DownTC11001141.hg.1− 1.5050440.000882DownTC0X001410.hg.1− 1.5046430.000497DownTC22001175.hg.1− 1.5042650.000418DownTC08000450.hg.1− 1.4976750.000442DownTC17000491.hg.1− 1.4948220.000478DownTC19001173.hg.1− 1.488530.003494DownTC15001326.hg.1− 1.4865910.000113DownTC16002013.hg.1− 1.4863470.000228DownTC15000631.hg.1− 1.4859780.000356DownTC12001052.hg.1− 1.4856250.001544DownTC16000853.hg.1− 1.485340.001049DownTC01002976.hg.1− 1.4839980.000244DownTC12001449.hg.1− 1.4813020.000358DownTC12001995.hg.1− 1.4760150.000504DownTC0X001136.hg.1− 1.4734570.000265DownTC06001064.hg.1− 1.4730310.001156DownTC09000516.hg.1− 1.4669850.001977DownTC09001936.hg.1− 1.4618190.001954DownTC13001206.hg.1− 1.4617090.002804DownTC14000620.hg.1− 1.4610920.000197DownTC10002439.hg.1− 1.4604120.001052DownTC07000139.hg.1− 1.4594240.000979DownTC04002443.hg.1− 1.4573620.00063DownTC0X000450.hg.1− 1.4562360.00052DownTC03001571.hg.1− 1.4548240.000327DownTC06002801.hg.1− 1.4529150.000283DownTC10002919.hg.1− 1.4525820.000259DownTC02000955.hg.1− 1.4505190.001299DownTC05002279.hg.1− 1.4495070.000416DownTC09002783.hg.1− 1.4459450.000452DownTC01003510.hg.1− 1.4457150.000364DownTC0X001762.hg.1− 1.4453150.000554DownTC22000400.hg.1− 1.4452680.000296DownTC02001623.hg.1− 1.4449390.00089DownTC07001706.hg.1− 1.4421040.001574DownTC07001709.hg.1− 1.4421040.001574DownTC08000652.hg.1− 1.4418770.001378DownTC15001604.hg.1− 1.4404530.000463DownTC04001524.hg.1− 1.4376580.000158DownTC14001281.hg.1− 1.4337840.000471DownTC02002768.hg.1− 1.4283080.00059DownTC05002975.hg.1− 1.4277760.000421DownTC10001432.hg.1− 1.4275057.00E−04DownTC06000041.hg.1− 1.4270260.000319DownTC06000705.hg.1− 1.4267150.000984DownTC01002620.hg.1− 1.4264130.00039DownTC06003710.hg.1− 1.4206940.003033DownTC07000339.hg.1− 1.4191040.00094DownTC05000526.hg.1− 1.4171260.000345DownTC02001836.hg.1− 1.4170830.000971DownTC01003990.hg.1− 1.41650.001091DownTC10002673.hg.1− 1.4161680.001312DownTC21000483.hg.1− 1.4159960.002217DownTC02003914.hg.1− 1.4139850.000627DownTC07001267.hg.1− 1.4124860.000437DownTC10002723.hg.1− 1.4116930.002092DownTC03000155.hg.1− 1.4107210.001591DownTC10000793.hg.1− 1.4099450.001221DownTC03001056.hg.1− 1.4083290.000278DownTC10000686.hg.1− 1.4074190.000215DownTC14001892.hg.1− 1.4060930.000366DownTC21000698.hg.1− 1.4051760.0012DownTC06001651.hg.1− 1.4041170.000139DownTC22000272.hg.1− 1.4021220.002227DownTC14002171.hg.1− 1.4019970.000528DownTC06002303.hg.1− 1.4018990.001466DownTC10001189.hg.1− 1.4000040.000611DownTC18000381.hg.1− 1.3988740.001571DownTC01002339.hg.1− 1.3981830.000408DownTC14001090.hg.1− 1.3966390.001443DownTC02002028.hg.1− 1.395410.001099DownTC07001289.hg.1− 1.3953410.001604DownTC07000690.hg.1− 1.3943960.000317DownTC11001479.hg.1− 1.3940410.001657DownTC12003094.hg.1− 1.3919620.001722DownTC03000823.hg.1− 1.3900730.000619DownTC05002924.hg.1− 1.3887420.001779DownTC05000703.hg.1− 1.3887150.00369DownTC12000231.hg.1− 1.3884270.000186DownTC03002201.hg.1− 1.388070.001104DownTC05000688.hg.1− 1.3874720.000776DownTC09001410.hg.1− 1.3852760.002814DownTC01003999.hg.1− 1.3847910.001714DownTC03000962.hg.1− 1.3840370.002342DownTC10001912.hg.1− 1.3816880.0015DownTC01002393.hg.1− 1.3816560.00193DownTC05000214.hg.1− 1.3784980.001206DownTC02001248.hg.1− 1.3770490.000515DownTC0X002258.hg.1− 1.3753020.000833DownTC16002030.hg.1− 1.3747820.000395DownTC03000629.hg.1− 1.374760.001255DownTC07001657.hg.1− 1.3739480.001018DownTC0X000283.hg.1− 1.3738350.003038DownTC10000755.hg.1− 1.3724670.003283DownTC06000824.hg.1− 1.3715860.002728DownTC11000089.hg.1− 1.3714190.000371DownTC18000050.hg.1− 1.3705690.001226DownTC16001555.hg.1− 1.3690240.000387DownTC20000340.hg.1− 1.3685160.00363DownTC01005517.hg.1− 1.3680660.002598DownTC0X000232.hg.1− 1.367150.001594DownTC01004166.hg.1− 1.3659170.000976DownTC08001640.hg.1− 1.3655640.002254DownTC05000183.hg.1− 1.3652610.001818DownTC05000876.hg.1− 1.3649830.000961DownTC10000439.hg.1− 1.3646970.000298DownTC09002445.hg.1− 1.3640170.002141DownTC03002972.hg.1− 1.363020.001763DownTC09001709.hg.1− 1.3624260.00119DownTC09002851.hg.1− 1.360680.000577DownTC21000931.hg.1− 1.3603780.000596DownTC05002802.hg.1− 1.3600640.003648DownTC05002034.hg.1− 1.3589140.001698DownTC11000768.hg.1− 1.3581040.001164DownTC11000808.hg.1− 1.3576924.00E−04DownTC05002959.hg.1− 1.3566750.000739DownTC16001991.hg.1− 1.3552370.000426DownTC03001321.hg.1− 1.3528440.000476DownTC17000230.hg.1− 1.3527130.000935DownTC05001562.hg.1− 1.3524710.002853DownTC06002451.hg.1− 1.3514130.003281DownTC14000693.hg.1− 1.3510220.001693DownTC06001125.hg.1− 1.3509640.003685DownTC12000805.hg.1− 1.3496350.001664DownTC10000815.hg.1− 1.3495970.000682DownTC08000752.hg.1− 1.3483690.003401DownTC01005988.hg.1− 1.3479660.001354DownTC16001082.hg.1− 1.3475450.001967DownTC06000972.hg.1− 1.3473350.001701DownTC08001540.hg.1− 1.3459660.001112DownTC04000854.hg.1− 1.3459570.000384DownTC10001536.hg.1− 1.3459210.00352DownTC05003369.hg.1− 1.3454360.000575DownTC16000560.hg.1− 1.3443770.001315DownTC01006043.hg.1− 1.3440270.000786DownTC04000811.hg.1− 1.3439670.000304DownTC05000998.hg.1− 1.3433360.002569DownTC19000170.hg.1− 1.3424420.003635DownTC17000742.hg.1− 1.3409710.002566DownTC21000902.hg.1− 1.3400610.00187DownTC15002522.hg.1− 1.3396970.000781DownTC12000736.hg.1− 1.3392180.003919DownTC12003194.hg.1− 1.3391020.000544DownTC11002900.hg.1− 1.3383320.001826DownTC04001241.hg.1− 1.3383260.000875DownTC10001843.hg.1− 1.3379330.000309DownTC02002711.hg.1− 1.3376760.000491DownTC07001656.hg.1− 1.3363880.001578DownTC0X000986.hg.1− 1.3362750.001122DownTC19000349.hg.1− 1.3361810.00149DownTC12000238.hg.1− 1.3342030.000291DownTC09001898.hg.1− 1.3339120.001047DownTC02001429.hg.1− 1.3322340.000635DownTC10000827.hg.1− 1.3320450.002267DownTC13001120.hg.1− 1.3309490.001847DownTC01006051.hg.1− 1.3305120.002522DownTC05002063.hg.1− 1.3300540.000411DownTC13000501.hg.1− 1.3292660.001526DownTC03001672.hg.1− 1.3288380.000468DownTC05000595.hg.1− 1.3269410.002921DownTC0X000282.hg.1− 1.3264220.000749DownTC16000673.hg.1− 1.3260460.001391DownTC20000841.hg.1− 1.3254510.001234DownTC21000149.hg.1− 1.325140.002991DownTC14001177.hg.1− 1.3247410.002066DownTC03000054.hg.1− 1.3240790.004008DownTC0X001094.hg.1− 1.3234450.003145DownTC08001239.hg.1− 1.3230480.003476DownTC01005264.hg.1− 1.3225680.000893DownTC17002295.hg.1− 1.3223920.002183DownTC09000452.hg.1− 1.3220860.001067DownTC08002500.hg.1− 1.320440.000236DownTC10002210.hg.1− 1.3166070.00393DownTC03000845.hg.1− 1.3158320.00375DownTC06003126.hg.1− 1.3157860.00058DownTC05000611.hg.1− 1.315650.001065DownTC0X000127.hg.1− 1.3149960.00143DownTC16001996.hg.1− 1.3147950.00175DownTC08000285.hg.1− 1.3147270.001912DownTC07002742.hg.1− 1.3129960.000481DownTC02000971.hg.1− 1.3119390.00259DownTC0X001939.hg.1− 1.3112330.001636DownTC10001198.hg.1− 1.3106890.001399DownTC06001254.hg.1− 1.3101720.002178DownTC17000164.hg.1− 1.3101620.000987DownTC01000642.hg.1− 1.309670.001005DownTC19000785.hg.1− 1.3090540.000687DownTC07000478.hg.1− 1.3089470.002363DownTC09001635.hg.1− 1.3079540.000718DownTC0X001901.hg.1− 1.3056370.000525DownTC08001005.hg.1− 1.3055890.003865DownTC07002764.hg.1− 1.3050010.001617DownTC01003317.hg.1− 1.3040010.000734DownTC14002114.hg.1− 1.3033020.001654DownTC05001142.hg.1− 1.303040.001915DownTC20000564.hg.1− 1.3028370.000908DownTC01005249.hg.1− 1.302110.000911DownTC09002102.hg.1− 1.3018340.003586DownTC10002728.hg.1− 1.3017510.001511DownTC14000711.hg.1− 1.3012270.001088DownTC09000942.hg.1− 1.2995240.001607DownTC22000010.hg.1− 1.2967470.00174DownTC03002116.hg.1− 1.2966250.000773DownTC01000843.hg.1− 1.2947770.001863DownTC12001919.hg.1− 1.2920310.002817DownTC05001371.hg.1− 1.2915580.001479DownTC07001870.hg.1− 1.2910550.000901DownTC01000565.hg.1− 1.2902450.000695DownTC12002368.hg.1− 1.2902290.000606DownTC07000399.hg.1− 1.289540.003703DownTC19000423.hg.1− 1.2881890.002329DownTC07002506.hg.1− 1.287370.000997DownTC02000092.hg.1− 1.2867760.000632DownTC13001372.hg.1− 1.2866490.001357DownTC03003014.hg.1− 1.2860060.003111DownTC12001455.hg.1− 1.285550.003453DownTC0X000233.hg.1− 1.2836450.002621DownTC19000409.hg.1− 1.2817730.001943DownTC11000172.hg.1− 1.2806850.003312DownTC07002026.hg.1− 1.2803710.00071DownTC07002763.hg.1− 1.2798660.000752DownTC07002428.hg.1− 1.2792960.001135DownTC01002397.hg.1− 1.2787130.000921DownTC13000269.hg.1− 1.2773830.002016DownTC20000763.hg.1− 1.2764230.003633DownTC11000705.hg.1− 1.2760670.000507DownTC06003416.hg.1− 1.2758740.000713DownTC03000687.hg.1− 1.2758330.00199DownTC12001821.hg.1− 1.2757620.003067DownTC01006074.hg.1− 1.2750580.002324DownTC07000389.hg.1− 1.2747920.002663DownTC03000673.hg.1− 1.2720240.002235DownTC10001951.hg.1− 1.2711220.000848DownTC17001193.hg.1− 1.2701120.000804DownTC08002312.hg.1− 1.2699220.001349DownTC04002663.hg.1− 1.2694880.002032DownTC01004768.hg.1− 1.2692650.001148DownTC01005463.hg.1− 1.2689250.002908DownTC16001699.hg.1− 1.2653880.00057DownTC01005508.hg.1− 1.2651740.002194DownTC21000491.hg.1− 1.2650620.00162DownTC03002000.hg.1− 1.2647980.001555DownTC21000706.hg.1− 1.2641280.003956DownTC15000396.hg.1− 1.2639350.001297DownTC20000800.hg.1− 1.2633390.001276DownTC07002757.hg.1− 1.2631390.001002DownTC03001494.hg.1− 1.2630010.003127DownTC10001532.hg.1− 1.2628340.002603DownTC19000162.hg.1− 1.2628210.002081DownTC15001184.hg.1− 1.2620070.000835DownTC15001480.hg.1− 1.2614020.001975DownTC02001762.hg.1− 1.2594950.001305DownTC08000460.hg.1− 1.2593010.003218DownTC08002256.hg.1− 1.2587960.00065DownTC15001294.hg.1− 1.2576980.002676DownTC12000589.hg.1− 1.2572950.001195DownTC03000342.hg.1− 1.2572620.004063DownTC07002787.hg.1− 1.257130.002561DownTC21000925.hg.1− 1.2570350.000974DownTC03003257.hg.1− 1.2567460.000583DownTC07002052.hg.1− 1.2566820.001404DownTC07002196.hg.1− 1.2565750.001383DownTC17002053.hg.1− 1.2563490.001417DownTC09000159.hg.1− 1.2558880.001346DownTC05001001.hg.1− 1.255650.000989DownTC05002401.hg.1− 1.255020.001151DownTC0X002335.hg.1− 1.2546040.002892DownTC21000447.hg.1− 1.254170.001539DownTC12001854.hg.1− 1.2537010.00161DownTC02002409.hg.1− 1.2521270.00077DownTC09002847.hg.1− 1.2517790.001474DownTC12001777.hg.1− 1.2508280.002212DownTC20000261.hg.1− 1.250790.002373DownTC12000184.hg.1− 1.2491850.002347DownTC05002180.hg.1− 1.2478570.00076DownTC08001323.hg.1− 1.2467020.00308DownTC05002576.hg.1− 1.2465390.000807DownTC11002740.hg.1− 1.2459990.004083DownTC04001485.hg.1− 1.2458690.00345DownTC14001767.hg.1− 1.2455390.001281DownTC02001858.hg.1− 1.2448360.001487DownTC02004683.hg.1− 1.2448020.001341DownTC01000383.hg.1− 1.2446480.001641DownTC03001231.hg.1− 1.2442140.001031DownTC05002808.hg.1− 1.243990.00222DownTC02003539.hg.1− 1.2435510.001615DownTC15001493.hg.1− 1.2435270.001026DownTC16000769.hg.1− 1.2420870.003841DownTC07003221.hg.1− 1.2415890.00302DownTC18000715.hg.1− 1.2412720.001013DownTC17001238.hg.1− 1.240640.001964DownTC20000751.hg.1− 1.240470.002572DownTC17001774.hg.1− 1.2404640.001138DownTC01004651.hg.1− 1.2399790.003361DownTC08000280.hg.1− 1.2398250.004026DownTC01003671.hg.1− 1.2396530.001271DownTC06001540.hg.1− 1.2395450.003541DownTC11002993.hg.1− 1.2391260.003369DownTC08002317.hg.1− 1.2387590.000948DownTC12003089.hg.1− 1.238430.000906DownTC12001102.hg.1− 1.2378260.002626DownTC11002750.hg.1− 1.2372610.001482DownTC12002592.hg.1− 1.2364360.003643DownTC11001275.hg.1− 1.2359940.003359DownTC08001580.hg.1− 1.2350990.001273DownTC17001239.hg.1− 1.2346480.00229DownTC0Y000302.hg.1− 1.2343550.003678DownTC0Y000304.hg.1− 1.2343550.003678DownTC22000194.hg.1− 1.233920.003023DownTC02001892.hg.1− 1.2336970.002035DownTC07001419.hg.1− 1.2330280.003205DownTC02004514.hg.1− 1.2328910.001096DownTC11000365.hg.1− 1.2326520.003434DownTC17001310.hg.1− 1.2326280.001917DownTC04000223.hg.1− 1.2322730.002785DownTC02003541.hg.1− 1.2317170.002243DownTC10002633.hg.1− 1.2313940.004024DownTC14002045.hg.1− 1.2313870.003135DownTC14000688.hg.1− 1.2311550.001599DownTC10000133.hg.1− 1.2311460.003936DownTC10000136.hg.1− 1.2311460.003936DownTC01003920.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003921.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003922.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003923.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003924.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003925.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003926.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003927.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003929.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003930.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003931.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003932.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003933.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003934.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003935.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC01003936.hg.1− 1.2301880.002484DownTC11000769.hg.1− 1.2291890.002433DownTC01004020.hg.1− 1.228360.002014DownTC22001053.hg.1− 1.228050.003752DownTC04001733.hg.1− 1.2277080.001127DownTC0X000808.hg.1− 1.227520.001289DownTC01004433.hg.1− 1.2261810.004164DownTC21000029.hg.1− 1.2254610.001704DownTC03002704.hg.1− 1.2248610.001445DownTC02004897.hg.1− 1.2247470.003867DownTC09002626.hg.1− 1.2233460.001547DownTC01000854.hg.1− 1.2231460.00242DownTC07000408.hg.1− 1.2229360.001737DownTC01005446.hg.1− 1.2224690.002402DownTC21000963.hg.1− 1.2198030.00291DownTC0X001886.hg.1− 1.2197150.001036DownTC11000031.hg.1− 1.2185320.002754DownTC07000624.hg.1− 1.2179350.002001DownTC01006076.hg.1− 1.2178660.002136DownTC15001040.hg.1− 1.2177660.003343DownTC06000650.hg.1− 1.2169460.001062DownTC05001581.hg.1− 1.2166660.00138DownTC04002772.hg.1− 1.2163790.002777DownTC02003970.hg.1− 1.2153110.001808DownTC10002734.hg.1− 1.215180.003732DownTC10002413.hg.1− 1.2149790.003015DownTC0X001785.hg.1− 1.2143970.003416DownTC18000954.hg.1− 1.2141240.003768DownTC0X001752.hg.1− 1.2133150.002895DownTC02003848.hg.1− 1.2132730.000843DownTC01001745.hg.1− 1.2130180.001208DownTC03002074.hg.1− 1.2127810.001375DownTC01002757.hg.1− 1.2119870.001696DownTC02002040.hg.1− 1.2115770.002139DownTC21000403.hg.1− 1.2115430.002678DownTC17002504.hg.1− 1.2115280.002074DownTC02003570.hg.1− 1.2113730.000757DownTC01001703.hg.1− 1.2113130.002191DownTC05002704.hg.1− 1.2110170.002259DownTC05001346.hg.1− 1.2092440.002105DownTC07000864.hg.1− 1.2080290.002131DownTC03002933.hg.1− 1.2080090.002345DownTC02003270.hg.1− 1.2069190.003966DownTC17002837.hg.1− 1.2064850.003765DownTC08002366.hg.1− 1.2058220.001688DownTC06003509.hg.1− 1.2052720.000789DownTC07003058.hg.1− 1.2048480.003901DownTC09000783.hg.1− 1.2045660.001995DownTC09001972.hg.1− 1.2038840.000765DownTC02002065.hg.1− 1.2036430.002939DownTC15001919.hg.1− 1.2033390.003106DownTC07003162.hg.1− 1.2025490.002973DownTC15001221.hg.1− 1.2022610.003523DownTC21000290.hg.1− 1.2017680.002413DownTC04002818.hg.1− 1.2008720.002532DownTC06000891.hg.1− 1.2006170.002327DownTC03000459.hg.1− 1.2004210.00082DownProbe set IDFold changep-valueGene feature(F) *Genes up/down-regulated in purified primary lung TCs compared with non-purified primary lung TCs*TC0M000020.hg.1− 8.3226212.70E−05DownTC0M000022.hg.1− 2.03043.00E−05DownTC05002512.hg.1− 1.5866013.30E−05DownTC04000160.hg.1− 1.3988753.50E−05DownTC0M000023.hg.1− 1.8332633.80E−05DownTC03002425.hg.1− 1.4761364.60E−05DownTC01004110.hg.1− 1.49884.80E−05DownTC05003112.hg.1− 1.8838985.60E−05DownTC07002463.hg.1− 1.4134546.10E−05DownTC05003313.hg.1− 1.2915426.40E−05DownTC02004623.hg.1− 1.5952857.70E−05DownTC12002040.hg.1− 1.4840098.50E−05DownTC08000385.hg.1− 1.3446029.30E−05Down Fig. 4Hotmap of differential Genes of primary TCs, SV40-transformed TCs, primary lung cells, and SV40-transformed primary lung cells. **a** Hotmap of differential mRNAs. **b** Hotmap of LncRNAs of primary TCs, SV40-transformed TCs, primary lung cells, and SV40-transformed primary lung cells

We noticed the proliferation rate of lung TCs^SV40^ at all generations that we detected was significantly higher than that of primary lung TCs^SV40^ (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a), of which the highest proliferation rate was observed in lung TCs^SV40^ at generation 2, while the lowest in at generation 50. Lung TCs^SV40^ were mainly located in cell cycle phases of S and G2, while primary lung TCs in sub-G1 phase (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). Furthermore, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c demonstrates the alterations of cell cycle phases of Lung TCs^SV40^ compared with primary lung TCs. We found that the number of proliferation (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b1--c1) or differentiated TCs^SV40^ (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b3) significantly decreased in LPS administration at 1 or 0.1 μg/ml, respectively. LPS at 1 μg/ml caused a significant cell death (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b2). Administration with SB216763 significantly inhibited the cell death (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b2) or differentiated number (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b3) of TCs^SV40^ treated with LPS at doses of 1.0 or 0.1 μg/ml, respectively, while could prevented LPS high dose-decreased proliferating as well as induced cell death (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c1, c2). Administration with LY294002 significantly inhibited the cell death (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b2) or differentiated number (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b3) of TCs^SV40^ treated with LPS at doses of 0.1 μg/ml, respectively, while could prevented LPS high dose-decreased proliferating as well as induced cell death (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c1, c2). Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that the ratio of TCs^SV40^ proliferation, death, and dividing after cells were challenged with vehicle or TNFα at different concentrations of 0.2, 20, or 200 μg/ml and treated with vehicle, SB216763 or LY294002. The number of proliferating cells significantly reduced 48 h after administration with TNFα at doses of 200 μg/ml (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b1, c1). Cell proliferation, cell death and differentiated number analysis of LY294002 or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^ by celliq were shown in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2. The representative photos of cell bio-behaviors of TCs^SV40^ stimulated by LPS, LY294003 and SB216763 recorded by celliq were shown in Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3. Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4 showed the representative photos of cell bio-behaviors of TCs^SV40^ stimulated by TNF-α, LY294003 and SB216763 recorded by celliq.Fig. 5Cell bio-behaviors record and analysis by celliq. **a** The analysis forproliferation rate of primary TCs and TCs^SV40^ within generation 2, 5, 10, 30 and 50. **b** The comparison of sub-G1 phase, G1phase, S phase and G2 phase in primary TCs and TCs^SV40^. **c** Representative pictures of cell cycle phases for primary TCs and TCs^SV40^. \*p \< 0.05 Fig. 6Cell proliferation, cell death and differentiated number analysis of LPS, LY294002 and/or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^ by celliq. **a1**--**c1** Cell proliferation analysis of LPS, LY294002 and/or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^. **a2**--**c2** Cell death analysis of LPS, LY294002 and/or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^. **a3**--**c3** Differentiated number analysis of LPS, LY294002 and/or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^ Fig. 7Cell proliferation, cell death and differentiated number analysis of TNF-α, LY294002 and/or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^ by celliq. **a1**--**c1** Cell proliferation analysis of TNF-α, LY294002 and/or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^. **a2**--**c2** Cell death analysis of TNF-α, LY294002 and/or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^. **a3**--**c3** Differentiated number analysis of TNF-α, LY294002 and/or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

TCs play an important role in the occurrence and progression of acute and chronic lung injury, asthma, and lung cancer \[[@CR1], [@CR10], [@CR12]\], responsible for the highest mortality and morbidity of patients. TCs can directly communicate with a large number of cells within organ and contribute to tissue repair and regeneration, as potential alternative of cell therapies \[[@CR10]\]. We initially isolated and purified TCs from human lung and airway tissues \[[@CR16]\], and defined the special identity and genomic phenomes of lung TCs, different from lung stem cells, fibroblasts, alveolar type II cells, airway basal cells, proximal airway cells, CD^8+^ T cells from bronchial lymph nodes, and CD^8+^ T cells from lungs \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR17]\]. Our previous studies have proved the independence and specificity of human lung TCs at genomic levels and proposed TCs as a major source to connect cells, e.g. between TCs per se, or between TCs with other cells. The immunocytochemical markers of TCs include CD34, vimentin, c-kit, CD34/c-kit, CD34/vimentin, or PDGFRα \[[@CR3], [@CR10], [@CR16], [@CR17]\]. The specificity of TCs and telocytes-specific biomarkers for the identification are still to be furthermore defined, since there are a large number of telocyte heterogeneities on source, preparation, pathway, duration, and measurable variables. There are obvious differences of TCs among tissues and organs, dependent upon biological functions and characters of TC-connected tissues and organs. TCs in lung have the specificity of connection with air--liquid epithelial cells, tolerance to movement and pressure, and flexibility among barriers. In order to overcome those limits and difficulties, the present study develops a mouse lung telocyte cell-line by gene editing with lentivirus particles containing the anti-aging gene from Simian vacuolating virus 40 (SV40) gene. In the present study, we found morphology, immune biomarkers, and ultrastructure of SV40-positive TCs are similar and coincident with those of primary TCs directly isolated from mouse lungs or cultured for days. Dynamic observations of bio-behaviors demonstrated that TCs^SV40^ proliferation obviously increased, rather than cell movement. The capability of TCs ^SV40^ proliferation declined by increased consecutive passages and became more stable at the 50th passage, which was still significantly higher than the primary TCs. TCs^SV40^ provides a repeatable and stable cell tool for deep investigation of biological roles.

SV40-infection or transformation of lung TCs alters gene expression profiles of cells at certain degrees. SV40 as a polyomavirus with icosahedral capsids of 45 nm and a 5.25 kb-long circular double-stranded DNA can replicate in macaques as its natural host, leading to chronic asymptomatic infections. SV40 small and large T antigen was transduced using lentivirus to immortalize primary cells \[[@CR18]\]. SV40 has been strongly considered as a clinical candidate of gene delivery, replacement, or therapy, due to the lack of immunogenicity in humans and capacity to induce immune tolerance to transgene proteins. Toscano et al. \[[@CR19]\] used the current SV40 vector genome to generate Vero-based packaging cell vector particles and expresses a large amount of the SV40 large T antigen. It indicates that SV40 delivery can be an approach or alternative of clinical gene therapy. In the present study, mouse lung TCs were transduced and immortalized with a sequence of SV40 small and large T antigen in lentivirus. Excepted for increased capability of cell proliferation, we found that morphology, measured biomarkers, movement, and ultrastructure of TCs^SV40^ are the same as primary TCs directly harvested from lungs. However, we did find a number of gene expression in TCs^SV40^ were different from primary TCs, although the meaning and values of altered gene expression profiles in TCs^SV40^ remain unclear.

There are numbers of questions and considerations on biological behaviors of cells with gene editing, especially about the long-term side-effects and pathophysiological responses of gene-edited cells to challenges. Although the aim of the present study to establish a mouse lung telocyte cell-line for deeply understanding molecular mechanisms of TCs, it should be aware the regulation and translational ethics of preclinical activities for the genome editing \[[@CR20]\]. Gene-edited TCs in the present study do not need to perform the large-scale cross-platform comparisons of safety and specificity of those edited TCs as discussed for the potential of clinical applications \[[@CR21]\], while we noticed a clear off-target effects of mouse lung TCs on the survival time and passage of TCs. The second passage of TCs^SV40^ had the strongest capacity of cell proliferation, while such capacity declined with the increase of telocyte passage. We found the characterizations of phenomes and functions of TCs^SV40^ were more stable between consecutive passages 5 and 30. Our finding is similar to the report from Taciak et al. \[[@CR22]\] that the phenotype and functional stability of the RAW 264.7 cell line were evaluated from the 5th to 50th passage and suggested the RAW 264.7 cell line could remain stable between 10th and 30th passage. Both studies strongly suggest that it should be extremely careful to apply more than the 30th passage of the telocyte cell-line and RAW 264.7 cell line for preclinical research, in order to avoid the questions of data reliability.

TCs^SV40^ showed a dose-dependent response to challenges and therapies which are one of important functional properties of cells. We selected LPS as a stimulus of infection and inflammation and TNFα as an inflammatory mediator at different concentrations treated with or without signal pathway inhibitors and found the proliferative capacity of TCs^SV40^ declined with an increased concentration of LPS or TNFα, similar to responses of primary TCs \[[@CR23]\]. Phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) is a family of related intracellular signal transducer enzymes to phosphorylate the 3-position hydroxyl group of the inositol ring of phosphatidylinositol, perform cellular functions (e.g. cell growth, proliferation, differentiation, and survival), and regulate cell responses to drug therapy \[[@CR24]\]. Glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) is a serine/threonine protein kinase to regulate the addition of phosphate molecules onto serine and threonine amino acid residues, carry out biological function (e.g. cellular proliferation, migration, glucose regulation, and apoptosis), and help cellular reprogramming for clinical cartilage repair \[[@CR25]\]. TCs^SV40^ were sensitive to therapeutic effects of both PI3K and GSK3 inhibitors on prevention of LPS or TNFα-reduced proliferation. Of those pathways, GSK3 seems more dominate in telocyte response to challenges. However, more basic and pre-clinical studies are still needed to ensure the safety and efficacy of gene-edited cells before clinical application. Standard and strict application for clinical research ethics must be carried out before the implementation of clinical research. We suggest that lung TCs^SV40^ can be applied for further studies to understand molecular mechanisms by which TCs communicate with other cells.

Conclusion {#Sec15}
==========

Lung TCs play important roles in maintenance of cell--cell communication within the lung and pulmonary function. The present study initially established a mouse lung telocyte cell-line and evaluated the characteristics of TCs phenomes and functions by screening gene expression profiles, ultrastructure, cell biomarkers, and responses to challenges and therapies. We defined the comparability, characteristics and stability in various passages and optimized phenotypic and functional stability of telocyte lines for application. Thus, our data suggest that the newly established lung telocyte cell-line will provide an important tool to understand roles of TCs in maintenance of lung anatomy and functions and develop a new alterative of therapies for lung diseases.
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**Additional file 1: Figure S1.** Representative photos of cell bio-behaviors of primary TCs and TCs^SV40^ at 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, or 50 generations recorded for 0 h, 12, 24, 36 h and 48 h captured by celliq. **Additional file 2: Table S1.** The profiles of transcriptional factor and lncRNA genes (Table S1) between primary lung TCs and TCs^SV40^ were compared and listed Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, and the hotmap was shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. **Additional file 3: Figure S2.** Cell proliferation, cell death and differentiated number analysis of LY294002 or SB216763 stimulated TCs^SV40^ by celliq. **Additional file 4: Figure S3.** Cell bio-behaviors of TCs^SV40^ stimulated by LPS, LY294003 and SB216763 recorded by celliq. **Additional file 5: Figure S4.** Cell bio-behaviors of TCs^SV40^ stimulated byTNF-α, LY294003 and SB216763 recorded by celliq.
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